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November 20, 2009
Mr. John Cash
Lost Creek ISR, LLC
5880 Enterprise Drive, Suite 200
Casper, WY 82609
RE:

Lost Creek ISR LLC, In-Situ Recovery (ISR) Permit Application, TFN 4 6/268

Dear Mr. Cash,
Enclosed please find the second round of technical comments to responses which were received by the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality Division (WDEQ/LQD) District II Field
Office on October 19, 2009. We apologize for the slight delay in the response, but I believe you have
been made aware of the circumstances that surround some of the reviewers that worked on this
submittal.
After review of statements made in the Summary Section of the First Round of Technical Comments,
there is one point that I believe should be clarified concerning Second Public Notice and subsequent
Permit Approval process. Direction to proceed with Second Public Notice will not be given until the
WDEQ/LQD receives a Letter of Application Approval / Concurrence from the Bureau of Land
Management (landowner). This Letter serves as the required Surface Owner Consent per W.S. §35-11406 (b)(xii).
If you have specific questions regarding the enclosed review, it is suggested that you contact the
individual reviewer for clarification. It is anticipated that Melissa Bautz will return to the office the first
week in January.

Brian R. Wood
District II Hydrologist
w/

enclosure,

Cc

Mr. Harold Backer, Ur-Energy USA, 10758 W. Centennial Rd. Suite 200, Littleton, CO 80127 (w/encl)
Mark Newman - BLM Rawlins, P. 0. Box 2407, Rawlins, WY 82301 (w/encl)
R•ýnald A.-Burrows, U.S:NuclearReg~Jlit ryCommisSUibiFderal and State Materials and Environmental
Ma-n'-gement-Programs-Uranium'R-c0Oery-icensing-Btranch, Mail Stop T-8F5, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
(w/encl)
Don McKenzie/Matthew Kunz, Cheyenne WDEQ/LQD--) TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
Mark Moxley - Lander WDEQ/LQD-4 TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
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Memorandum
File:

Lost Creek ISR, LLC Uranium Project, Permit Application, TFN 4 2/628

From:

Melissa L. Bautz - WyDEQ/LQD District 11 Geologist (MLB)
Amy Boyle - WyDEQ/LQD District 1I Hydrogeologist (AB)
Mark Moxley - WyDEQ/LQD District I1 Supervisor (MM)
Craig Smith - WyDEQ/LQD District II Vegetation Ecologist (CS)
Steve Platt - WyDEQ/LQD District II Wildlife Biologist (SP)
Matt Kunze, WyDEQ/LQD Cheyenne Natural Resources Analyst (MK)
Brian R. Wood - WyDEQ/LQD District II Hydrologist (BRW)

Date:

November 20, 2009

Subject:

Second round of Technical Review comments on Lost Creek ISR Application, TFN 4
2/628

This memorandum contains the WDEQ Land Quality Division's (LQD's) technical comments on Lost
Creek ISR's (LC's) responses to LQD's first round of technical comments. The application submitted was
received at the WDEQ/LQD Lander office on December 20, 2007 and it achieved completeness on May
20, 2008. Preliminary technical comments were provided by Matthew Kunze (LQD Cheyenne) in a
memorandum dated August 8, 2008 and by Amy Boyle (LQD Lander) in a memorandum dated August
26, 2008. Final technical comments were provided by LQD Lander staff in a memorandum dated January
30, 2009.
Responses to Amy Boyle's 44 comments (August 26, 2008) were received on May 5, 2009. A second
round of comments was sent to LC on June 19, 2009. Eighteen of the original comments were resolved,
and two new comments were generated as part of that review.
On October 19, 2009, LC submitted responses to the final technical comments (those cited in the January
30, 2009 memo). Below is LQD's review of LC's responses to the final technical comments. The format
is as follows: The original LQD comment appears first in normal font (with the commentator's initials in
parentheses at the end). A summary of LC's response follows in italics. Lastly, the LQD's determination
of the response's adequacy follows in bold face print.

Volume 1 (Adjudication):
1)

The Appendix E map (Plate E-1) must show all lands to be affected by the operation, including all
proposed or potential well fields. The permit boundary should be reflective of the extent of
proposed mining. The permit area should encompass all lands that are proposed to be affected and
some reasonable buffer around the affected lands. Conversely, if an area is not going to be affected
by the proposed operation then it shouldn't be in the permit area. Based on Figure OP-2a, there are
large portions of the permit area (entire sections or half sections) where no proposed operations are
shown. Unless there are reserves that are proposed to be mined in these areas, then these lands
should not be included in the permit area. The "additional resources known to exist within the
permit area", mentioned on page OP-6, must be shown in some fashion order to justify the size of
the permit area. (MM)
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LC's Response: The size of the Permit Area was based on a nuniber offactors, in particular: the
necessary spacingfor the deep disposal wells; potential development, and practical land use
considerations.
With respect tod the deep wells, five wells dre currently planned. To accommodate regulatomy
requirements and meet the necessdiy injection criteria, the wells a e widely spaced and located in
Sections 16, 18, and 19 of Township 25 Nordt'h, Range 92 West and Sections 13 and 25 in Township
25 North, Range 93 West. Plate OP-I has been updated to show the locationsqf the wells.
With respect to potential development, LC ISR, LLC is interested in potential exploration and
production targets in areas.near (or vertical to) the proposed mine units. Rather than 'piecemeal'
the baseline datafor these areas, LC ISR, LLC considered it more effective to cover a larger area
at one time. In addition, this approdchprovides more data for these areas than would be obtained
for a DrillingNotification.
With respect to Practicalland use considr'dtionsh, the Permit Area bound ries are in some cases
designied'to coincide with 'claim block' or lease b6undaries..These boundaries may extend outside
areas of interestfor exploration orproduction,but for easier'administration,theby were included in
the Permit Area.
Response not acceptable. Comment stands as written. (MM)

2)

The Appendix E map (Plate E-1) as well as all of the maps that are presented on a USGS quad
map base, should be presented at a standaid USGS scale of f"=2,000'so that they are easily
comparable. (MM)
LC's Response.' The map scale has been changed, as requested, In addition, the map now shows
the East and West Access Roads, which were added to the Permit Area after discussions between
WDEQ-LQD andBLMftSeA
mber:2009)."'
,
Response acceptable. (MM)
New Information - Adjudication
A)

Form 1-UIC - The acreage listed on Page 2 of the form has been updated to include the

acreagefor the East and West Access Roads ahd submitted to LQD. The start and end datesfor the
Project have also been updated.
Deanna Hill reviewed the revised Form 1-UIC and found it to be acceptable. (MM)
B) Appendix C- The plate and text have been updated to include the acreagefor the East and West
Access Roads.
Response acceptable. The poitions of Appendix C that describe the east and west access roads
(pages 6 and 7) have been corrected as per my 11/11/09 e-mail to John Cash. (MM)
C) Table ADJ-1 - The table has been updated with the most recent information on the status of the
variouspermits requiredfor the Lost Creek Project.

The revised materials are acceptable. (MM)
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D) List of Preparers- The list has been updated in response to comments on other sections of the
permit application.
The revised materials are acceptable. (MM)
Volume 2 (Appendices D-1 through D-5):
New Information - APPENDIX D-1 (LAND USE)
A) The permit acreage noted in the first paragraphhas been updated to include the East and West
Access Roads, and a cross-reference to the Appendix D informationfor the East and West Roads has
been added.
The revised materials are acceptable. (MM)
B) FiguresDl- la and DI-ib have been updated to include the East and West Access Roads.
The revised materials are acceptable. (MM)
New Information - APPENDIX D-3 (ARCHEOLOGY)
A) Attachment D3-2, which is a mitigationplanfor an NRHP site, has been added to the Confidential
Volume. The Thblb' "3f 'Contents' for')" pendix D3 and Section D3.1.3 (Agency and Public
Consultation) have been updated to reJlct this addrititon.
The revised materials are acceptable. (MM)
B) The References page .wals replacedto corre~t.a ypo in the 'Thompson' reference
The revised materials are acceptable. (MM).
Appendix D5 - Geology

I)

Section D5.2.4, "Histric'Uranium Exploration Activities", Page D5-6: The last paragraph states
that. historic and current uranium explorations exist in "'other" areas of the Basin. There is no
mention of the adjacent SweetWater Uranium project in this section. Due'to that project's proximity
to the Lost Creek project, it must be discussed here. (MLB)
LC's Response: Section D5.2.4 was changed to Section D5.2.4.I as a result of LC 's response to a
comment in Amy Boyleý's Auggust 26, `2008 memo.-At the beginning of Section 5.2.4.1, a brief
description of the Sweetwater Uranium Project has beeh added.
Response acceptable. (MLB)

2)

Attachment D5-2, Plates'AD5-2ab,bc: These tiaps need to include section lines, township and
range lines, topography,. roads, and other ground features. During' the meeting among LQD and
'Lost Creek personnel held in at the Lander WDEQ/LQD office on September 22, 2008, an example
of the type of base map features that should appear on all plates/maps in the Permit was
demonstrated and discussed. (MLB)
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LC's Response: The figures and plates in Appendices D5 and D6 were revised to include the
requestedfeatures and submitted on May 4, 2009 in response to a similar comment made in Amy
Boyle's August 26, 2008 memo. WyDEQ/LQD, in turn, commented on the response on June 22,
2009. LC is in the process of addressing the June 22, 2009 comment addressing this topic.
Therefore, it will be sent under separatecover.
Response acceptable. LQD will look for revised versions of these plates in LC's response to the
June 22, 2009 review. (MLB)
Volume 3 (Hydrology Appendix D-6):

1)

Section D6- 1:
The purpose of this section is to characterize the baseline hydrology of the
proposed perinit area'.' The information provided concerning the surface water portion is not
acceptable for the following reasons:

a.

-

A map was not provided that delineates the three drainage basins as described in the text on
page D6-1. Figure D6-1, the drainagebasin map provided, is a' gross illustration of regional
drainage b~asins. Please provide a drainage basin map that describes the three primary
drainage basins within the permit area.
LC's Response. Figure D6-I has been revised to reflect the three principaldrainages in the
Pernit Area, named (for the purposes
tof az
application) We tern Draw, Western Battle
Spring Draw, and Eastern Battle Spring Draw.

b.

Please provide the total areal extent within each drainage basin and within the permit area for
the three basins described.
SLC s Respons"e: The third paragraph' ' Section D6.1.1 has been revised to include this
information, aloýn with channel slope, simu*osity, and 4rainage density data for the three
principalwatersheds.

C.

Please provide hrnoff estimates for various events for the three drainage basins. (BRW)
LC's Response: Table D6-1b has been revised to include this information.

Response acceptable. The requested revisions have been made. (BRW)
2)

Section D6-2:
Figure1D6-2 is a longitudinal profile of North Battle Spring Draw. Please
illustrate the location on a map of the longitudinal profile; mark the two end points as A and A' or
use similar notation. Please also state how the profile was generated (e.g., actual survey or using
USGS topographic mapping. (BRW)
LC's Response. Figure D6-1 has been revised to include endpoints for the longitudinalprofiles of
the three principaldrainages; these points correspond to where the drainages enter and leave the
Permit Area. Figure D6-2 has been revised to include all three principal on-site drainages.
Longitudinalprqfiles were.generatedfrom 1.24,000 USGS topographic maps that were imported
into GIS; the thirdparagraphin Section D6.1.1 has been revised to include this information.
Response acceptable. Figure D6-1 has been revised to include the longitudinal endpoints of the
profile. The text was revised to-indicate that USGS 1:24,000 topographic mapping was utilized to
*conduct the drainage system analysis. Analyses of this 'scale provide a gross approximation of basin
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hydrology and hydraulics, but because the proposed operation is not a surface mine the response is
found to be acceptable. (BRW)
3)

Section D6-3:
The text indicates that any runoff quickly infiltrates and is either lost to ground
water recharge or evapotranspiration. The text in Appendices D6 and D7 has not provided any
information regarding the hydrologic characteristics of the soils present within the proposed permit
area. Please provide information to support the text (e.g., provide a relationship based on texture to
hydrologic soil group, infiltration rates, etc.). (BRW)
LC's Response:. Baseline studies have shown that soils are loans and sandy-loams. The steadystate infiltration rate for soils with this texture .under laboratory conditions is estimated as 0.2 to
0.8 in/hr (Hillel, 1980). However, the practical infiltration rate is much higher because. a) more
macropores are present under field conditions and at large scales; and b). saturatedconditions are
rare in this climate. Infiltration excess (Hortonian)overlandflow has not been observed at the site.
The first paragraphin Section D6.1.1 has been revised to include this information.
Response acceptable. The text has revised as requested. (BRW)

4)

Section D6-4:
The text indicates that the shallow aquifer is typically 150 to 200 feet below
ground surface. The BIM well (WSEO Permit 3 P55113W) located in Township 25N, Range 92W,
Section 30 is completed to a depth of approximately 220 and screened from 185 to 215 feet.
Between 128 arid' 134 feet there is a layer of gray shale and the static water level at the time of
completion was reported to be 109 feet. It appears that at a minimum semi-confined conditions
exist rather than unconfined as portrayed in the text. Please explain the disparity. (BRW)
LC's Response: The text at' the end of .the first paragraph in Section D6.1.1 (Drainage
Characteristics)was intended to provide some very basic information (e.g., type of niaterialand
approximatedepth to ground water) on the material underlying the drainages.That text (now in the
second paragraphin Section D6.1.1) has been rev.vised to more closely reflect the discussion of the
regionalhydrogeology in Section D62.
2.1.5 (Battle Spring Formation- Wasatch Formation)that the
Battle Springs Formation is "typically under confined conditions, although locally unconfined
conditions exist". The variationfrom unconfined to confined conditions is due to the interfingering
of sands and shales throughout the Battle. Springs Formation, (see, e.g., Section 5.2.1
(Stratigraphy)).As water'was reportedly encountered in BLM Well 4777 at 184 feet below surface
OIbs), below the shale layers, the static water leviil .of 109 lbs'would indicate confined to semiconfined conditions, at'least locally.

Response acceptabie. The text has been revised to include a brief discussion confinement within
the Battle Springs Formation. (BRW)
5)

Section D6-5:
Section D6.1.2 contains a discussion of the Robinson Reservoir. I have searched
the WSEO databage believe itwas a typo based on other information presented; the true location of
this reservoir being in Township 25N, Range 72W, Section 26. Please remove the discussion
concerning this reservoir and revise the water rights table accordingly. (BRW)
LC's Response: This typo was verified by WSEO the 26"' of May, 2009. Therefore, the discussion
was removedfirom the text, and FigureD6-3b and Table D6-2 were updated accordinglv.
Response acceptable. Information regarding Robinson Reservoir has been removed from the
application. (BRW)
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6)

Section D6-6:

Please indicate what type of sampler was, used to collect water quality samples.

(BRW)
LC's Response: Nalgene Storm Water Samplers were used to collect 0.26 gallon (IL) samples of
first-flush streanfloow during. runoff events.. Section D6.1.3 has been revised to include this
information.,

.

.

,

...

Response acceptable. The text in Section D6.1.3 was revised to. indicate the type of samplers
utilized. (BRW)
7)

Section D6-7:
Please indicate if discharge measurements were taken and/or can be estimated for
each sample procured., (BR)
...
.

LC's Response: Figure'D6-5was renamedD6-5a, and FigureD6-5b was added, showing snowmelt
discharge in one of the stream channels in the. Permit Area on April 17, 2007. Due to the lag
between thefirst runoifflush and sample retrieval,,the.-wettedperimeter of the channels duringfirst
flush is not known. In the absence of wetted perimeteror cross-sectionalarea, discharge cannot be
estimated using typical[ ,empirically-basedapproximations such as Manning's or Limerino's
equations. When present, staface water discharge at the Lost Creek Permit Area has always been
estimated by qualifiedpersonnel as less than 0.5 c1s, so it is believed that the discharge was less
than I cfs when the. samples were collected. The fourth paragraph in Section D6. 1.3 has been
revised to include this information.
Response acceptable. The text in Section D6.1.3 ,was revised to indicate that an instantaneous
discharge measurement was not obtained at the time of sampling, but rather estimated to be less
than one cfs. (BRW)
8) , Please' submit:the station; site' information for the thirteen surface water monitoring stations (LCI
through LC13) shown on Figure D6-5 in Appendix D-6. An Excel spreadsheet template for surface
water,
-stations . ýwill
soon
be
available
on
the
LQD
website,
http://deq.state.wy.us/lqd/Uranium Data.htm. A copy of this file is also attached to this memo. In
particular, please provide the station type.(stream. station, reservoir, stockpond, etc.), .stream or
waterbody name, and the location coordinates for each station. Also please note that a separate
spreadsheet (also attached and on the LQD website).can be used to submit surface water flow data
if this type of monitoring will occur. (MK)
LC's Response: The requested surface water information is provided in digital form (Microsoft
Excel) on a ,CDattached to these responses.
Response conditionally acceptable. The Cheyenne Office has not received a copy of the Compact
Disc from District II. Once received and reviewed final acceptability will be detennined. (MK)
9)

Please submit the baseline lab water quality data that were collected on April 17, 2007 at seven of
the surface water monitoring stations., The lab data are shown in the permit application in Table D64 and Attachment D6-1 of Appendix D-6.
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment #1.
Response conditionally acceptable. The Cheyenne Office has not received a copy of the Compact
Disc from District II. Once received and reviewed final acceptability will be determined. (MK)
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10)

In future submissions of lab water quality data, please use the preferred list of parameter names.
LQD staff in Cheyenne (Kathy Muller Ogle and Matt Kunze) are available to work with Energy
Laboratories, Inc. to make them aware of the preferred formats for submitting water quality data
electronically. (MK)
LC's Response. LC ISR, LLC will try to ensure the preferredparameter names are usedfor future
submittals. However, please be aware that whle LC ISR, LLC ivill use a ,certified laboratoryfor
analytical work, it may not always be Energy Laboratories,Inc.
Response acceptable. The LQD can provide a list of preferred parameter names to whichever
laboratory is used. (MK)

11)

In future submissions of lab water quality data, please provide the laboratory detection limit used
for parameters that were reported as "ND." LQD stores the value of the detection limit, even if a
parameter is reported as not detected by the lab. LQD prefers the non-detect values be reported as
negative
numbers
(i.e.,
-0.001).
The
baseline
data
submitted
in
LostCreekUranium-_Lab_Water. QualityData.xls used both negative numbers and ".ND."
LC's Response: LC ISR, LLC will try to ensure the detection limits are reported as requested.
Response acceptable. (MK)

Volume 4.(Appendices D-7 through D611): .-

-,

.

.

Appendix D7- Soils:
1)

Lands to be affected by the operation (plant site, ponds, roads, well fields, etc.) must be outlined on
the soils map. (MM)
LC's Response: Plate D7-1 -and Figure D7-2 were, revised to, delineate the areas of anticipated
disturbance. In addition, the soil mapping information was added to Figure D7-2..
Response acceptable. (MM)

2)

.

The soils map should be presented at a normal.engineering scale,.(i.e. 1"=400' or l"=500'). The
township, range and county should beclearly noted on the map. (MM)
LC's Response: Plate D7-1 was revised to a normal engineering scale and clearly identifies the
township, range and county. The scale for Figure D7-2 has also been standardized.
Response acceptable. (MM)

3)

The soils on iands to ,be affected must be mapped at an Order 1-2 level. (MM)
LC's Response: Order 1 soil surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2009for the Plant site (2008),
the deep injection well locations (2009), and Mine Unit One (2008). The results of the surveys for
the Plantsite and the deep well locations are discussed briefly in Section D7.4 and in more detail in
Attachments OP-5a and OP-5b. The results of the survey of Mine Unit One will be included with
the mine unit package. As the areasfor additionalmine units are delineated in more detail, Order I
surveys will be conducted and the results submitted~with the respective mine unitpackages.
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Response partiall, acceptable. The soils information for the deep well locations has not yet been
provided. Also it does not appear that the deep well location in .the SW ¼ of section 25 was
surveyed. The survey for mine unit no. 1 has not yet been submitted. (MM)
4)

A map must be presented to show topsoil suitability/stripping depths. (MM)
LC's Response. Topsoil suitability/strippingdepths are included in Section OP 2.5.
Response not acceptable. The objective is to have a map that clearly shows the depths of soils that
will be salvaged from each site-specific area to be affected. This information is currently not readily
available in the permit document. Comment stands as written. (MM)

5)

Coarse fragments is one of the criteria in LQD Guideline No. 1 for establishing soil suitability.
However, where soils resources are limited and marginal in quality LQD recommends that coarse
fragments not be used as the determining factor for soil suitability. (MM)
LC's Response." The text in the last paragraphof Section D7.4 has been revised to reflect this
recommendation, and it was kept in mind in the evaluation of the Order I survey results
(Attachments OP-5a and 5b).
Response acceptable. (MM)

6)

The volumes of soil to be salvaged and stockpiled from the various major affected areas (plant site,
ponds, roads, etc.) should be listed. (MM)
LC's Response: Please see Section OP 2.5.
Response not acceptable. The objective is to determine the amount of soil that will be salvaged and
stockpiled on a.-site-specific basis. The information presented is very general in nature and does not
accurately reflect site-spec&fic soil depths. (MM)

7)

The person(s) who conducted the soils study should be identified. (MM)
LC's Response. The Order 3, survey was completed'by, Victor.Meyer, a Senior Soil Specialist at
Tetra Tech, and Daniella Rough and Ethan Brown of AA TA InternationalInc. (AA TA) in 2006. The
2008 Order 1 soil survey was completed in September 2008 by Dr.Jan Cipra with the assistance Qf
Duncan Eccleston and Heidi Netter of AATA, and the 2009 Order 1 soil survey was completed by
Jim Nyenhuis with the assistance of Duncan Eccleston. The List of Preparersin the Adjudication
File has been updated to provide more detail if a person worked only on specific portions of the
application.
Response acceptable. (MM)
New Information - Soils
A) In Section D 7.6 (GeotechnicalInvestigations), a cross-reference was added to Attachment OP-7
qf the OperationsPlan, which includes results of the geotechnical work for the Storage Ponds.
B) In Section D7.7 (HistoricalDisturbance),a sentence about the acreageassociatedwith the
existing two-track roads was added in the fist paragraph.

/
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Appendix D8 - Vegetation

1)

Lands to be affected by the operation must be outlined on the vegetation map. (MM)
LC's Response.- Figure D8-I was revised to outline the lands to. be qfficted.
Response acceptable. (CS)

2)

The Vegetation map should be presented at a normal engineering scale (i.e. 1"=400' or 1"=500').
(MM)
LC's Response: Plate D8-1 was created,to present the vegetation map at a normal engineering
scale; references to the plate have been added to the text (next to references to Figure D8-1).
Response acceptable. (CS)

3)

On page D8-6, section D8.4.1.2, the third sentence refers to Upland Big Sagebrush Shrubland. It
appears that the correct reference would be Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland. (MM)
LC's Response: The text has been revised accordingly.
Response acceptable. (CS)
4)

4)

Sample
...........
"

:

-

".......

..

'.

.

.

Sample site/transect locatiiris should be identified by number on the map. (MM)
LC's Response: The sample site/transect locations are identified by number on Figure D8-1 and
Plate D8-1.
Response acceptable. (CS)

5)

"

Appendix D8.2, Descriition of Study Area: Precipitation data references appendix 4. Also
reference the weather station as per Chapter 2, Section 2(a)(i)(C)and (D) of the DEQ non-coal rules.
(CS)
LC's ýesponse: The text in Section 8.2 has been modified to reference the weather station.
Response acceptable. (CS)

6)

Appendix D8.3.3, Sampling Design: It is stated that "no control areas or reference areas were
established. The design described is referred to as an "Extended Reference Area" in DEQ/LQD
Guideline 2 Section 3 (B). It can be referred t9 as ýsuch in the permit application. (CS)
L '`s Response: The text has been revised accordingly.
Response acceptable. (CS)

7)

Appendix D8.3.5, Collection and Analysis of Vegetation Cover Data: A parenthetical comment is
included explaining what constitutes a "hit". The remarks are unclear and should be reworded to
better explain what data was recorded. Please explain which hits Were used in calculating total
vegetation cover, just first hits or all hits recorded. (CS)
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LC's Response. The text has been reworded to better explain how data were recorded in
accordancewith'WDEQ Guideline No. 2for Vegetation Studies.'
Response acceptable. (CS)
8)

Appendix D8.4.1.1, Upland Big Sagebrush Shiifbland Type: The total number of acres disturbed is
not provided. The Operations. Plan is referenced;h0wever the number of acres to be affected needs
to'be provided as per DEQ/LQD Guideline 2 Section 1 (D). (CS)
LC sResponse: This information has been added to Section OP 2. 7 of the OperationsPlan.
Response acceptable. The' new text reference where to find the information in the permit
application. (CS).,

9)

Appendix.1D8.4. 112. Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland Type: The total number of acres disturbed
is not provided' The Operations Plan is r-eferehced; however the number of acres to be affected
needs to be provided as per DEQ/LQD Guideline 2 Section 1 (D). (CS)
LC's Response.' This information has been addedto Section OP 2.7 of the OperationsPlan.
Response acceptable. The new text reference where to find the information in the permit
application. (CS)

10)

Appendix D8.4.1.2, Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland Type: In the first paragraph fourth sentence
th'er'eis a reference to Upland Big Sagebrush Shrubland. The reference should read Lowland Big
Sagebrush Shrubland. (CS)
LC's Response: The text has been revised accordingly.
Response acceptab.

11)

(CS)

Appendix D8.4.1.2, Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland Type: The first paragraph includes a
discussion of the differences between the sagebrush growing in the upland and lowland big
sagebrush shrubland types. These differences could be a sub-species variation in Big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata spp. tridentata vs. Artemisia tridentataspp. wyomingensis). If applicable add
discussion about Big sagebrush subspecies. (CS)
LC's Response.' Although both Artemisia tridentata sppi tridentata and Artemisia tridentata spp.
wyomingensis may occur within the Permit Area, the species was not identified to the subspecies
level. The two vegetation types of the Permit Area were generally delineated based on the height of
the big sagebrush, which is likely attributed to the conditions in which the big sagebrush.was
located. The big sagebrushgrowing in the shallow draws of the Lowland Big Sagebrush Shrubland
type was often only one to two .feet taller than the big sagebrush growing on the adjacent Upland
Big Sagebrush Shrublandareasand, in many cases, was probably the same subspecies. The slightly
deeper soil of the shallow draws most likely provides a better environment for shrub growth. In
other cases, especially along the largerdrainages,the big sagebrush,probably spp. tridentata,was
as much as three to four feet taller than those growing on the Uplands. Overall, the height of big
sagebrushplants varied a great deal.
The differences between the Lowland and".Upland Big Sagebrush Shrubland are not simply
explained based on two different subspecies of big sagebrush. While the tridentatasubspecies may
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be more or less restricted to the Lowland areas, the wvomingensis subspecies occurs in both the
Lowland and Upland environments of the Permit Area. The original text was not modified in
response to this comment.
Response acceptable. (CS)
12)

Appendix D8.4.3, Weeds, Selenium Indicators, Endangered or Threatened Species: It is stated that
"the permit area has very few weeds". This statement should be defined quantitatively. For example
it could be defined in terms of percent cover, number of individual encountered or some other
measureable way. (CS)
LC's Response. Only one listed noxious weed species, tansy mustard (Descurainiapinnata), was
noted on the Permit Area. Tansy mustard was observed as scatteredindividuals in the Lowland Big
Sagebrush Shrubland. Tansy mustard was not actually encountered as part of the cover sampling;
however, it did occur within one meter of either side of five of the 20 Lowland Big Sagebrush
Shrubland transects and has a relative frequency of 1.97 percent. The text has been modified to
include this inf6rmation.
Response acceptable. (CS)

13)

Appendix D8.4.3, Weeds, Selenium Indicators, Endangered or Threatened Species: It is stated that
Tansy mustard is a "listed noxious weed species". Tansy mustard is a restricted noxious weed.
Please update to reflect the correct status of Tansy mustard. (CS)
LC's Response.- The text in Section D8.4.3 has been revised accordingly.
Response acceptable. (CS)

14)

Appendix D8.6, Conclusions: There is no discussion of vegetative cover in the conclusions section.
Please add a general statement addressing vegetative cover. (CS)
LC's Response: Two bullets concerningvegetative cover were inserted into Section 8.6.
Response acceptable. (CS)

15)

Figure D8-1, Vegetation Map: The- scale of this map ýis approximately 1" 1760'. The scale of the
vegetation map must be greater than F" 1000' as 'per DEQ/LQD Guideline 2 Section I (A). Please
reconstruct map at a scale of 1"= 1000" or greater. (CS)

LC ýs Response. Please see Response to Comment V4, D8, #2.
Response acceptable. (CS)
16)

Table D8-5, List of Vegetation Species Observed: The cool season perennial grasses and grass like
plants section contains many perennial forbs. Please separate out the perennial forbs into their own
section. This would be constant with the other vegetation tables. (CS)
'

LC's Response: The table was revised accordingly.
Response acceptable. (CS)
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17)

Table D8-9, Evaluation of Sample Adequacy: The variance entries are incorrect. It appears these
entries are variance 2..Please correct the entries of the row title. (CS) LC's Response: The variance entries are correct since variance is the standard deviation squared.
-s However, the "s" variable in the footnote should be defined as the "sample standard deviation
The variance label andthefootnote were revised for clarity.ý Jliaddition,the text in Section D8.4.5
Was revised.
Response acceptable. You are correct the numbers were right but were labeled incorrectly.
The issue is resolved..(CS)

Appendix D9 - Wildlife
1)

Section D9 3.6, Wildlife: The sage thrasher (ST) is listed in both the third and fourth paragraphs. In
the,first instance, ST was not documented on.the study area and. in the second instance, it is known
to breed, on the study area. Please correct. (SP)
.
LC's response." The Sage Thrasher should not appear in the third paragraph. Section D9.3.6 has
been edited to correct this error.
Response acceptable. (SP).

2)

Attachment D9-2, Wildlife: On page 2 of the attachment, the table of contents should contain the
page numbers of the identified sections. Please correct,.(SP)
LC's response. Page numbers have been added to the Table of Contents of Attachment D9-2.
Response acceptable. (SP)

3)

.

..

Figure D9-6, Sage Grouse Lek Map: Oral and written communication between Melissa Bautz
(LQD) and Ms. CarrieDobey (WGFD -, Lander) on January 15 and 16, 2009 revealed that the
Crooked Well sage grouse lek in UTM Zone 13 E 267113 N 4669158 (NAD 1983) at the eastern
end of the proposed Permit Boundary is considered active by the WGFD.- On Figure D9-6, the
Crooked Well lek is designated as "unoccupied". The WGFD considers this lek to be "occupied".
This is because the WGFD considers a lek to be "unoccupied" only after 10 years of inactivity at
the lek. Figure D9-6 must depict the Crooked Well lek as "occupied" given the WGFD's criteria.
Please revise the map accordingly. (MLB)
LC's response." Figure D9-6 has been updated to include the Crooked Well lek's WQGFD
designation as "occupied and inactive" (see new Attachment D9-4).
Response acceptable. (MLB)
New Information - Wildlife Section
Appendix D9 has been updated to include 2008 and 2009 information. Changes to the text include:
•
*

Revised permit acreage at the end of thefirstparagraphin Section D9,
Revised dates in the fourth paragraphin Section D9, the second paragraphin Section D9.3.2
(Upland Game Birds), andfirst and thirdparagraphsin Section D9.3.3 (Raptors);
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*

*

Infbrmation on the expanded sage grouse survey area in 2009 (next to last paragraph in
Section D9,);
Updated Table D6-3 with the 2008 and 2009 sage grouse survey data;
A cross-reference at the end of Section D9.3.4 (Waterfowl and Shorebirds) to the new
information on BLM Well No. 4551, which is sumrnarizedin Appendix DI 1.

Appendix DI I - Wetlands
1)

The person(s) who conducted the wetlands study should be identified. (MM)
LC's response: The List of Preparersin the Adjudication File has been updated to provide more
detail if a person worked primarily on specific portions of the application..
Response acceptable, LC has updated the list of preparers to indicate who worked on the various
sections of the permit. (BRW for MM)

2)

Section'D l1- 1: The text on page DlI-1 states that, '.'wetland delineation is'based, on the presence
and abundance of obligate,, wetland plants..." Wetland -delineation is based on three basic site
characteristics: (1.) vegetation, as noted in the text, (-2) presence or absence of hydric soils, and (3)
hydrology. Please revise~the.text accordingly. (BRW).

Lc's response: The text was clarified to indicate that all three of the delineation criteriawere taken
into-account initially, but the more detailed wetland vegetation inventory was only done where at
least one of the other criteria(hydrology) might have been met.
Response acceptable. Text was added to suggest that all three criteria were used in the evaluation
of a potential wetland's existence or non-existence.: (BRW0)
3)

Section Dli-2: The.text appears to indicate that wetland hydrology does not exist at the site.
Assuming the average growing season for the area is 100 days, according to the 1987 ACOE
Wetlands Manual, if the area is inundated for a period of five days (5% of the growing season)
annually, the potential for wetland hydrology exists. I understand that runoff occurs infrequently in
this area, however, given the, fact all three wetland areas are identified'under the National Wetlands
Inventory (NWI) program appear to be depressional and over time the bottom of these features
should seal through the deposition of silts, it is certainly plausible that these areas could hold water
for five day minimum period. Therefore, hydrology, does not appear to~a limiting factor in a wetland
determination;. please revise the, text accordingly..(BRW)
.
LC's response.-.,As noted in the revised text, hydrology is apparently a limiting factor at one of the
three potential wetlands identified under the National Wetlands Inventory. Battle Spring Well No.
4551 may..have been the water source supportinganother of the potential wetlands, but the well had
not•. been in'use.for some.time prior to the April 2006field work, so.hydrology may have also been a
limitingfactor at this location. As noted above, the text has been clarified, and photographs added,
to provide more information about all three of the potential wetlands.
Response acceptable. The-added text and photographs provide the requested clarification. (BRW)

4)

Section DI11-3: No photos were provided for the two other NWI mapped wetland areas in
Township 25N, Range 93W, Section 24 and Township 25N, Range 92W, Section 21. Please
provide. (BRW)
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LC's response. FiguresDl1-3 and Dl1-4, v'hichi includephotographs of the two potentialwetlands
noted in the cornnment, have been added. Figure Dl1-2 has also been updated to include an April
2009photograph.
Response acceptable. Photographs have been added for the two other potential wetland areas as
requested. (BRW)

5)

.

Section Dl1-4: From on-site inspections during ex loration, etc,, I would agree that no wetlands
exist within the proposed permit area, however the documentation provided to render this decision
is lacking as alluded to in the first three comments. Please re-write this section to better support the
supposition thai no wetlands exist within theproposed permit area. (BRW)
LC's response: The text has been clarified to provide a more complete description of the wetland
evaluationprocess.
Response not acceptable. The reviewer would agree that the site in Section 24 is not a wetland. It is
also agreed that the site in Section 21 is not a wetland as the hydrology is artificially sustained
through the Well. However, specific to Crooked Reserv6ir, based on the photos provided I would
guess that 'the hydrology criteria is met (referehce 'the text in Comment D 11-3) and'most likely
there is probably some gleying or mottling in the soils, thus meeting soils requirement. Vegetation
appears to be the limiting factor in the wetland designation' The only clue to this is the statement at
the top of page DI 1-2 that states. "Had wetlands been identified in the field using indicator
species....". The reviewer would like some expansirn in the text regarding the vegetation present
(e.g. a short list of the major species present) because it appears there is more than just Sagebrush
and an ocular estimate of the percentage of upland species present to validate that the wetland
vegetation criteria were not met. Please revise the text accordingly. (BRW),

6)

On.Figure DI 1-1, the legend shows the symnbotlfor the plant site but it does not appear that the plant
site is actually shown on the map..Also, som of 'the potential wetlarin•dloations are obscured by the
cross hatch symbol used io' sio ýv.the mine uri(s. (MM)
LC's response: The location of the Plant has been added to the map. The symbols for the Mine
Units have also been changed because 'the 'center' of each Mine Unit, represented by a circle
within the cross-hatch, was difficult to distinguish from the symbol for a potential wetland,
particularly in the Mine Units with blue cross-hatch. As discussed in the text, none of three
potential wetlands were within the Mine Units.
Response acceptable. The map has been revised as requested. (BRW for MM)
New Information - Wetlands Section

There has been a change in conditions at the location in T25N, R92W, Section 21 since Appendix
D-1l was originally written. The well at that location, Battle SpringDraw Well No. 4551, has been
put back into serv'ice and a dirt 'tank' established. These changes have been documented in
Appendix D9, and cross-referencedin Section D6.3 of Appendix D6.
Volume 5 - (Operations Plan and Reclamation Plan):
OperationsPlan (OP)
I)

All maps must be presented at a standard engineering scale which should be stated on the map, in
addition to the bar scale. Odd scales such as I"=I 10' (Fig. OP-7c), 1"=1,760' (Fig. OP-2a),
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I"=1,540' (Plate E-I), I"=1,620' (Plate C-1), V"=16' (Plate OP-I) or I"=1,700' (Figure RP-2) are
not acceptable. Typical map scales used in mine permit applications are I"=2,000' and/or 1"=500'.
It is helpful to present all maps in the application at a few consistent scales to facilitate comparison
of maps or overlaying them on a light table. (MM)
LC's response.- The map scales have been reviewed and adjusted to allowfor similarand standard
scales. When appropriate,maps were plotted on 11 "x 17" paper. However, when greater detail
was needed, maps were.plotted on plates.
Response acceptable. (MM)
2)

The LQD Administrator has determined that an ISL mine permit application must, at a minimum,.
include a detailed plan for the first well field. (MM)
LC's response. Pursuant to discussions during the June 22, 2009 meeting in Casper between LQD
and LC ISR, LLC, the weilfield packagefor the first mine unit will be supplied to LQD for review
and approvalpriorto issuance of the permit to miniq.
Response acceptable, Pending submittal of first wellfield package. (MM)

3)

Section OP 1.0, Overview of Proposed Operation: In the first paragraph it states that "the surface
area to' be affected by the ISR 6operation will total .295 acres". However, this figure is inconsistent
with Table'OP-2
indicafes
It
noted that
all which
~~~~b
ofhth
site'sio58 acres will be affectedby the operation..od
It shi~uldbe
s 6uld••"•'••"•
all of the'site's roads (including so-called "tertiary" roads or two-ttacks) must be included in the
total affected acreage. Refer to Mark Moxley's comment number 6 below for more suggestions on
how to address this. (MLB)
,

LC's Response: Table OP-2 differentiates between acres from which topsoil is stripped and
acreage disturbedversus acres on which iopsiil is left in place but vegetation may be affected.
Response acceptable. Also addressed in Cbomi.eht 0P-6 below. (MLB)
4)

Section OP i11, Site Facilities Layout: should include a detailed facilities 9ite pla'n map'presented
on a topograi~hic base at a scale of 1"=100' with a 2' contour initerval. All facilities and structures
should be shown, including lay-down yards, parking 'areas, site drainage control features, ponds and
topsoil stockpiles. (MM)

LC's Response: Plate OP-2, which shows the locations of the facilities within the Plant, has been
added to the permit.
Response partially acceptable. Plate OP-2, Plant and Shop Detail, should be revised to address the
following:
a. The'plant, shop and ponds should be labeled.
b. The 6975' contour line is mislabeled as 6970' inside*the plant building.
c. The location of the plant water well should be shown.
d. Miscellaneous features, such as the two small squares located southeast of the plant,
should be labeled.
e. Drainage and diversion ditches, runoff control and containment structures should be
shown.
f. The location of the staging area illustrated on the in-set drawing should be shown
relative to the plant, or Plate OP-1 should be referenced.
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g. The two parallel fence lines east of the ponds may pose a hazard to wildlife and could
probably be replaced by a single fence. (MM)
5)

Figure OP-2a (and Plate El ): All roads to be improved or constructed, including primary, main and
secondary, should be clearly identified and shown on the maps (e.g. Plate E-l and Fig. Op-2a) and
should be included in the pernmit area. Roads that 'provide access to the site from a formally
designated public road(e.g., name and road uimber) and Where maintenance will be incumbent on
Lost Creek• muist be made part of the permit. Please provide a ROW agreement and revise the
permit 'area boundary to include all access roads. Legal descriptions should be provided for the
primary access roads from that point 'that 'they leave the county roads (i.e. the Baroil Road, the
Minerals Ex Road and the Wamsutter Road). (BRW and MM)
LC's Response:.The permit area has been enlarged to include the eastern and western access roads
per WDEQ-LQD's request. Figure OP-I and Plate E-1 have been revised accordingly to show the
new permit *areaand the access roads..Appendix C has been' updated. to include the legal
description of the permit area including 'the ea'stern and western access roads'.' The permit area
added for the roads is 100feet wide for the entire length of the road.
The BLM confirmed in a letter dated September 10, 2009 to Lost Creek ISR, LLC that "Roads
constructed or upgradedfor access to mining elaims andpowerlines cotistructedfor uses incidental
and necessaryfor mining,operationsdo not require a right of way permit." Therefore, no right of
way permit will be soughifrom BLM.
Response acceptable. Plate OP-1 and the'Appendix C have been revised to include the East and
West access roads within the permit area. No ROW agreement is necessary per the BLM letter; it is
assumed that the BLM will include the roads within their Plan of Operations.. (BRW and MM)

6)

Section OP 1.0, Overview of Proposed Operation (Page OP-1) and Section OP 2.3, Land Use (Page
bP-7): These*sections state'that the operation 'will affect approximaitely' 285 acres. Form 1 also lists
285 acres. Does this figure include all affected lands such as roads? On page OP-3 it is stated that
each well field will cover about 50 acres. Six well fields @ 50 acres would total 300 acres. Table
OP-2 only lists 58 acres to be affected, which is inconsistent and unrealistic. Table OP-2 should be
removed. Table OP-4 contains a better accounting of affected areas (285 acres). Well fields should
be considered to be affected and should be accounted as such (the monitor well ring is a reasonable
affected area boundary). An accurate estimate of affected lands for the life of the mine, within the
proposed permit boundary, is required. (MM)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP Comment 3.
Response partially'acceptable.The estimate of affected area has been revised upwards from 285 to
324 acres. This appears to be ayeasonable estimate based on the information included in Table OP2, however the assumptions used to develop the estimate should be clearly described. For example:
it appears that for pipelines and drilling outside of the wellfield pattern areas only the area of the
excavation was counted, not the associated area affected by topsoil and subsoil piles or the area
affected by backfilling and regrading operations. This should be clarified. As another example: it is
stated in the comments column on page 2 of the table that the estimates did not account for preexisting road disturbance even though new roads will follow existing two-tracks where possible. Is
this true of all roads? Please describe all assumptions used in the acreage estimates. (MM)

7)

Section OP 1.0, Overview of Proposed Operation: The text indicates that the proposed permnit area
encompasses 4,220 acres and the disturbance area will encompass approximately 285 acres. The
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application goes on to state that each well field will consist of a reserve block of approximately 50
acres and there are six proposed well fields. This later figure does not include the disturbance
associated with the facilities area. None of the above figures account for the access road. Needless
to say, all of the above is contradictory. While it is understood that there will be: some need for
ancillary areas, Lost Creek has not demonstrated by the permit area must be 10 times greater than
the proposed disturbance. Please address the above. (BRW)
LC's Response: The size of the Permit Area was based on a number offactors, in particular: the
necessary spacing for the deep disposal wells, potential development,- and practical land use
considerations. With respect to the deep wells, five wells are currently planned. To accommodate
regulatory requirementsand meet the necessary injection criteria,the wells are widely spaced and
located in Township 25 North, Range 93 West, Sections 13, 17, 18, 19, and 25. Plate OPI has been
updated to show the locations of the wells.
With respect to potential development, LC ISR, LLC is interested in potential exploration and
production targets in areas,near (or vertical to) the proposed mine units. Rather than 'piecemeal'
the baseline data for these areas, LC ISR, LLC cohsid~red it more effective to 3over a larger area
at one time. In addition, this approachprovides more datafor these areas than would be obtained
for a DrillingNdtification."
With respect to practical land'use considerations,'the Permit Area boundaries are in some cases
designed to coincide with 'claim b'lock' or lease
These
rboundaries.
boundaries nay extend outside
areas of interestfor exploration o'productrqn,.but/foreasier administration,they were included in
the Permit Area.
Response not acceptable. None of the maps indicate the potential'presence of ore in' Sections 16
and' 25, thus to include the entire section"jus.' "for the sake of one deep disposal well or for
exploratory purposes does not hold merit. Baseline information (e.g., 'soils, vegetation, and
hydrology) can be collected outside the permit area without inclusion of such lands. In addition,
Figure OP-2A iiidicates that Well Field 6 will abut the permit area boundary without sufficient
permitted lands available for monitoring well ring installation. Please piovide further justification
for the permit area boundary as presented. (BRW)
8)

Plate OP-I. The proximity of the pond directly adjacent to the processing facilities raises concerns
regarding the following: ability to monitor the pond or conduct any potential future corrective
action with little to no room on the west side; the inability to expand the processing building to the
east; the inability to use sprayers for enhanced evaporative effect, due to the proximity to the
building; the limited use of noise deterrents to prevent waterfowl from landing on the pond, due to
its proximity to the plant. (AB)
LC's"Respon.e: The location of the ponds-adjacenit to the processingfacilities was selected based
on a variety offactors related to construction and operation needs, including those noted above.
The pond construction, with double liner, leak det'ection, and redundant capacity (Section OP
2.9.4), is designed to prevent'the need for such e6ctensive corrective action that would require work
under the,processingfacilities. Should expansion
hf
the processing building be necessary, other
options than.expansion to the east are consideredpreferable-for a variety bf reasons not 'relatedto
the,ponds. Sprayers are not needed Ibecause the'ponds will niot be usedfor evaporation (Section OP
3.6.3.1). 'The proximity of the ponds to the' active areas of the Plant may provide as effective as
noise deterrents in discouragingwaterfowlfrom landing on the ponds. In addition, the proximity of
the ponds allows'for a shorter pipeline to the ponds, reducing the possibilitiesfor leakage along
that length, andfor easieraccessfor daily checks of the ponds (Section 2.9.4).
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Response acceptable. Despite double liners and leak detection, our experience is that engineered
pond designs will inevitably leak.. Chasing and remediating a potential contaminant plume, under
the process building could be costly. (AB)
9)

Plate OP-I: The pond designs are unacceptable for several reasons including, but not'limited to the
following:
>'

No- location map was provided; Plate OP 1 is not considered a location map as it is of
unacceptable scale'and is not tied to any coordinate system;
No contour interval is provided on schematics;
" No description or detail as to what part of the pond is above and below existing grade;
, No details concerning the piping system for the supply of water to the ponds and transfer of
Water between ponds;
No specifications concerning seaming of the liner sysiem and QA/QC procedures to be
employed to evaluate the seaming; and
Pond sizing calculations to address evaporative loss, inflows, etc. under a variety of conditions
to demonstrate that adequate redundancy" in disposal exists.,

Please present.a complete set'of designs and specifications for the two proposed ponds. (BRW)

LC's Response: Regulatory citationsprovided in WDEQ-LQD's letter ofApril 1, 2009 to LC ISR,
LLC: WS § 35-11-406(b)(ix), R&R Ch. 1.1, Sec. 4(a)(iv), and LQD/WQD Working Agreement Sec.
IIIA.
Plate OP-1 has been. updated and revised to show the Plant and pondlocations relative to the
PermitArea as a whole.-Plate OP-2 hyqs..been added to.show more detail in the area
qof the ponds,
includingtopographiccontours. Design detailsfor'the ponds are included in Attachment OP-A 6 to
the Operations.Plan.. The two reports in, the attachment are "Design Report, Ponds I & 2 ", dated
Janua~y 2009, and Tebhnical Specification.", dated April, 2008, both by Western States Mining
Consultants.Appendix B of the Design Report provides the results of the geotechnicalinvestigation
at the proposedpond location ("Subsurface Exploration and GeotechnicalEngineeringReport" by
Inberg Miller Engineers dated September' 2008).
The storageponds will befi~led from the plant,waste water tank(s) via a buried line except where it
is above'grade to cross.the storagepond embankment. The storagepond fluid will be transferred
between Ponds I and 2 by above grade transferpumps and piping with suctions in the storagepond
fluid. Fluid will be transferredback to the waste water tank(s).for disposal via the same methods.
The primaty purpose of the storage ponds is to allowfor maintenance of the disposal wells not for
evaporation of waste water.; (The "Operations Plan, Sections OP 2.9.4 and OP 5.2.3.1 detail that
purpose.) Therefore, evaporative loss is not included in the water balance calculations, and any
evaporative losses will simplv enhance the disposal capaciýy of the waste water system. See Figures
OP-5a through OP-5ffor water balance diagrams.
Pond sizing was based on a normal maintenance or testing schedule for the disposal wells, or two
weeks of 1% bleedfirom the production stream at maximum design capacity (6,000 gpnO.
Single Pond Capacity

= 1 % x 6000 gpm:x !.440 rain/dayx 14 days
= 1,209, 600 gallons / 7.48 gal/cu..ft.
= 161,711 cubic feet
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Pond Fluid Depth

161711 cu.ift./ (160 ft. wide x 260ft.. long)
= 3.9feet deep

The ponds are redundant in capacity allowingfor maintenance of the ponds in the event of a liner
problem.
Response not acceptable. The original comment stated that the pond designs were not acceptable
for several reasons, but not limited to several items. identified above. The proposed designs do not
meet the criteria as outlined in 40 CFR 264, SubPart K (see attached). In addition, no details were

provided'conceming QA/QC criteria that would be used to evaluate seam quality, only that a
factory representative would be on hand. Please make the appropriate revisions to the designs.
(BRW)..
10)

Figures OP-2a and OP-2b show the powerline and pipeline layout along with the ore body. Please
include the location of the Lost Creek fault(s) on these figures as well, as its location is a factor in
the mine's operations. (AB)
LC's Response: Figures OP-2a and OP-2b 'have been revised to show the fault location.
Response acceptable. The two Figures. were revised to show the faults. Greater detail on the
l1cation of the faults has been included. (AB)
•

11)
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FigureOP-2a Site Layout: ,A much more detailed. Mine Plan map will need .to be included in the
permit. It should indicate all roads, fencing, topsdil.pile locations, stormwater diversion, structures,
chemical storage areas, lay down yards, easements, utilities, pipelines, monitor well locations, air
and weather monitoring stations, etc. There should be one comprehensive map that indicates where
any surface disturbance or feature is planned. (AB)
LC's Response: Plate OP-I has been updated and revised to show the life-of-project disturbance,
and Plate OP-2 has been added to show more detail at the Plant.Plate OP-I also. shows estimated
locations of disturbance within the mine units, based on currently available information. The
specific locations of all the surfacefeatures in the mine units have not yet been determined and will
be based on the ore distribution within each. mine unit. Therefore, the Mine Unit packages will
include the details requested above as.they pertain to the individual mine units.
Response not acceptable. Culvert locations are shown on Plate OP-I for the main E/W road, but no
culverts have been designated on the roads within the well fields, although, drainages are crossed.
Please indicate whether the Monitor Well -Ring and its access road will be located inside or outside
the fence for each wellfield.. (A-B)

12)

Section OP 1.1 Site Facility Layout: The underground. power fines should be in conduit, as opposed
to direct burial. This should be specified in the plan. (AR)
LC s Response.' All powerlines to the. point,of transform from 3.4,500 volts to 480 volts will be
overhead lines built compliant to regional raptor specifications (see Respbnse to Comment V5,
OP#34). After transform, lines will be installedper the NEC 2008 Handbook. Specifically, Table
360.5 details the depth qf burial and Article 340, Section II,. 340.1Q, (1) specifies the use of Type
UF cablefor direct burial.
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LClIplans to use direct burialcable as allowed in the NEC 2008 Handbook to deliver power to the
headerhouse and to the production wells as needed.
Response not acceptable. LC's response is acceptable, however, the reviewer could not find where
the basic information in the response was incorporated into the text. Please make the appropriate
updates to the text and/or direct the reviewer to where the information is located. (BRW for AB)
13)

Section OP 2.1 Project' Schedule: How is the amount of time for mine unit development,
production, ground water sweep, reverse osmosis etc. determined. Calctlations should be presented
which indicate the time it Will take to perform each step, based on the hydrologic conditions of the
ore body. (AB)
LC's Reponse: The time frames ass'ociated with development, production, restoration and
reclamation are based on numnerous factors."The main factors in determining'theprogression of
mining_ at a site are hydrologic conditiohs," corporate production expectations and corporate
caPabilities which include knowledge and 'experience in the application of in-situ uranium
production and restoration operations.' The' response outlined in detail how'LC ISR, LLC has
determined the time requirementsfor each of the ISR steps in'FigureOP-4a.
Response not acceptable- The assumptions butlined in the' steps' provided in the response should be
provided as part of the permit application. They could be added to a Figure OP4-c, or incorporated
into the text of Section OP2.1,Project Schedule. (AB)

14)

Section OP 2.1 Project Schedule: What are the 'criteria to move from'production into restoration,
and restoration to stability monitoring? This shoiuld be specified. (AB)
LC's Response: The ý riteriafor movingfrom production'to' restorationare described in Section RP
1. 0. A cross-reference to that section has been added to Section OP 2.1. The monitoring that will
take place during restoration andfr*ior to transitionfrom restoration td stability are described in
the last paragraphof Sectioh RP 2.3.2 and in Section .RP 2.5, respectively. Development of the
restoration criteriais.
discussed in Section RP 2.2. 'A cross-reference to the appropriatesections
has been added to Section OP 2.1.
Response acceptable. The cross reference provides 'he necessary information. (AB)

15)

Section OP 2.1, Project Schedule: should demonstrate that reclamation will be contemporaneous
with mining operations. Since the schedule presented in Figure OP-4a is considered to be somewhat
conceptual and subject to change, definitive commitments such as the following should be
provided, for example:
a. seamless transition from production to restoration with no well field down time
b. no inactive well fields for periods exceeding 30 days
c. specified minimum restoration flow rates
d. no more than two well fields in production at any given time
e. complete restoration of the first well. field, through stabilization, before initiating production
from the 5 th well field (MM)
LC's Response: As required in R&R Ch. 3 Sec. 2(k) and Ch. 11 Sec. 5(a)(i), the project schedule
(Figure OP-4a) shows clearly that groundwater restorationactivities will commence directly after
mining operations are completed in each mine unit and restoration operations will occur
concurrently with mining operations in other units as long as mining operationsare ongoing. The
schedule demonstratesa coordinatedsequence of mining, restorationand reclamation with ground
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water restoration commencing directly follo i~ing the determination of completion of uranium
recovery (mining) in the first production area, consistent with the. orderly and economic
development of the property. Further, the capacity of'the water/waste water treatment systems and
correlationof the capacity with the mining and restoration schedule is clearly demonstrated in the
presentation and discussion of Figures OP-5a through OP-5f
R&R Ch. 3 Sec. 2(k), and/or other (non-cited) WDEQ-LQD regulations, do not suggest that
definitive commitments should be provided when a schedule is "considered to be somewhat
conceptual and subject to change. " Indeed, the requirement to include a project schedule update
with each annual report reflects an understanding that industrial operations are subject to
changing economic and political conditions. Activities that may be deemed economic can change
from year to year. Never the less, as stated in Section OP 2.1 of the permit application, LC ISR,
LLC has committed to installing the specified restoration equipment and waste water disposal
systems prior to commencement of nining at the site.
Figure OP-4a illustrates that the purchase of the restoraiionequipment and waste water disposal
systems priorto the commencement of production will result in an idle investment for the first two
years of the operationallife. This action unequivocally demonstrates L'C iSR, LLC s'commitment
to
J
achieve the earliestpossible reclamation consistent with the orderly and economic development of
the property and to mee& the WDEQ staff requirements of this Technical Comment. In fact, this

commitment goes beyond the R&R Ch.. 3, Sec 2(k)(i)(d) requirement of "orderly and economic
development by truly ignorig the fimdamental economic principles of opportunity cost, deferring
discretionarycapitalexpiendi'trs,"andpres'rvati6n"bfinitecagitalriesources.
Responsible 'capiialbudgeting priactic'esgive expliciit considerationt6 the time factor in the value of
money. Timing of capital expenditures is therefore crucial to an investment's success. The
opportunity cost of an expenditure made in.advahce of when necessary is detrimental to the
investment's overall return.In other wlOrd4 theemoniy could have been put tO better use at the time
and the loss of this alternative use represents an opportunity cost. LC ISR, LLC projects that the
advanced expenditure requiredto meet this cohmimiitent will approach eight million dollars.
An•ither considerationis the scarcity of capital.LCISR, LLC presently has no sotmirces of operating
cash flows and thus has a finite amount of capital resources available to satisfy the nearly eight
million' dollar capital requirement' of this project commitment. Any discretionary capital
expenditures should normally be deferred "until op6erating cash flows are available to fund the
expenditures. The finite capital resources of the Company should be preserved to enable the
company to achieve productioh and subsequently generate operating eash flow. A discretionary
capital expenditure made in advance of when necessary decreases the capital resources of the
company and increases the pioject's risk without any correspondingincrease in return.
Figuire OP-4b presents the proposed restoration equipment installationschedule. The figure has
been revised in light of regulatory/permittingdelays withT both the NRC and the WDEQ-LQD with
the.,understandingthat neitheragency will allow construction ofprocess facilities prior to issuance
bf the license/permnit.In combination, Figures OP-4a and OPZ4b representLC ISR, LLC's detailed
level of advanced planning and its unprecedented financial commitment to restore the affected
aqiuifers in an orderl timneframe,.
Response acceptable. The project schedule shown in Figure OP-4a and 4b shows no more than
two mine units in production at any given time and provides for contemporaneous reclamation.
(MM)
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16)

Section OP 2.1, Project Schedule, Page OP-5: The use of ground water sweep with direct disposal
of the produced water, is 'no longer considered to be BPT due to excessive consumption of ground
water and resultant impacts to ground water, resources. This section (as well as section RP 2.3.1),
should be revised to clarify that ground water sweep will only be employed when the produced
water can be treated and re-injected. (MLB)
LC's Response.: This comment was addressedby LC in their response to comment RP].
Refer to LQD's review of Comment RPI for acceptability determination. (MLB)

17)

Page OP-5 (and RP-1), the statement is made that an updated schedule will be supplied with the
annual report if the operation or restoration schedule varies from that shown in Figure OP-4a (and
Figure RP-1). Lost Creek ISR should understand that they are, obligated to follow the approved
mine and reclamation schedule (refer to W.S. 35-11-415). If Lost Creek ISR plans to revise the
approved schedule then it must be submitted as a permit revision for.review and, approval by LQD.
An updated schedule submitted with an annual. report would be informational, (and would probably
trigger a request for a permit revision from LQD) but would not replace the schedule in the
approved permit. Please revise these sections to reflect this understanding. (MM)
LC's Response. The next to last paragraph,in, Section OP 2.1 and the first paragrqph in the
Reclamation Plan have been revised to include a commitment to follow the approved schedule or to
seek. a revision if necessary. The last sentence in. the first paragraph of Section OP 2.1 has also
been edited to reflect the anticipatedaverageannualproduction.
Response acceptable. Appropriate changes' have-been made to the text on the top of page OP-6.
(MM)

18)

Figures OP-5A-e. These water balance flow charts should include the average and minimum
eyapotranspiration rates of the evaporation ponds to. show the full water balance of the ponds, and
that the ponds are up to capacity requirements. (AB)
LC's Response: The primary purpose of the storage ponds is to allow for maintenance of the
disposal wells. The "Operations Plan, Section OP 5.2.3.1, Storage Ponds" details that purpose.
Evaporative loss is not included in the water balance calculations and any evaporative losses will
enhance the disposal capacity of the waste water system.
Response acceptable. Since these are storage ponds as opposed to disposal (Evaporation) ponds,
the evaporation, rate is not as relevant, and does not need to be included. (AB)

19)

Section OP 2.2, Additional Regulatory Requirements. Reference is made to the SWPPP, yet a
complete hydrologic control plan for the facilities area and associated appurtenances as well as the
first mine unit must- be included in the Operations Plan. Will water from the facilities area be
diverted to a lined site containment pond. The hydrologic control plan for the remaining well fields
maybe submitted with the individual well field packages. (BRW and AB)
LC's Response:. The drainageplan, stamped by a ProfessionalEngineer,is included as Attachment
OP-4 to the Application. It is important to note that the drainageplan was developed to ensure that
surface water runoff will not cause undue soil erosion or excessive pooling of water. The drainage
plan was not developed to prevent the migration.of chemical spills. Due to the low relief of the
area, lack of contaminant sources, and arid conditions, no lined containment ponds for runoff or
other substantialerosion surface water control structures are required.No diversion structures are
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anticipated. When roads cross an ephemeral drainage a culvert will be installed. The culvert will
be designed by a professional engineer in accordance with WDEQ-LQD Guideline 15 (see Sections
OP 1.1 and 2.5.2).
During construction activities, erosion of topsoil into drainages will be minimized as required by
the use of silt fence, hay bales, or other similar systems. There are no plans to alter the natural
drainagewithin the wellfield areas.
Response not acceptable. The only material presented concerns the WYDES Stormwater Permit
and some general maps that illustrate drainage / flow direction. In the reviewer's opinion the
material presented does not meet the intent of W.S. § 35-11-406(b)(v). Specifically, generic designs
of the proposed Alternate Sediment Control Measures to be utilized should be furnished as well as
the approximate installation location on one of the drainage maps provided. Please provide a
complete hydrologic control plan as, originally requested. (BRW)
20)

Table OP-2 and the text on Page OP-7: Section "OP 2.3 - Land Use" states that a total of
approximately 285 acres will be affected throughout the project. However, Table OP-2 only
indicates 58 acres, as being, affected. This inconsistency should be clarified. It should be noted that
Table.OP-2 should include all disturbed areas throughout the life of the mine including all "tertiary
roads". (MLB)
LC's Response. Please see Response to Commenet OP3.,
Refer to LQD's review of Comment 0P6 for acceptability determination. (MLB)

21)

Section OP 2.4, Cultural Resources Mitigation Program, Page OP-8: In the middle of line 7 in the
first paragraph, after the sentence ending in'the word "excavations", another sentence should be
added. ,The. new sentence must make a commitment to add via permit revision any/all
archaeological restrictions and protocol in to the permit document. (MLB)
LC.'s Response: A paragraphwhich discusses `existipg andfuture restrictionsandprotocol has b'een
added to the end of Section OP 2.4.
Response acceptable. (MLB)1

22)

•

Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Management, Page OP-8:, .The second paragraph of this.section reiterates
that only 58 acres will be affected. However, this value disagrees with the previously stated value
of 285 acres (in the Land 'Use section of the Operations Plan,, Page .OP-7). Please clarify which
value is accurate: 58 acres or 285 acres. (MLB)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment OP3.
Refer to LQD's review of'Comment OP6 for acceptability determination. (MLB)

23)

Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Management, Page OP-8: The text on page OP-8 states that detailed soil
surveys will be conducted at theplant site as well as each mine unit to provide specific information
for topsoil proteciion and management. Given that the first well field package must be included
with the application, this is not acceptable. The detailed soil survey(s) necessary for topsoil
management decisions and commitments at the first mine unit must be included in the Permit
Applicationl (BRW and MLB)
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L'C's Response: With respect to the life-of--mine disturbance, the detailed soil survey information is
included in Attachments OP-5a and.5,. With respect to Mine Unit. One, please see Response to
Comment V5, OP#2.,
Response not acceptable.. The reviewer agrees that, the soil survey for Mine Unit I could be
submitted prior to permit approval. However, .the long-term facilities area surveys are incomplete
(reference Attachment 5b). In addition, the surveys lack clarity in terms of specifying salvage
depths. The comment remains outstanding until the survey in Attachment 5b is complete and
'salvage depths are clearly identified. (BRWV)
24)

Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Management: should include a plan for well field layout and installation to
accompany Figure OP-7c..(MM)
,
. .
LC's Response: Pursuant to discussions at the June 22, 2009 meeting in Casper.with WDEQ and
LCI, a generic discussion.of wellfield design criteria is included in Section OP 2.5 of the permit
application.
Response not acceptable. Please provide a wntten plan, and re.isions to Fig. OP-6 describing and
illustrating in detail the specific measures to be employed during wellfield development operations
to minimize disturbance and protect the native vegetation and soils. These measures should include
up-front planning and installation of roads to.header houses (with topsoil salvage); establishment of
designated temporary off-road traffic routes; construction, of appropriate drainage crossings,
culverts or graveled low-water crossings; centralization, and co~location of pipelines and utility
lines; restricting, off-road operations during .wet or muddy conditions; ,orderly and sequenced
installation of wells, and utilities,. desigation,ofzones or corridors of "no disturbance"; use of lowround pressure v*ehicles; and appropriate enforcement of these, protective measures. ;The goal is to
.preserve a substantial portion (at least 50%) ofthe native vegetation in the wellfield. If this is not
achievable then.topsoil stripping may be required prior to wellfield development. (MM)

25)

Section OP 2.5. topsoil Managemient, Page OP-8:
third paragraph of this section states that
"Per WDEQ-LQD requirements, topsoil will, not be stripped from areas where there is minor
disturbance, such as light-use-roads, monitoring'stations, fences, and drill sites (except for the mud
pits);". Given the definition of "minor disturbance" as maintaining 50% of the native land
remaining undisturbed, it has been the experience of this reviewer that in practice, it is not feasible
to assume that the well fields will witness only minor disturbance. That is, based on this reviewer's
observations of the disturbance levels associated with delineation drilling at the Lost Creek Project,
it is expected that greater than 50% of the native vegetation will be adversely affected during the
construction of the mine units. In light of that, the LQD will require that mine units and the roads
leading to them be completely stripped of topsoil. (MLB)
*lThe

LC's Response" Pursuantto discussions during the June 22, 2009 meeting in Casper between LQD
and LC ISR, LLC, the mine unit area will not be strippedwunlessgreater than 50% of the area inside
the monitor well ring will be disturbed. Areas impacted by main and secondaty roads will be
stripped of topsoil prior to road construction. Tertiaiy (two-track) roads will not be' stripped of
topsoil as a general practice. However, portions of tertiaty roads may be stripped of topsoil and
improved as needed to ensure the road remains in good condition.
While LC ISR, LLC fully intends to comply with the verbal agreement from the June 22, 2009
meeting, LC ISR, LLC believes it is important to document why stripping of topsoil within the mine
unit is not considered a. regulatory requirement or advisable from a technical standpoint.
Regulations pertaining to topsoil protection can be found in WDEQ-LQD Rules and Regulations
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Chapter 3 Section 2(c)(i) through (iii)( and Chapter 11 Section 4(a)(iii). The language in both
chapters is vety similar. With regard to topsoil protection in the weilfield, Chapter 11 Section
4(a) (iii)states in pertinentpart,
"The Administrator may authorize topsoil to remain on areas where minor disturbance
will occur. associated with construction and installation activities including but not
limited to light-use roads,. signs, welilelds (emphasis added), utility lines, fences,
monitoring stations, and drillingprovided that the minor disturbance will not destroy the
protective vegetative cover, increase erosion, nor adversely affect the soil resource."
It is LC ISR, LLC's position that stripping of topsoil within the wellfield area will create more
disturbance (water and wind erosion and topsoil degradation) than leaving it in place. This
assertionis based on many factors including:
, Experience at otherfacilities,such as Wellfield 1 at Smith Ranch., Because of the sandy nature
of the soils in this welfield, erosion and re-establishment of vegetation were problematic after
wellfield installation, even though topsoil was not stripped. Ultimately, use of a cover crop
(alternatedin rows with the permanentseed mix).was necessary. Had the topsoil been stripped,
it is ,likely the problems would have been even worse;
The. results of a study performed by the ,University of Wyoming College ofAgriculture entitled
"FinalResearch Report: .Topsoil Management 6n In-Situ Uranium Wellfields" by P. Stahl et.
al. This study, fimded by the Wyoming Mining Association and developedfrom suggestions and

comments from the Wyoming,DepartmentofEnvironmental,Quality was finalized in January
.
1998,
September 14,-.1998 letter from WDEQ Director Dennis Hemmer to the Director of the

Wyoming Mining Association Marion Loomis .stating in pertinentpart, "With regard to topsoil
manqgement at in-situ operations,you. were concerned that DEQ would require stripping of
the entire wellfibld.. I will-not supporta ,"equirement to strip the entire wellfield. While ourfirst
priority in reclamation must be preserving topsoil,, other than, wasting or losing topsoil and
contaminating topsoil, J1 believe one of the, most destructive actions we take is stripping and
stockpiling topsoil."

. .......

Stripping the topsFoil will result in the removal,and destruction of 100% o/'the vegetation cover and
associatedroot systems. By leaving the topsoil in place, at least some of the vegetation will survive,
and the root system will help maintain the soils integrity thereby minimizing wind and water
erosion. The subsoil at the site is composed of generally.unconsolidated.fines. When exposed to
wind and rain this subsoil easily erodes and may- contribute to increased sediment Iload in
ephemeral drainagesand decreased air quali'ty. In addition, a particularconcern at the Lost Creek
site is the preservation of sagebrush. The ability of sagebrush to recover after mechanical damage
(as opposed to fire damage) has been a bane to those trying to clear landsfor other purposes. In
this case, retainingas much sagebrush as possible should help with respect to wildlife habitat.
Finally, strippingof topsoil requires the. use of lwavy.equipment such, as scrapers and blades. This
equipment will cause as much soil compaction as the relatively light equipment that will be used at
the sight otherwise. A loaded scraper commonly used to strip topsoil tips the scale at 70,000 to
144,630 pounds.(Caterpi~l.ar613G and 623G respedtively). The next heaviest piece of equipment at
the site will be a 60,000 pound drill rig.Stripping of topsoil requiresthat the scraperdrive over the
soil to pick it up and then drive over the topsoilpile to lay down the load. During reclamation the
process will be reversed and the scraper will drive over the soil twice. more. The rough soil will
then have to be smoothed with a motor grader before revegetation. LC ISR, LLC realizes that
typical operations within a mine unit will result in topsoil compaction. However, the effect of
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compaction will be mitigated by freeze/thaw cycles and if necessary by ripping of some areas
before revegetation.
LC ISR LLC's agiees with WDEQ-LQD Guideline 4 Attachment III Section I which states in part,
"To 'minimize disturbance below the surface, preserve 'soil "structure and facilitate the
reestablishmentof native vegetation, topsoil and si'bsoil are generally notstripped and stockpiled
foi the entire weilfild. " Areas where the topsoil re,'source cannot be protected should be 'stripped
(i.e. building sites, trenches, graveled roads,; any 'areassusceptible to :deleterious contamination
from chemicals).
Response acceptable. The LQD agrees that LC's statements generally reflect the agreements made
during the June 22, 2009 meeting in Casper, however it was LQD's understanding that LC would
provide a pro-active plan that would explain how they would preserve 50% of the native vegetation
in the wellfields. Installation of the first wellfield will be monitored periodically by the LQD to
ensure that 50% criteria are met. If the 50% criteria cannot be met, the characteristics of the soils
present indicate thatf they can be easily eroded if.vegetation is not present, thus, it maybe prudent to
temporarily stockpile the topsoil. When topsoil is. stockpiled for a relatively short period (e.g., less
than a year), a viable seed source still exists and revegetation success is generally good. (BRW for
MLB)
.
26)

'Section OP'2.5.2 Long Term Topsoil Protection; Section OP2.6 Roads, Figure OP-2c. Topsoil
stripping of roads has not been mentioned but is required for topsoil protection. The text should
commit to topsoil stripping for roads 'and Figure OP-2c should also indicate that topsoil will be
stripped. The amount of topsoil to be stripped 'should be specified and the height, dimensions, and
locations of topsoil piles should be detailed. In, addition,' the seed miixture for the topsoil piles
should be specified. (AB)...,
LC's Response. The text in Section OP 2.6 has been revised to stat~eprimaryand secondary roads
(as'dejfned in" WDEQ-LQD Guideline 4 Attachment 'III Section 'Il(B) will be stripped of topsoil.
Figure OP-2c is intended to show road design and therefore has not been revised to discuss topsoil
removal.
Topsoil depths in the areas around the plantfacility, primary and secondary roads, and the first
wellfield have all been characterizedby Order 1-2 soil surveys. The results of the soil surveys in the
area of the plant .facility and roads is provided in Attachments OP-5a and 5b of the permit
application. Results of the soil survey for the first mine unit will be provided in the mine unit
package.
The long-term seed mixture to be used on long-term topsoil piles is given in Table RP-3 with the
exception that shrubs will be removed from the mix. An initial vigorous cover crop, such as sterile
rye, may be planted to stabilize the topsoil pile and then the'final long-term seed mixture
interseeded.
Response not acceptable. Section OP2.6 has been revised to include a comnitment to strip primary
and secondary roads. Please include a statement clarifying that soils in and adjacent to existing twotrack roads that will be upgraded to secondary roads will be stripped. Soil survey information has
been provided in Attachments OP-5a and OP-5b. No changes were made to Figure OP-2c, yet in
the cross sections of the road designs these figures indicate "original grade" with gravel applied on
top of the original grade. This seems to imply that no topsoil is stripped. Please change "original
grade" to a term that indicates that the topsoil' has already been removed. (AB)
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27)

Section OP 2.5, Topsoil Management. Paragraph 3 states that topsoil will not be stripped from light
use roads. It is stated that roads to monitoring wells will not be upgraded. Given that the monitoring
wells will need to have year round access, if snow removal is necessary to access an area, then the
road should be upgraded, and the topsoil should be stripped. (AB)
LC's Response: Pursuant to discussions held on June 22, 2009 in Casper between LQD and LC
ISR, LLC, 'roadsto monitor wells will only .be stripped of topsoil if the roads must be upgraded to
maintain their integrity. The statement referenced in Section OP 2.5 has been revised to document
this agreement. This approach is consistent with WDEQ-LQD Guideline 4 Attachment III Section
VI(E) which states that topsoil is generally not salvaged from monitor well roads.
Response acceptable. Section OP 2.5 Paragraph 3 was revised to provide for topsoil stripping of a
monitor well road if required to maintain its integrity. (AB)

28)

Seciion OP 2.5.2, Long Term Topsoil Protection: should specify that all topsoil stockpiles will, be
sloped. on all sides to 3:1 or flatter and will bp promptly drill-seeded with the, permanent seed mix,
minus the shrub species. (MM)
LC's Respon.e." Section OP2.5.2 h'as been revised to state that all long-term stockpiles of topsoil
will be sloped on all sides at a slope of 3:1 or less and reseeded as soon as possible using the
ap.provMd seed mix, minus the shrub species.
Response acceptable. The text in Section 2.5.'21 "hasb6een revised as irequested. (MM)

29)

Section OP 2.6, Roads, Page OP-10 and Figure OP-2a: The first paragraph of Section OP 2.6 as
well as Figure'OP-2a neglect to acknowledge and/or depict the roads that will be needed. to access
monitoring wells (sometimes referred to as "tertiary" roads).. These roads must be discussed in the
text and must be depicted on Figure OP-2a. Tertiary roads must also be depicted on any other
figures depicting the project's roads. (MLB)"'
LC's Response: Plate OP-I has been updated to show the approximate location of all proposed
roads. The location of roads will be need to be adjusted as the ore body is fiuther delineated. L C
ISR, LLC will submit the proposedchanges to WDEQ-LQD for review and approval. The site road
map will subsequently be adjusted to accuratelv reflect roadlocations.
Please note thai the first paragraphin Section OP 2.6 is intended to discuss primary and secondary
roads. The fourth paragraphdiscusses two track roads that will be used to access monitor wells.
Each figure within the applicationserves a specific purpose(s). For example, Figure OP-I shows
the site layout including the rocids. Therefore,' it is not reasonable to put all the roads on all of the
.figures. This would result in illegiblefigures.'
Response not acceptable. The text discussion is generally acceptable. However, the text indicates
that Secondary Roads will be utilized to. access. the various deep well injection. sites. Figure OP-I
shows a Secondary'Road that accesses a deep disposal well in the SESE of Section 19 that connects
to nothing. Additiofnally, the Secondary Road that connects to the deep well injection site in Section
16 connects to an existing two-track. According to the reviewer's interpretation of the text this twotrack would be upgraded to a secondary road and should be illustrated as such. The map legend
should differentiate between Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Roads as they will be constructed to
different standards. Finally, Figure OP-1 and others which illustrate road locations do not illustrate
the same alignment as what is shown on Plate OP-1. Please revise the submittal accordingly. (BRW
for MLB)
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30)

Section OP 2.6, Roads, Page OP-11: The fourth paragraph acknowledges that tertiary (two-track)
roads will be needed and used to access the monitoring Wells and header houses at the project. The
text indicates that some pre-existing two tracks can and will be used for these purposes. However,
the text also refers to the routes that will be taken to some monitoring wells and header houses as
"travel routes". The inference of this reviewer is"that these are paths beaten through the sage brush
where there is no preexisting txiwo-track. Travel rbutes will quickly become two-tracks which will,
in turn, require reclamation'at the end ofthe project. All of.the site's roads, two-tracks, and travel
routes must be accounted for in the text as well as site maps'.(MLB)
LC's 'Response: Figures OP-2c and OP-7b are incorrect based on the Bureau of Land Management
publication "'EngineeringRoad Standards, Excerpts from BLM Manual, Section 9113, 1985
Figure OP-2c has been revised to show the. "Secondary Access Road" width as 14 feet and the
borrow ditches as 3feet each. Figure OP-7b has been revised to show the "Secondary Road" as 14
feet wide. Table OP-4 has also been revised based on ihe abolPe as well as the Response to
Comment V5, #3
Response not acceptable. The LQD accepts LC's response that. the exact location of roads with
respect to specific mine units will be submitted with the corresponding wellfield package. However,
the text within Section 2.6 does correlate with Figure OP-6A. See also Comment 31 below. Please
update the figure accordingly. (BRW for MLB)

31)

Section OP 2.6, Roads: discusses the primary access roadto the plant and secondary access roads to
the mine units. Figure OP-2c illustrates the main access road with a 20' wide surface and secondary
access road with a 12' surface. Figuie OP-7b is somewhat inconsistent. It shows a "main road" with
a 20,' surface accessing the well field and a 15' wide secondary road in the well field. Table OP-4
lists main access road, main roads and' secondary roads.' Clarification is needed relative to road
classifications and widths. (MM)
scnay
Response not acceptable. There is still inconsistency regarding road widths. Figures OP-2c and 3c
show the secondary roads being 12' wide. Figures OP-6a and 6b show secondary roads being 15'
wide. (MM).
.

32)

Section OP 2.7, Vegetation Protection and Weed Control, Page OP- I1" The second paragraph in
this section ended with an ending .quote, with no preceding quotation mark. This appears to merely
a typographical error. (MLB)
LC.'s Response: The typo has been corrected.
Response acceptable. The typographical error was corrected. (MLB)

33)

Sections OP 2.8.1.2 and OP 2.8.1.5 should discuss speed limits on the various roads, including
signage, employee training and enforcement policies, specifically in regards to minimizing vehicle
collisions with wildlife and livestock. (MM)
LC's Response: The specific provisions of the Wildlife Protection and Monitoring Plans have been
moved from Section OP 2.8 to Attachment OP-6. Section 1.4.1 of the attachment now includes
information on speed limits, training,and roadusage.

Response acceptable. (SP for MM)
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34)

Section 2.8.1.4, Transmission Line: discusses power transmission lines. Raptors perching on power
poles are a threat to sage grouse. Power lines should either be buried or raptor perch guards should
be provided to deter raptor perching, in addition to minimizing the risk of electrocution. (MM)
LC's Response. The specific provisions of the Wildlife Protection and Monitoring Plans have been
movedfrom Section OP 2.8 to Attachment OP-6. Section OP 2.8.1.4 stated that roost guards would
be included on transmissionlines andpower poles, and that commitment is now in Section 1.2.2 of
the attachment.
Response acceptable. (SP for MM)

35)

Section OP 2.8.1.3, Fencing and Screening. Fencing design and specifications should be presented
in the Operations Plan. Wildlife fencing, mud pit fencing .and security fencing should each be
specified. (AB)
LC's Response: The,specific provisions of the Wildlife Protection and MonitoringPlans hdve been
moved from Section OP 2.8 to Attachment OP-6.Section OP 1.3'3 of Attachment OP-6 discusses
fencing. Based on preliminary'discussions with Mr. Scott Gamo of WGFD on August 18, 2009, use
offencing that is intended to preclude access by all wildlife to the mine units (e.g., Type I and II
fencing) is not recommended due to mortality and injury concerns. Use of Type IlI fencing (to
restrict access by cattle and Wild horses) would be consistent with the approach used at other ISR
6perations. The exception Would be in areas of the Plant, sucih as around the StoragePonds.
Response not acceptable. Section 13.3 of Attachment OP-6 has been added to address wildlife
fencing around the Mine Units (Type III fencing) and around the storage pond (Type I fencing).
What type of security fencing will be utilized around the processing plant? This should be'
addressed as part of the Operations' Plan asw'elt. (AB).

36)

Section OP 2.8.1:3, Fencing and Screening.ý As water in the ponds becomes concentrated over time,
it is likely that screening will be required. US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Wyoming
Game and Fish (WG&F) should 'be consulted regarding the ponds and their requirements. Pond
sampling schedule, the type of analysis to'be performed, and screen design should all be presented
in the Operations Plan. (AB)
LC's Response: Table OP-5 includes the anticipated water quality in the pond, and Section OP
1.3.3 of Attachment OP-6 discusses the pond water quality relative to wildlife. Because the ponds
are not evaporation ponds and because the water in the pond will be replacedperiodically, the
parameter concentrations are not anticipated to increase as would the concentrations in an
evaporationpond. The pond samplingparametersand schedule are discussed in Section OP 2.9.4.
As noted in the Response to Comment V5, OP#54, a copy of Attachment OP-6 will be sent to
WGFD and USFWS for review.
Response not acceptable. Pond sampling schedule and the parameters to be monitored were
provided in Section OP2.9.4. However, the need for any deterrents to birds landing on the ponds
and ingesting the water is under review of WGFD and 'USFWS. This comment will remain
unresolved pending the review of WGFD and USFWS. (AB)

37)

Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring, Page OP-13: A separate table summarizing the annual
wildlife monitoring schedule should be created and referenced in this section. This table must
include a commitment to'survey the two mile radius around the permit boundary every year for new
sage grouse leks. (MLB)
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LC's Response:. For ease of revieiv, by WGFD and USFWS, Attachment OP-6 (Wildlife Protection
Plan• and Wildlife Monitoring Plan) has been added to the Operations Plan. Section OP 2.8 has.
been shortened'substantiallyand summarizes the detailed informationpresented in Attachment OP6. Table OP-A6-6 in Attachment OP-6 summarizes the wildlife monitoring schedule, and includes a
commitment to survev the tv~'o-niile radi.us around the'
Permit A rea for new sage grouse leks even'
year.
Response acceptable. (SP ,for MLB)
38)

Section ORP 2.8.1, Wildlife Monitoring: This section indicates that "...additional [protection]
measures will be implemented as on-site activities..:" but they are not specified. Please correct.

(SP)
LC's Response: Wildlifeprotec&tion medsures are described in Attachment OP-6 Section 1.1.
Specific'wildlife protection measures are grouped according to Operation restrictionsand
New Activity/Mortality Reporting (Sectioh 1.'1 1), *Infrastructu~rb (Section 1.1.2), Human
Aciivioty (Section 1.1.3), 3Site AMaintenanc& and*Re."lamation (Section 1.1.4), and Habitat
Enhancement (Section 1,1.5).:
'"

Response acceptable. ,(SP)
39)

Section OP 2.8.1.3. Wildlife Monitoring: This section indicates that '. ... Mine units will be
fenced..."; however, wildlife friendly fences'ideniified in'EQD Guideline #10 should- be used for
ihe perimeter fence. This would mean that all 'mud pits Would need to be fenced as pronghom
antelope and other wildlife are capable of penetrating the perimeter fence. Please' correct. (SP)
LC's Response. Please see Response to Comment, V5, OP#35.
Response acceptable. (SP)

40)

."

Section OP 2.8.1.3, Wildlife Monitoring:
established. Please correct. (MM)

Fences should not be removed until vegetation is well

LC's Response: Attachment OP-6 Section 1.1.2.3 states that the mine unitfences will be removed
after ISR operations are complete and vegetation has become reesiablished unless otherwise
approvedand agreedupon' with the Landowner (BLM).

Response acceptable. (SP for MM)
41)

Section OP 2.8.1.3, Wildlife Monitoring: By only committing to net or use other deterrence only IF
fluid storage p6nds 'are determined "to be harmful" to birds, LC ISL is proposing to wait until a
violation of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (1971) occurs. Before a "taking" occurs, LC ISL should
take preventative measures. Netting or other measures should be put in place immediately upon
construction of any fluid holding structure larger than a mud pit. Please correct. (SP)
LC's Response. Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#36.

Response acceptable. (SP)
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42)

Section OP 2.8.1.5, Wildlife Monitoring: This section should commit to a speed limit of no more
than 30 mph to minimize vehicle collisions with wildlife. Please correct. (SP)
LC's Response: Section 1.1.3.1 of Attachment OP-6 commits to a speed limit of 30 mph for the
main access routes, and no more than 20 mph on secondary roads.
Response acceptable. (SP)

43)

Section OP 2.8.1.6, Wildlife Monitoring: This section identifies "...wildlife enhancements in the
Permit Area or nearby areas not proposed for di~sturbance...". Do "nearby areas" include only lands
within the permit area or are those outside the permit area included as well ? Affecting areas
outside the permit boundary may represent an LQD Regulatory conflict. Although interagency
coordination may relieve LQD concerns. Please correct. (SP)
LC's Response: Attachment OP-6 Section 1.1.5 describes a commitment to work with BLM and
WGFD to develop habitat enhancements in areas that' are outside the Permit Area, but nearby, if
these are deemed desirable by permittihg agencies.' If 'these measures represent a regulatory
conflict, or are not deemed desirable andfeasible, they will not be undertaken.
Response acceptable. (SP)'

44)

Section OP 218 WildlifeMonitoring. Only monitoring of raptors and sage grouse is listed, yet
vertebrates are also required toibe monitored. (AB)
LC's Response: The Wildlife MonitoringPlan is presented in Attachment OP-6Section 2.0. LC ISR,
LLC. commits to monitoring: big game; sage grousehuplandbirds; riaptors;Migrat6iy Birds of High
FederalInterest; and lagomorphs (as prey abundancefor raptors,Section 1.2.3). When completing
other wildlife surveys, inc'idental observations of feder'ally listed Threatened and Endangered
Species, non-game mammals, non-game birds, -andreptiles and'amt•libiahs made will be recorded,
and these will be summarized in the Annual Report.
Response not acceptable. Attachment OP-6, Wildlife Protection Plan and Wildlife Monitoring Plan
has been' dded to tihe permit. Big game (pronghorn), lagomorphs, raptor, sage grouse and
migratory birds are all included as part of the monitoring pl•an. This 'Ian has been submitted to
USFWS and WGFD and the permit will need to include their'recommendations. The monitoring
will need' to comply with the recommendati6ns. The LQD (Steve Platt) will need to review the
written' responses from these agencies. This'item is 'unresolved pending submittal and review of the
USFWS and WGFD recommendations. (AB)

45)

Section OP 2.8.1.4, Transmission Line: Rapior deterrents designs on the transmission lines should
be presented in the Operations Plan, and also'approved by USFWS and WG&F. (AB)
LC's Rspons: Please see Re'pons&to Comment V5, OP#34.
Response acceptable. Attachment OP-6, Section 1.5.3.1 Predation, states that above ground
trafismission lines will have perching and roosting deterrents. (AB)'

46)

Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: *This' section indicates that the annual report will be
formatted to "...meet 'BLM r'equirements...". The. LQD requires an annual report written to the
format specification of the WQED-LQD (see Required Annual Report Information - For Large
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Mine Operations, rev. 10/93 on the LQD website: http://deq.state.wy.us/lqd/). BLM can receive a
copy of the annual report to the LQD. Please correct. (SP)
LC 's Response.' The Annual Wildlife Monitoring Report will be formatted to meet WDEQ-LQD
standards' Thiscommitment is made in'Attachment OP-6 Section 1.2.
-Response acceptable. (SP)
47)

Section OP 2.8.2j Raptors. It is stated that monitoring will be conducted between April and July,
and also states that it will be scheduled as late in the nesting season as possible. Given known
nesting seasons for the likely raptors to be present, the months to conduct the monitoring should be
specified. (AB)
LC's Response: A survey for signs of golden eagle and great horned owl courtship or nesting will
be conducted during the first two weeks of Februar . A survey for great horned owl and golden
eagle nests will be completed in March. A survey will be completed in April to locate most of the
nests •f other species. Another survey will -be completed from mid-May to mid-June to locate
raptor nests that have become established since the April survey, and to check the status
(activity, number ofyooung birds) of all nests..Thse'e 'commitments are described in Attachment
OP-6 Section 1.2.3.
Response acceptable. Attacnhment OP-6, Section 2.3:1 Nest Status and Production Success, has
been added to the permit and addresses the specifics for raptor monitoring. (AB)

48)

Section OP 2.8.2.1 Raptors. The potential need for wildlife mitigation measures should be outlined
in the Operations Plan. Approval from USFWS and WGF.will be required for. taking a nest, or any
raptor deterrence plan. (AB)
'.
.
.;
,.
...
LC's Response: Attachment OP-6 Section 1.2.3 describes the potential need for mitigation
measur'es, if a ?aptor nest is.f und within the area covered by surface activity restrictions.That
section',also commits to consulting USFWS and WGFD to determine appropriatemitigation
measures. Attachment :OP-6 Section 1.1.2.2 commits to using agency-approved designs for
anti-roostingraptorde~terrents.
Response not acceptable. Attachment OP-6, Section 1.3.1 Locations and Disturbance Area. states
that if a raptor nest if found within 0.5 miles of project activities, that USFWS and WGFD will be
consulted and if needed appropriate mitigation permits will be obtained. Following USFWS and
WGFD review, they may require that a nesting deterrence plan or other mitigation be in place prior
to mining. This comment is unresolved, pending the review of Attachment OP-6 by USFWS and
WGFD. (AB)

49)

Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: Annual wildlife monitoring reports also need to be included
in the LQD Annual Report. This should be added to the text in paragraph one. (NB)
LC's Response.' Attachment OP-6 Section 1. 0 'statesthat the results and conclusions from each
year's wildlife protection and monitoring measures will be included in LC ISR, LLC's Annual
Report to WDEQ-LQD., Section 1.2 of the attachment states that the complete wildlife
monitoring report--including survey methods, results; any trend, an assessment of protection
measures implemented during the past year, recommendations for protection measures for
the coming year, recommended modifications to monitoring or surveying, and any
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recommendationsfor additional species to be monitored (e.g., a newly listed species) will be
submitted to WDEQ-LQD each year.
Response acceptable. Attachment OP-6, Page 1, states that the wildlife monitoring results will
be provided in the LQD Annual Report. (AB)
50)

Section OP 2.8.2, Wildlife Monitoring: Once the mine permit is approved the wildlife monitoring
plan will be clearly defined in the permit and it should not be necessary to coordinate with the BLM

and WGFD "annually" prior to commencing or during monitoring unless unusual circumstances
occur. Annual consultation with USFWS is generally not necessary unless a T&E species is seen or
if a nesting raptor is found in spring within 1 mile of current operations or if planned expansion of
the operation area is to occur within 1 mile that season. Please correct. (SP),
LC s Response 'Attachment OP-6 Section 1.2 states that consultation with BLM, WGFD, and
USFWS will be occur on an as-needed basis as needed priorto annual.survey work.
Response acceptable. (SP)
51)

Section OP 2.8.2. Wildlife Monitoring: On page OP- 13, it is indicated that LC ISL will
document [the] circumstances.. of each, wildlife incident with the operation and will included
the information in the LQD annual report. LC TSR should commit to recording all incidences in a
log book ,kept at the mine site and available for LQD inspection. Please correct. (SP)
LC's Response:. In Attachment OP-6 Section 2.0, LC ISR, LLC commits to documenting all
instances where' Project activities may have impacted ;wildlife (such, as wildlife/vehicle
collisions on roads, or other mortality within the PermitArea).
Response acceptable. (SP)

52)

Section OP 2.8.2.1i, Wildlife' Monitoring: Ail available nesting habitat for raptors on the permit
area and within a I mile perimeter should be checked for new nests every year (i.e., when the first
survey of each nesting season is conducted). The volume. of suitable nesting habitat is relatively
small; therefore, it is not a huge task. Please correct. (SP)
LC's Response. Section 2.3 of Attachment OP-6 describes ihe extent of the areal coverage and
timingfor the raptorsurveys. As with the baseline surveys (Appendix D9), the perimeterwill extend
out one mile from the permit boundary.'
Response acceptable. (SP)

53)

Section OP 2.8.2.2, Wildlife Monitoring:' "Standard protocol" in both instances should be changed
to cite methods in the baseline study and if different, the method should be clearly stated here.

Please correct. (SP)
LC 's Response: Sage grouse lek search and lek attendance survey protocols approved by WGFD
and BLMfor the baseline studies are detailed in Appendix D9. These methods will be used for
fiutre surveys, as noted in Section 2.0 of Attachment OP-6, unless alternateprotocols are required
by USFWS or WGFD.
Response acceptable. (SP)
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54)

Section OP 2.8.2.2, Sage Grouse, Page OP-15:: Written documentation from the Wyoming Game &
Fish and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service which addresses any specific permitting requirements that
they wish to impose based on t~he wildlife survey results, needs to be. included in the permit
document. Oral and written communication between Melissa Bautz (LQD-Lander) and Ms. Carrie
Dobey (WGFD-Lander) reveal that the WGFD consider in situ uranium activities to have a similar
effect on sage grouse Aind sage grouse habitat as does oil and gas activities.
Specifically, WGFD's "Stipulations for Development in Core Sage Grouse Population Areas"
.(dated July 31, 2008) states the, following. regarding in-situ uranium: "There is no published
research on specific impacts on sage grouse. Since development scenarios (well density, roads, and
activity) are similar (o oil and gas, assume impacts are similar to oil and gas development. Use
same stipulations used for oil and gas. In-situ uranium permittingshould include a requirement to
acquire data on sage grouse response to development and operation." In light of these concerns
LQD will require that a, section be added to the Wildlife Monitoring portion of the Operations Plan
that addresses, acquisition of data on sage grouse response to development and operation. Attached
is a copy of the above-referenced document from the WGFD entitled '."StipulationsforDevelopment
in Core Sage.Grouse PopulationAreas ". The stipulations ,n oil and gas development can be found
at the beginning.of that document. (MLB)

..

LC's Response. For ease of reiiew by WGFD a.USFWS, A ttachment OP-6 (Wildlife Protection
Plan and Wildlife Monitoring Plan) has been added.to the Operations Plan. Section OP 2.8 has
been shortened substantiallyand summarizes the detailedinformationpresented in Attachment OP6. The attachment includes Table OP-A6-1 which lists the stipulations and mitigation (including
comparison'of ISR and oil and gas operations)..LC ISR, LLC also met with Mr. Scott Gamo of
WGFD. on August 18, 2009,, primarily t9. di.ciuss..sage grouse protection. A printed copy of
Appendix D9, the Operations Plan, and Attachment OP-6. will. be sent to Mr. Gamo and the
appropriate.contact..at .USFWS, along with .an, electronic copy of the ,entire permit document.
Correspondence with WGFD 'and USFWS related to the protection and monitoring plans will be
included in an addendum to Attachment OP-6.
Response acceptable. (SP.for MLI)
55)

Section OP 2.8.2.2, Sage Grouse: discusses monitoring for sage grouse. It. should be noted that the
project is within the WG&F designated sage grouse Core Area. Please revise this section to include
annual surveys for new leks on the permit area and.a one mile perimeter. Also please reference
WG&F approved survey methods which are described in Appendix B of LQD Coal Rules. (MM)
LC's Response. Attachment.OP-6 Section 1.1.1 states that the Permit Area is located within the
South Pass Sage-Grouse Core Breeding Area. Sage grouse lek search and lek attendance survey
protocols approved by WGFD and BLM are detailed in Attachment OP-6 Section 2.0. This section
commits to conducting lek searches and lek attendancesurveys within a 2-mile radius of the Permit
Area.
Response acceptable. (SP for MM)

56)

Section OP 2.9, Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: In the second paragraph of
this section, the commitment to contact the WDEQ/LQD and WDEQ/WQD within 24 hours of a
release must specify that the contact will be verbal (not merely via e-mail or voice mail). (MLB)
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LC's Response." Section OP 2.9 has been revised to confirm LC ISR, LLC's commitment to comply
with existing regulationsby verbally notifing WDEQiLQD and WDEQ/WQD within 24 hours of a
qualif'ingrelease.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (MLB)
57)

Section OP 2.9- Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: This section needs
significantly more detail. What is the specific training that will be provided all employees? What is
the frequency of the training? What is the frequency of the inspections to be conducted? How will
the inspections be documented? The detailed procedures to be outlined in the Environmental
Management Programs should be presented as part of the mine permit. Surface and pipeline spills
have been a common occurrence at ISL facilities in the past. The Division is requiring that detailed,
documented, training and inspections be clearly outlined in the Operations Plan. (MLB)
LC's Response. Regulatory citationsprovided in WDEQ-LQD's letter of April 1, 2009 to LC ISR,
LLC: W.S. § 35-11-428(a)(iii)(F)and R&R Ch. 11, Sec. 4(a)(vii).
Pursuant to discussions during the June 22, 2009 meeting in Casper between LQD and LC ISR,
LLC, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) addressing spill prevention and mitigation will be
.developed and implemented at the~site. The SOPs will specifically address: pipeline installation and
testing; automated system monitonng and alarming; site inspections; spill mitigation; and employee

training.

Resonse not acceptable. LC has significantly ,updated the text in this section; however, there is no
indication that SOP's will be developed as indicated in the response.,The text in Section 2.9 should
be revised to indicate that' SOP's' will be developed to address various critical issues from pipeline
installation to spills and indicate that the SOP's will be available on-site for review by the LQD.
(BRW for MLB)
58)

Section OP 2.9, Prevention and Remediation of Accidental Releases: This section must include a
discussion-, of how contaminated soils resulting. from a spill are to be delineated horizontally and
vertically. Gamma ray and SAR must be included in the parameters measured in the soil. Specifics
on how the.depth of contamination will be determined and mapped must be provided. Treatment
protocol must also be addressed in this section. Additionally, the permit must contain a
commitment tp report and track annual releases from the site via a map in the WDEQ/LQD Annual
report. The map should be a cumulative map indicating the fo~otprint of the recent years spills in
addition to any previous spills. Thismap should be accompanied by a table outlining the history of
each release, including.the estimated amount (gallons) of the release, footprint of contamination,
depth of contamination, initial contamination levels, their sample locations, and any history of
remediation efforts. (MLB and AB)
LC 's Response: Section OP 2.9 has been revised to address this comment.
Response not acceptable. Section OP 2.9.1 Pipelines, Fittings, Valves, and Tanks has been revised
to include a. discussion regarding spill investigation andreporting. Spills greater than 420 gallons
will be reported to the DEQ within 24 hours, however any spill, including those less than 420
gallons will need to. be investigated and included in the Annual report. This could be more clearly
stated in Paragraph 5 of this section, which states "Within 24 hours of the discovery of a lixiviant
spill. ... " But could be changed to read "Within 24. hours of the d.iscgvery of any lixiviant spill
(regardless of the volume)" Also, does lixiviant refer to the solution being injected as well as the
pregnant solution? This should be clarified. (AB)
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59)

Section OP 2.9.1, Pipelines, Fittings, Valves and Tanks, Page OP- 15: In the second paragraph, the
depth at which pipes will be buried as well as the depth to which freezing occurs at the site should
be discussed. (MLB)
LC's Response: Regulatory citationsprovided in WDEQ-LQD's letter of April 1, 2009 to LC ISR,
LLC. W.S. §.35-11-428(a)(iii)(C).
Pipelines will generally be buried between 48 and 72.'inches below suwface. The maximum Project
firost line according to 'the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), is
approximately 1.3 meters or 51 inches. However, this depth is highly dependent upon temperature,
traffic, moisture, soil type, etc. The pipelines are buried to prevent freezing when the fluid is not
fliowing; such as duringa significantpower outage or a long term process shutdown.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised to indicate that pipelines will be buried between
48 and 72 inches below ground surface. (BRWfor MLB)

60)

Section OP 2.9.1, Pipelines, Fittings, Valves and TanksPage OP-16:.. In the first paragraph, more
detail on how the flow through pipelines will. be monitored must be provided. Specifically, there
should be as commitment to having a central control room where monitoring of pressure and flow
of individual. wells and pipelines and system balance on a mine wide and unit basis is automated. It
is expected that there will be alarms requiring a response by a human being and documentation that
the alarm was answered and by whom it was answered, etc. It is the reviewers' belief that a human
being should not have to occupy a header house to monitor what. is occurring in that particular
sector of a given well field. A central control' room Will .also minimize traffic across the site, a
statedgoal of the projecL Other -items to be addressed include how the alarm system will be tested
to verify its integrity; use of tolerance limits to account for nominal deviations in flow and pressure,
who/how the entire system, wvill bemonitored, whether, the system will be monitored 24 hours per
day and ,seven days per'week by-a human.: W,.illthe system have redundancy? In the earliest
meetings among LQD and Lost Creek ISR, personnel (along with AATA personnel), a central
control room style of monitoring was explained (by AATA to LQD) to be an integral part of this
project's design. (MLB and BRW)
LC's Response: The following response is grouped .by. topic. (Leak Detection, System Integrity,
Tolerance Limits, Oversight, and Redundancy).
,Leak Detection:
The basis for monitoring flow and pressure in pipelines is. the~prevention of leaks. There will be
three layers ofprotection associated with the wel/field instrumentation:
1. Monitoringand Data Output
2. Alarm and Notification
3. Control and Shutdown.
.

1. Monitoring and Data Output:
a. OxYgen. Oxygen pressures will be monitoredfor abnorinaloperatingconditions.
b. Production Systems: The main header pressure andflow rate will be monitored as well as
the flow rate of each of the production .wells for abnormal operatingconditions. The On/Off
status of each of the pumps will also bep
monitored.
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Injection Systems." The main header pressure andflow rate will he monitored as well as the
flow rate of each of the injection wellsfor abnormal operatingconditions.
d. Header House Sumps. Sump levels and the operatingstatus of the sump pumps in the header
house basements will be monitored and transmitted to the Plantforreview/alarm.
c.

2. Alarm and Notification:
a.

Oxygen: High and low data points will be set for oxygen injection piping within the header
houses. If pressures are outside the set points, Operators will be notified via alarm and
Wellfield Operators will address the upset condition.
b. Production Systems: The main header pressure and flow rate will have high and low set
points. if there is an upset condition, Operators will be notified via alarm and Wellfield
Operators will address the upset condition. The same is true for individual production well
flow rates as well as the On/Qff status of the pumps. Differentialflow algorithms may be
utilized to review differential flow status to determine if there is a potential problem.
Production wellheads will havefluid detection systems to alarm of a leak. The fluid will close
a circuit that will generate an alarm either locally, at the plant, or both.
c. Injection Systems. The main headerpressure andflow rate will have high and low set points.
If there is an upsetw;condition, Operators will be notified via alarm and Wellfeld Operators
will address the upset condition. The samejis true,for individual injection well flow rates.
.Differentialflo.w algorithms,may be utilized to. review differentialflow status to, determine if
there is a potentialproblem. Injection wellheads 'will'havefluid detection systems to alarm of
a leak. Thefluid willclose a.circuit,that will generate an alarm either locally, -atthe plant, or
both.
.
d. Header House Sumps: If sumps have fluid in. them, the,sumps will be activated and the fluid
pumped into the production header:.Anytime the sumps are activated, the Plant Operatorwill
receive an indication. If a high level in -the sump is received, the Operaior will receive an
alarm and the Wellfield.Operatorwill address the upset condition.
3. Control andShutdown:.,
a.

-.

Oxygen: Pressureswitches and interlocks with the injection system will be utilized to insure
" .thiat
oxygen injection cannot occur -vithout adequate flbow and pressure in the injection
header. The concept being that if oxygen is only allowed to enter the injection header when
*wateris present, then dangerousconcentrationscannot build up in the piping.
There are "several levels of control afid shutdown within the
b. Productioh Systems:
production system. The PLC will be connected to the Plant and will allow for
shutdown/startupofall production wells in upset conditions. The main valve will be capable
of being-shut based on operatingconditions, i.e. sump overflow, rupturedflowline, etc. The
motor control center (MCC) will typicall) be 'interlocked with the sump high level shutqff to
shutdown operatingpumps. The wellheads will typically utilize any leakingfluid to complete
a circuit and initiate an alarm in 'the form of either an audible/visible alarni locally or by
transmittingan alarm to the operations center. Simple systems included in the piping include
check valves to insure thatpipelineproductionfluid cannot enter shutdown sections ofpipe.
,c. Injection Systems.- Controlofthis system begins. W'ith the control valve where the injection
fluid enters the header house. This valve will maintain the appropriatepressure and flow for
the local operating conditions as well as allowfor complete shutdown qf injection. Datafrom
the main flow line and the individual injection wells will'be -transmittedto the Plant.for
review. If there is an upset condition, operatorswill be notified and suspect area will be shut
down .for maintenance. The wellheads will typically utilize any leaking fluid to complete a
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circuit and initiate an alarm in the form of either an audible/visible alarm locally or by
transmittingan alarm to the operations center.
d. Header House.Sumps: High sump levels will initiate a shutdown in the production wells and
alarm the Operators.
System Integrit,:
As with any system, one qf the keys to the overall integrity is a regularpresence of Operatorsin the
mine units. The Operatorswill be responsiblefor taking measurements and looking for leaks and
problems at the header houses. In addition, their regular routine will include checking each of the
wellheads for leaks or salts and repairing them as needed., They will also be required to the drive
the pipeline right-of-way and check the valve stationsfor leaks and signs of moisture. Also key to
the proper .operation.is the additional review of operational data by managers and engineers.
Verifying data through calculation and providing technical support to the operators will be routine
to their activities.
Tolerance Limits:
Differentialflow algorithms may be utilized to review differentialflow status to determine if there is
a potentialproblem.
Oversight:.
The facility will have coverage 24 hours a day, 7 days a week-from both Wellfield Operators and
Plant Opeators.
Redundancy:
The system has multiple components with va;ying'pointsof redundancy, including:
Flow data capture/analysisand sump alarmsand wellhead leak detection in header houses;
, Flow data captur•'/analysisfrom the plant to the disposal well and from the disposal well pump
to the wellhead;
.
...
,
4 .Pipelines have ,,ow, measurement at,the distribution and reception points as well as pressure
'comparison.
*,.,

Response not, acceptable. The response is, to a degree, nebulous. For example, there is nothing
specific in the response to indicate where the alarms will be located (i.e., within a central control
facility, within the wellfield proper, or .). Suffice as to. say the,discussion under Item 2 is openended regarding this subject. Additionally, a substantial portion, of the response has not been
incorporated into the application text. An operation that relies solely .on field monitoring is
unacceptable. The system operation should be constructed such that pressure and flow of each well
can be monitored, individual well flow rates can be adjusted, and individual wells can be turned on
or off from a central location. A brief discussion as to how the entire system will work should also
be provided (e.g., is everything hard-wired or is telemetry being used for all or part). Please also see
the original comment and revise the text accordingly. (BR*)
61)

Section OP 2.9:1 Pipelifies, Fittings, Valves and Tanks. Preventive maintenance procedures should
then be described. Visual inspection of pipelines, fittings and valves should be conducted to detect
seeps or deteriorating conditions. Preventive maintenance schedule for replacement of pumps or
valves, should also be discussed., (AB)
LC's Response:. Information on equipment design life and inspection has been added to Section
OP 2.9.1.
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Response not acceptable. Section OP 2.9.1 Pipelines, Fittings, Valves, and Tanks states that "visual
inspection of pipelines, valve stations... is the daily responsibility of all mine site staff' and that "it
is the responsibility of mine unit operators to inspect these items on a routine basis" It is
recommended that a formal inspection program (e.g., develop an SOP) and inspection checklist be
implemented on a set schedule in order to document that these inspections are being conducted.
(AB)
62)

Section OP 2.9.1 Pipelines, Fittings, Valves, and Tanks. What will be considered a significant
change in flow rate or pressure to activate the alarm? Which will actually be monitored - flow
rates or pressures? (AB)
LC's Response: The minimum detectable leakage will typically depend on the area, the system and
the location of the leak. For example:
LCI is planning on installing wellhead leak detection inside the wellhead,covers. This detection
system will typically use simple circuitcompletion as,the tool .to alarm in the event of a leak. In this
case, anythingfrom a drip to a small leak will be detectable if it will "puddle" water.
LCI is also planning on installing sumps in the, wellfield header houses.. The sump pumps will
provide notification to the main system when they become operational.Again, if the leak is large
enough to generate two or more gallons, the alarm should initiate. This will alarm and contain all
leaks within the header houses. In the case of a catastrophic type fqilure within the header house,
the sump pump will not be able to keep up and a high level shut down point will be reached.At that
time, the injection and production.line.control valves, will shut and the pumps associated with that
motor control center will shut down.
Leaks between the header house and the wellhead are the hardest to detect and at the same time the
rarest. There are typically no fittings outside the. header house or the wellhead cover, only High
Density PolyEthylene (HDPE)pipe. Typicalfailures occur at connections orfusion joints. The flow
rates and pressuresfor injection and production wells will normally.be monitored and compared
againstthemselves through the main system. This is what is normally referred to as differentialflow
and pressure analysis. An upset will usually be defined in the 10% to 25% range and generate an
alarm .for the operator's attention. It is percentage based, so the individual alarm status will
depend on the flow andpressure input/output.
.

.

As with all 'leak detection systems, they are augmented by a strong operations andfield presence
with routine checks on pipelines, wellheads and otherproduction components.
Response.not acceptable. Section OP 3.6.1describes the, alarm systems that will' be utilized.
Paragraph 4 states that "During mine operations, injection pressures- shall not exceed the MIT
pressures, yet the. MIT pressures are to be 120-125% of the injection pressure. This statement needs
to be corrected to state that the pressure will not be within 80% of the MIT pressure. In addition, a
formal, inspection program of the leak detection alarm .system should be outlined.in the permit
application. The program should commit to a frequendy level of formal documented inspection with
a, checklist and which personnel will be responsible for the inspections should be specified. (AB)
63)

Section. OP 2.9.3 Buildings. Header house and pumphouse details should be presented which
indicate the inclusion of a sump and fluid detection sensors. (AB)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#60.
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Response not acceptable. The response to OP#60 details the leak detection alarm system with
discussions on Leak Detection, System Integrity, Tolerance Limits, Oversight and Redundancy.
This detailed information should be included in Section OP3.6 of the Operating Plan. (AB)
64)

Section OP 2.9.3 Buildings. The height of the concrete curbing, the capacity and location of the
sumps in the buildings, and the sloped curb at the overhead doors should all be described in greater
detail. What will the storage capacity be of the building acting as a secondary containment should
there be *a leak, spill, or tank failure. i.e. how many tank failures can the storage capacity
accommodate? (AB)
LC's Response: The Plant design incorporates concrete bermits designed to contain a spill of'one or
more vessels. The largest tanks in the plant are approximately 21,000 gallons each and the 'total
berm containment volume is approximately 163,000 gallons. The berms will also contain Wasie
.fluid released if either the piping or the transfer pumps were to "fail. All the systems will use
instrumentation in the form of level indication and pump operation''indicationto support leak
detection. The volume of containment in each ofthe main areas of the Plant is:
PrecipitationRoom:
Area ofprecipitationroom: 39ft x 178.5ft z 6961 ft 2
Area taken 'up by tanks/filterpresses/pumps/ramps:.70Oft2
2
6261ft"
700ft
ftTotal useable area: 6961
Volume ofslopingfounidation: (0.5) x (6261 ft')x (.396ft) =1240ft
Minimum height of berm: 0.5.i
3
2
Volume of bermed area: 0.5 fix 6261ft z3130ft
Volumne of sumps (2'at 18fti each) =36ft"
3 orz 33 0000 gallons
Total containment voluthe.. 3130ft + 1240ft3 4 36ft3 =4406ft
ChemicalRoom:
caaboy
iobrn
m. 39ft x 77ft 3003ft
ihen
6f
AreaArafhem
Are takenulip bytanks/pumhps/ber.ms: 1075ft
Total useable area: 3003 fit- 1075 ft 1928 ft2
2
ft) 382ft 3
Volume of slopingfoundation. (0.5) x (1928ftý) x (396
Minimum height of berm: I ft
1928f =:'928ft3
•
Volume of bermed area: J•fx
3
9.f3
Volume ofsuimps (2 at 9.5ft each) : 19 ft3
3 +382ft
3 + i 9fti
Total containment volume. 1928ft
2329 ft3 orz 17,400 gallons
MAINTENANCE/FUTURE DR YER/AREA:
Area of interest.: 39ftx 178.5ft z6961ft2
Area taken upby tanks/pumps/bermis: z'1030ft2
Total useable area.-3003ft -1075fit = 5931ft2
3
2
Volume of sloping foundation: (0.5) x (5931ft) x (396 ft,) 1175ft
Minimum heightofbei~n: 0.5fit
x 5931fit- = 2966 t3
Volume of bermed area: 0.5ft
3 each) = 28.5 ft3
Volume of suimps (3 at 9.5ft
3
3
3
4170ft3 or 31,200 gallons.
Total containment volume: 2966ft + 1175ft + 28.5 ft
Ion Exchange / Elution / Restoration:
Area of interest.: 18563ft
Area taken upqby tanks/lpumtps/berms: z 2927 ft2
Total useable arca: 18563ft - 2927ft = 15636ft2
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3

2
Volume ofsloping foundation: (0. 5) x (15636.ft ) x (.396 ft) z 3096 ft
Minimum height qf berm: 0.5.ft
Volume of bermed area: 0.5 fi x 15636ft = 7818ft3
Volume ofsumps (2 at 9.5 ft 3 each) = 19ft3
Total containment volume: 3096fi3 + 7818ft3 + 19ft3 10, 933 ft 3 or 81,780 gallons

TOTAL STORAGE VOLUME OF BERMS = 21,838f?3 or = 163,350 gallons
Response not acceptable. This information should be presented in Section OP 2.9.3 of the
Operations Plan. (AB)
65)

Section OP 2.9.4, Storage Ponds, Page OP-16: In the first paragraph of this section it is stated that
pond capacity will be designed to accommodate two weeks of plant operation. However, the sixth
paragraph of this section (on Page OP-I 7) states that the ponds will be kept full at all times to
maintain the integrity of the liner (due to exposure of the elements including UV from sunlight). It
appears, then, that at any given time the pond will actually have no capacity if it is full all the time.
Please explain. Additionally, actual pond design plans must be provided. The schematic view of the
ponds provided in Plate OP-I are not sufficient. (MLB)
LC's Response. The discussion of the ponds being kept full is misleading as the permit states that
"water will be kept in the ponds at all times "to "reduce" (not prevent) liner exposure to sun, wind,
anhdfreezing temnperatures. LC ISR, LLC's primary intent is to maintain a small amount of water in
the bottom of the ponds to insure the liner stays in place duringelevated winds. The depth offluid is
expectied to be no more than one foot. The normal use of the storage ponds will be for waste water
holding during a "FalloffTest" of a disposal well. Pond use will only be required if the remaining
wells will be used to thbir capacity. The response tb Volume 5, Comment # 9 discusses in detail the
specifications for the storage ponds' as well as the construction drawings and supporting
engineeringinformation.
Response not acceXptabke'The text is still misleading' The text in Section 2.9.4 should be revised to
indicate LC's response and "that sufficient capacity will be maintained in each pond to
accommodate two week'ý of production while maintaining adequate freeboard. Please revise the text
accordingly. (BRW for MLB)

66)

Section OP 2.9.4 Storage Ponds. The ponds are said to be designed to store two weeks of plant
operations at a rate of 60 gpm, yet according to the water balance on Figure OP-5c, the maximum
capacity should be based on 115 gpm of flow during maximum operations. (AB)
LC's Response: The water balance '(FiguresOP-5a-5j) details the antidipatednormal operating
scenarios at the Lost Creek Project. Testing or a failure of a disposal well when operating at
maximum capacity would not be considered a normal scenario. During this case, non-essential
activities would be reduced, all other disposal wells would be brought up to full injection capacity
and only mandat6rVflows to disposal would be maintained. In the case of Figure OP-5c, these
miight inchlde.* A temporary shutoffof lowproduction wells not necessary to iniintainwellfield balance;
" A reduction in groundwatersweepflow while still maintaininga cone oftdepression, and
" A reduction in reverse osmosisflow and treatment while still maintainingrestoration balance.
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This reduction is estimated to be as much as 55 gpm, yielding a maximum flowi to the storage ponds
of 60 gpm. The pond design is for redundantcapacity to allow 4feet of storage in one pond with the
other on standby.
Response not acceptable. Please incorporate the information presented in the response into Section
OP 2.9.4 of the'Operations Plan. (AB)
67)

Figures OP-5a, b, c, Water Balance Diagrams: According to water balance diagrams presented, the
deep disposal well(s) must haye a minimum capacity of roughly 100 gpm. No information has been
provided regarding the viabilityý of a deep disposal well(s) and whether the characteristics of the
intended formation would be sufficient to meet the project demand stated. above. Prior to
WDEQ/LQD pernmit approval, plans and specifications and a proval for a deep disposal well(s)
must be secured from the appropriate regulatory authority. Permits for such wells must be included
in the WyDEQ/LQD permit application. This comment can be cross referenced with comment
number 115 below which addresses "Section. 5.2.3.2, UIC Class I Wells". Please'provide. (BRW)
LC's-Response. LC ISR, LLC submitted the UIC Class I Disposal Well Application on June 29,
2009 for the Lost Creek Project to WDEQ- WQD. The applicationrequests a disposal capacity of
50 gpm per well with a total offive wells (250 gpm). The data in the application is supported by
actualfield data obtained during the drilling and testing of the Lost Creek Test Well #1. Figures
OP 5a - 5f detail the, required disposal requirements. Figure OP-5c details the worst case with
Production, Reverse Osmosis.and Groundwater Sweep "alloccurriings.imultaneous. The required
disposal in this case *is115 gpm.
The WDEQ-LQD was copied on this application when it was submitted, and a copy is included in
Attachment OP-4A. Also, Table ADJ-1 has been updated to show the status of each permit/license
requiredto constructand operate the facili6y.
Response acceptable. Attachment OP-4A was not included in the October 19, 2009 response as
indicated above. The reviewer' believes that the response was actualy referring to Attachment OP2. Review of the calculations provided, in the application indicates that the requested disposal
capacity appears reasonable. Please note that approval of the first wellfield package will not be
granted until the UIC Class I Disposal Well Application is approved as the Site Operations Plan as
presented is entirely dependent on the availability of a Class I Disposal'Well. (BRW)

68)

Section OP 2.9.4 Storage Ponds: What consideration has beengiven to the ponds'freezing over.
With only four feet of fluid capacity it is possible that the materials in the ponds could freeze solid.
Does this have any implications to the liner strength and integrity. (AB)
LC's Response: LCI contacted the manufacturer and vendor with the questions above. The
responsefrom Mr. Steve Wilson of Geotec IndustrialSupply is:
;'The 45mil Polypropylene Liner is a veo, durable choice for this application. The material
is black which has a tendency to absorb heat year round. I haven't heard of a pond this size
ever completely freezing. 1f the pond becomes covered with ice you will not want to drain
the pond. " The staff at LCI has had similarexperience with pond liners. It is normal for a
thin layer of ice to form during.extreme cold temperatures, however the ice does not
typically lastfor long.
Response acceptable. Based on the knowledge of the manufacturer and past operation experience,
it is not anticipated that the pond will freeze over entirely. (AB)

V
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69)

Attachment OP-2, Figure titled Embankment Details: If the excavated material at the pond site is
not suitable for embankment material, it states that material will be removed from a borrow area.
Given the amount of drilling that has taken place within the permit area, has a source for
embankment material been identified? The proposed borrow area should be identified, and it's
size, depth of excavation, and reclamation requirements should be outlined in the attachment. (AB)
LC's Response: Appendix B of the Design Report for the storage ponds, included in Attachment
OP-7 provides the results of the geotechnical investigation at the pond location (see Response to
Comment V5, OP#9). The results of the investigation indicate the conditions under the Plant and
the storage ponds and allows for the use of native soils in construction. During excavation and
construction of the storage ponds, an engineer will be on-site monitoring the soil quality and the
compaction. If the engineer deems the excavated material unfit for constructionpurposes, a borrow
area will be defined at that time.
Response acceptable. Attachment OP-7 includes "thespecifications for the Storage Ponds designed
by Western States Mining,Inc.,. and based on geotechnical boring B-2 drilled by Inberg Miller on
August 14, 2008. No borrow area is anticipated based on the report. (AB)

70)

Attachment OP-2. Figure titled Embankment Details:' Although the text -says fluid height will be
four, feet and freeboard 3, please indicate on lthe figure that the embankment height is 7.0 feet. Also
there appears to be a typo on the Embankment Deiail typ. Cross section, with a number three (3) in

large font. (AB)
LC 's Response: The typo on Attachment OP-2, Figure "Embankment Details" has beenfixed.
Response acceptable. (AB)

71)

Plate OP-1, Plant Site Plan: This plate must be upgraded to an actual design including a
conventional scale (the current scale is 1' = 1'6') ahd'the locatiori of the Plant Site must be depicted
on a topographic map with township, range, and secion lines a' well as roads and other pertinent
landmarks. (MLB)
LC 's Response. Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#4.
Response not acceptable. .LC has provided revised- plates to address the items outlined in the
comment. However, the contour labeling on Plate' OP2 is incorrect. Please revise and'resubmit
Plate OP-2. (BRW for MLB)

72)

Section OP 2.9.2, Fuel Sto0rage Areas: More detail is needed in this section. Specifically, secondary
containment. must be addressed and'explained. Additionally, the weekly inspection .criteria should
be stated here. If an inspection checklist, is to be used,, the, items on the checklist should also be
listed. (MLB),
LC's Response: Fuel storage at the site will consist of an above ground gasoline tank with a
maximumi volume of 5,.000 gallons cind an above ground diesel tank with a maximum size o.f5,000
gallons (Plate OP-2). The tanks will'be within a lined spill containment system sized to contain at
least 110% of one of the largest tank. A Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan is
required and will be in place before the tanks are placed into service. The tanks and the
containment area will be checked at least Weekly for vessel, piping and containment integrity as
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well as indications of leaks or spills. All are planned to be documented as' part of the routine
inspectionprocess.
Response not acceptable. Section OP 2.9:5, Fuel Storage Areas, needs to be revised to include the
information outlined in the above response. (MLB)
73)

Section OP 2.9.5 Fuel Storage areas. How muchl filel will be on-site? The Plant Site Plan (Plate
OP..1) shows a gasoline and diesel tank. Is there enough fuel to qualify for Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure Plan requirements under'the Clean Water Act? If the volumes are less than
the threshold, good management practices would dictate that there should be secondary
containment for the tanks, capable of holding the capacity of the largest of the two tanks. (AB)
LC's Response: Pleasesee response to the previous comment.
Please refer to the response to Comment #72. This item is dropped. (AB)

74)

Section OP 2.10, Air Monitoring: Please indicate the source'and quantity of water expected to be
used for dust suppression, potable water supply, etc. for the proposed mine activity. (BRWV)
LC's Response.
Dust Suppression:
The Air'Quality Permit submitted to WDEQ-AQD addresses dust suppression and/or the use of a
chemical suppressant such: as magnesiu
um chlo6ride (Attachment OP-1). The need for dust
suppression will be highly variable dependant on weather
w
conditions, moisture content in the
soil/roadbase, drilling density and construction activities. It is anticipatedthat some water will be
used fori dust suppression dur'ingthe late surimerrmonths. The normal anticipatedvolume du~ing a
calendaryear is estimated 'at 8 to '80 barrel'watertrucks per suppression event dnd 4 suppression
events per year. The total usage is estimated at- 10, 000 gallonsper yeai or 300 gallons per day.
The. sourcefor the water supply is planned to be one qf the permitted water supply wells within the
Permii Area.
Potable Water:
For the Lost. Creek Project, potable water is. defined as that which will be used .for drinking,
handwashing or showering. That volume is estimhated at 250 gallons per day. The supply, will
typically befrom the water well installed adjacent to the Plant (well LC229W).
Non-Potable Water:
1. Toilets/Urinals. is estimated at 270 gallons per day and the supply will be from the Plant
water well.
2.' Plant Use: will consist of water for process and wash water. That amount is estimated at 10
gallons per minute or 14,400 gallons per day and will come from the Plant water well or
treatedwaterfrom the production stream as is appropriate.
3. Drill Water: LCI estimates it will use 10 drill rigs per week day during the drillingphase of
the project. Each drill rig will typically use 150 to 200 barrels of water per day while
drilling. Estimated drill rig productivity is four days petr week for 50 weeks per year.
Therefore, the total estimated drill water usage is 34,500 gallons petr day. Suppl.y will
normally come from any/all of the permitted water supply wells on the Lost Creek Permit
Area.
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Response not acceptable."None of the information provided above has been incorporated into the
permit application. Additionally, there is no indication as to what formation the well(s) will be
completed in. Please provide. (BRW)
75)

Section OP 2.11.1, On-Site Wells, Page OP-18: Is the reference to "17 wells used to establish
baseline" now outdated in light of the new wells installed at the site in late 2008? Please update if
necessary. (MLB)
LC 's,Response: Section OP 2.11.1 was updated to reflect the addition often monitor wells in 2008
(MB-Cl thru MB-JO).
Response acceptable. The text in Section 2.11.1 has been updated. (BRW for MLB)

76)

Section'OP"2.11.2 Off-Site Wells. The BLM stock wells are said to be' analyzed quarterly at a
minimum for natural uranium and radium-226, yet if the mine operations are going to impact these
off-site Wells there are other parameters that would be early detectors of a problem that should be
analyzed. Quarterly analysis should also includeCl, sulfate, bicarb, TDS, and pH. If these elements
are showing trends, then action will be required, similar to the monitoring well ring. Please revise
the text accordingly. (AB)
LC's Response.- The commitment to sample operationalBLM stock wells near the Permit Area was
made in oorder to comply. with NRC Regulatory Guide 4.14 Table 2 and is hot intended to satisfy any
WDEQ requirements. Thle commitment was placed in the state permit to mine application to
maintain consistency across the agencies. The monitor well system surrounding each, respective
mine unit is the sole detection system for ercursions. The stock wells neai the permit area (within 2
kilometers of an active wellfield pursuantto ihe standard ihterpretationof Regulatory Guide 4.14)
will be so far from active mining'that it, is not reasonable to expect an 'undetected excursion to
reach the wells within the life of the project, especially given a natural:groundwaterflow rate of
approximately 4 feet per year. Therefore, the ancilyte list presented in OP 2.11.2 will be maintained
to comply with NRC requirements.
Response partially acceptable. Please add water level to the list of monitoring parameters. (MM
for AB)

77)

Section OP 2.11.2 Off-Site WelIs Section OP 3.6.4.1 Mine Unit Baseline Water Quality and Upper
Control Limits. These sections reference Lost Creek's Environmental .Manual, and states that it
discusses the sampling protocols. What is and where is this -document? Sampling protocols need to
be outlined in the permit document, as stated in Comment 28 from my August 26, 2008 comments
on Appendix D-5 and D-6. (AB)
LC 's Reslonse.: The Lost Creek Water Well SamplingProcedureis attached as Attachment OP-8.
Response not acceptable. Attachmrent OP-8 is a welcome addition to the application. Please include
a Table whichlists the monitoring wells, grouPed by category, and includes their screened interval,
which formation is being monitored, and the frequency and constituents to be monitored. In
addition, please address Chain of Custody procedures and the disposal of purged water on the
ground. If the monitoring well is impacted in any way the purge water may' need to be disposed in
either' the storage ponds or deeper injection wells. Section III, Part C-iii, the text stating that if a
parameter is below detection limit during the initial round of sampling that no additional analysis
will be performed during quarterly sampling. is unacceptable and should be removed from the text.
Section IV, note 1 in both tables should be revised to indicate water level as a field parameter.
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Section 5. Part E should indicate that all sampling will follow the preservation and holding time
procedures as outlined in Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes, USEPA, 1983.
Section VII regarding the use of compositing is not acceptable for several reasons, which include
the fact that compositing tends to mask the presence of analytes at low levels and it will be
impossible to detect if there are only parts of the wellfield are problematic. See also the text in
Section RP 2.4. (AB and BRW)
78)

Section OP 3.2, Mine Unit Design: LQD Chapter 11, Section 6(d), states that casing requirements
must 'be specified to prevent casing collapse during installation; convey liquid at the predicted
injection / recovery rate and pressure; and allow for sampling. (AB)
LC's Response: Pleasesee Response to Comment V5, OP#90
Response not acceptable.The information detailed in the response to OP Comment #90 should be
inicorporated into Section OP3.3 of the application. (AB)

79)

Section OP 3.2, Excursions: A section specifying the corrective action that will be taken in the
event of an excursion must be added. to this section. A concrete commitment describing the
handling of an excursion must be provided.Specifically, if an excursion is not in control within 60
days the [LQD] Administrator, with concurrence of the, Director of the DEQ, has the authority to
terminate the mining operation and revoke the permit (Chapter 11, Section 12(d)(ii)). Additionally,
this reviewer would like to see text in this section regarding the steps Lost Creek plans to take in the
event of an excursion. A discussion of the cessation of injection into the area under question, prior
to 60 days into the corrective action process may be warranted. (MLB)
LC 's Response."The comment refers to Section OP 3.2 which is entitled We//field Design and is not
intended to address e.xcursions. The languageregardingexcursion detection and corrective action
can befound in SectionOP.3.6. Commitmentswithin Section 3.6 4.3 include suspending injection
into thepattern area adjacent to the monitor well where the excursion is being detected. A crossreference to Section OP 3.6.4 has been added at the end of the 3 "dparagraphin Section OP 3.2
Response acceptable. The text in Section 3.2 has been updated to reference Section 3.6.4 regarding
excursions., Section 3.6.4 details the process for.detection and mitigation. of an excursion. (BRW
for MLB)

80)

Figures OP-8a, 8b, and 8c. How far is the sand trap and base of the well bore expected to extend
into the lower aquitard? With the Sage Brush shale pinching out to five feet in some locations, this
aquitard should notbe intersected if its integrity could be questioned. (AB)*
LC's Response: The typical screen and trap assembly is less than three feet in length. Figures OP8a, 8b and 8c depict worse case scenarios where the desired screen interval is immediately above
the underlying aquitard. This is typically not the case. Every effort will be made to insure
production and injection well assemblies do not penetrate through the lower aquitard. In the
unlikely event that the wellbore penetrates the lower aquitard into the underlying zone, the
penetratingportion of the wellbore will typically be plugged with the appropriatesealing material
(grout or cement). In addition, the wellbore is typically resealed during the casing and cementing
phase as the cement is pumped down the casing and up the annulus.
Also, because baseline water quality and water levels are obtained in the underlying sand prior to
operationalactivities, injection or productionfirom the underlying sand would typically be seen in
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the nearest underlying monitor well. This would typically be seen first in the water level changes
and second in water chemnistry.
Response trot acceptable. In areas where the Sage Brush Shale is thin, there should be a
commitment not to place the screened interval directly above the aquitard, or to penetrate the
aquitard risking the integrity of the confining layer. Please add language to the permit document
which provides these assurances that the lower aquitard will not be compromised. (AB)
81)

Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. Mine Unit l's well field package will need.to be submitted for
review and approval prior to approval of the ISL Permit application. (AB)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#1.
Response acceptable. The first wellfield package is pending submittal. (AB)

82)

Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. Mine Unit l's monitoring wells will require at least four
sampling events to establish the upper control limits for the indicator constituents. The process to
develop the UCL's, the number and spacing of the samples required should be outlined in-the
Operations Plan. (AB)
LC's Response: Please see OP Section 3.6.4.1
Reponsenotacceptabe. Well spacingwill be submitted asPart of the first wellfield package. Four
rounds of sampling at 14 day"intervals and establishing the UCL's as the mean plus five standard
deviations is presented. This is consistent with Guideline 4. However, text concerning an evaluation
of the data collected to determine outliers, etc. has not been included. Please ievise the text to
indicate-that the procedure for establishing UCL's will follow the outline in Attachment I of LQD
Guideline 4 (rev. 3/2000) prior to the last sentence in Section 3.6.4. 1. (BRW for AB)

83)

Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The details for the HydrologicTest Report for the first wellfield
package should include a refine d water balance b'ased on the hydrologic information for the
wellfield..Minimum, maximum and average pumpning. rates, as .well as the capacity of the ion
exchange units, injection well(s) and evaporation pond(s) should be included. (AB)
LC's Reslionse."The requesteddata will be included in the respective mine unitpackages.
Response acceptable. This information will be included in the first wellfield package which is
pending submittal. This item is resolved, as it will be addressed as part of the' wvellfield package
review. (AB)

84)

Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The last paragraph of this section states that the operator has
made an effort to properly abandon historic drill holes or wells. As noted, earlier regarding Section
D5.2.4 Historic Uranium Exploration Activities, all historic drill holes must be located and a
determination made if they were properly abandoned. If they were not, then they must be re-entered
and grouted from the bottom up to the surface. All of this effort must be clearly documented in the
permit, on a hole by hole basis. (AB)
LC's Response: The requesteddata will be included in the respective mine unitpackages.
Response not acceptable. Drilling currently taking place in the Battle Springs formation has
illustrated the problem with plug gel loss down the hole. The plug gel will fall 100-300 feet, often
exposing the water table. If past practices were to inject plug gel to the surface and cap the hole
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then there is no documentation of the plug gel falling back down the hole. The Tg NOV provides
some documentation that historically the holes were left in various stages of abandonment. It can be
stated With fair certainty that many of the historic drill holes are open more than a hundred feet
below any surface cap, and many of them most likely are in at least the first water table. Ur Energy
has made an effort to locate these holes, without much success (only finding 2 out of 20 which were
searched). The DEQ will make an independent effortý tlocate the holes within the first mine unit,
with the commitment by Lost Creek to plug them if we find'them. (AB)
85)

Section 3.2".1 Injection and Production Well Patterns: The text on page OP-22 indicates that each
sand within the HJ horizon will be mined separately beginming from the bottom and progressing up.
Restoration'will begin with the upper most sand and progress downward. It is conceded thatthere is
communication between the three sands. However, following the schematic in Figure OP-9a when
mining the upper sand, the screens in the middle and iower sands are to be sealed
off. Monitoring
wells are to be screened in all three sands. Given that pumps will be set in the production zone only,
please explain how stability will be maintained in the middle and lower sands until restoration
occurs. Furthermore, given the above scenario and the fact that monitoring wells are screened in all
three sands; if an excursion occurs, how can, the source sand from which the excursion is associated
be detected? Alternately, there is the potential that an excursion will not be detected due to dilution.
Please address. (BR"
with regard-to the productionsequence in areas
LC's Response."Mine planninghas been changed&
where multiple mineral horizons are to be mined. The originalplan, as discussed above, called for
the mineral horizons/to be mined in sequenceftom bottom to top; and then subsequently restored in
sequencefrom top to bottom. Within that scenario,'all'ofthe mineral horizons would be 'mined by
one set of wells.: The 6urrentrevisedplan callsfor all of the multiple mineral horizons-to be.
addressedsimultaneously by multiple sets of wells. In other words, each individualmineral horizon
wvill'be addressedbyV its own set of wells cmp'leted within'that particuldr~horizon.Under the new'
plan, all horizons will be mined concurrently.Restoration would also be concurrentfor all of the
mineral horizons.

*'

'......

A4• outin~ed in Section 3.2.2 Monitor Well Locatiohs in the OperationsP/an, the'monitor vwel/s wi/I
be' screened only in the stratigaphic horizons which are being' mined in 'the vicinity and at a
spacingprescribed by regulations. This has been previously reviewed by WDEQ. This will minimize
the risk of dilution of potential excursion parameters and maximize the ability of excursion
detedtion.' In addition, these'wells will be sampled duringstabilization to demonstrate the'success
"
bfgroundvwatbrrestoration'
Response acceptable. The text in Section 3.2.1 has been modified to indicate that where multiple
sands exist, they will be mined and restored concurrently. Therefore, the proposed monitoring
scheme is acceptable. See also the response to Comment OP-86. (BRNW)
86)

Section 3.2.2 Monitor Well Locations. Paragraph one states that monitor wells will be completed in
ore-bearing sands to be mined and in the overlying and underlying horizons. Depending on the
hydraulic connectivity between multiple ore-bearing sands, multiple monitoring wells may be
required in each sand unit within the HJ horizon. (AB)
LC's Response: The three .sub-sands units within the HJ Horizon are only loosely defined
stratigraphically.While the HJ Horizon comnnonly contains interbedded low permeability units,
these shalev units are localized in areal extent and therefore do not divide the HJ Horizon into well
defined, separate confinied aquifers. Thus; hydrmaulic connectivity exists between the HJ Sands. This
allows for groundwatermovement vertically. Results of site pumping tests indicate that the various
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sand units within the HJ Horizon are hydraulically well connected and respond as a single,
confined hydro-stratigraphic unit. As a result, the water quality throughout the HJ remains
significantly consistent regardless of verticalposition.
The first indication of a potential excursion will typicallv be a noticeable change in water level in
adjacent monitor wells. This usually will precede the detection of elevated chemical parameters.
Recognition of this situation will result in an immediate review by wellfield operatorsto identifr the
cause of the problem and, if necessary, remedial action to correct the imbalance. The hydrostratigraphic unity, of the HJ aquifer will ensure that water level changes will be detected
regardlessof which sand is being mined or monitored within the HJ Horizon. Furthermore,pump
test results have indicated that an excursion detected at the monitoring ring placed 500 feet from
the Wellfield could be readily'recovered by adjusting extraction and-injection rates in nearby well
patterns'(see Response to Comment V5, OP#88).
Response acceptable. The HJ Horizon was previously defined as Upper, Middle and Lower HJ, yet
pump test results indicate they are connected.•The wellfield package will address the specifics of
monitor Well locations and their adequacy to monitor the different sands within the HJ'Horizon.

(AB)
87)

Section 3.2ý.2 Monitor Well L6cations. Section'OP 3.6.3.3 states that' mining of the overlying FG
and underlyinig KM sands is anticipated in the futtile. Baseline conditions for the aquifer underlying
the KM sands, should be conducted prior to any mining at the site. Regional monitoring wells of
this lowver aquifer will need to be installed prior to mining the HJ horizon. (AB)
LC's Response: This permit application`specificdlly addresses mining . within 'the HJ Sand.
Therefore, 'characterization ojf' all aquifers potentially impacted by •ofperatiohs, have been
characterized(DE,'FG, HJ, and •M). It is •not necessary to characterizea deeper aquifer that will
not be impacted by mining performed'inder"thispermit application.If in the;.future LC ISR, LLC
desires to recover mineralfrom the KM Horizon then the underlying horizon will be characterized.
Response not acceptable. Section OP 3.6.3.3 still stats 'that- the "LC ISRý LLC will apply for a
permit revision to conduct ISR in the overlying FG and underlying KM sands" If is know that
these units will be mined, then appropriate baseline studies must be conducted prior to any mining,
which would likely result in disruption of the baseline conditions.. If mining in these units is not
anticipated, then the statement in Section OP 3.16.3.3 should be dropp'ed. (A-B and MM)

88)

Secti on OP 3.2.2.4 OVeryling and Underlying Monitor Wells. Paragraph 2 states that operational
Contriols, such as higher production rates may be used to control fluid migration when vertical
confining layers are thin or absent. How would higher production rates control fluid migration?
Would a higher bleed rate be required? How wotild a higher bleed rate affect the water balance and
facility capacity projections. (AB)
"
LC'S'.Response: Section OP 3.2.2.4 discusses the use of '"higherproductionrates" as one operating
scenario to controlfluid through a thin or leaky aquitard.In essence, higher localized production
rates without increasing injection rates'providesa more focused bleed rate and therqfore greater
localized control of pioduction dnd injection fluids. A higher overall bleed rate'is not required as
the overall bleed.will typically remain the same; therefore the water balance would not change.
Re.sponse not acceptable. Please include this added discussion and diagram to Section OP 3.2.2.4
of the permit application. (AB)
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89)

Section OP 3.2.2.4, Overylying and Underlying Monitoring Wells: Given the discussion that
ensued in the September 22, 2008 meeting at the LQD Lander office among your staff and LQD
staff'regarding Ms. Boyle's' preliminary technical comments, the third paragraph of this section may
need to be reevaluated/reworded. The third paragraph of this section discusses the shallowest water
table at the: site. Specifically, LQD staff understands that in Fall 200,8 Lost Creek ISR installed
Several new monitoring wells' closer to the-extents of the permit boundary in order to generate a
,pptentiometric surface across the entire permit boundary. Some wells were installed
at a relatively
shallow depth of approximately 50 feet below ground surface (bgs) in order to. assess the
presence/absence of an aquifer at that depth.. The results of the Fall 2008 well installation activities
are not reflected in the version of the application reviewed here. This reviewer requests that Lost
Creek ISR provtide documentation regarding the presence/absence of water at depths shallower than
150' bgs in Section OP 3.2.2.4. Some of your staff may recall that during the summer 2006 drilling,
one of Lost Creek ISR's field staff (Dawn Schippe) contacted Ms. Bautz at the LQD Lander office
via telephone explaining that a shallow (potential) aquifer had been encountered during drilling at
approximately 50.' bgs. (MLB),
LC's Response: The ten newv monitor wells installed in 2008 were completed in various horizons to
provide additionalpieziometric and water quality data. The shallowest water level in any of the
wells was at 123feet in Well MB-07 which is completed in the DE sand; the uppermost aquifer.
Section OP 3.2.2.4 was revised to reflect the most up to date information.
The installationof over 80 monitor wells to date has not shown the presence of any perched water
tables. Ms. Dawn. Schippe was contacted to determine the nature of the conversation with Ms.
Bautz which is referenced in the comment. Ms. Schippe had maintained her field notes from the
conversation in question and they. are. attached to this response for review. The following two
paragraphsfrom Ms. Schippe describe the events in question.
On Thursday, August 17, 2006, monitor well LC29M was airlfted to evaluate if there is
.any water in, the targeted completion formation (the DE sand/the anticipated
shallowest aquifer on site).. The pilot hole on this, well was. 1 71 feet deep. The driller
trirpped in'his-drillpipe.to~the bottom of the hole and turned on his air compressor to
.force all oftie drilling mud and any water the formation produced to the surface. After
the drilling mud had been evacuated, the well produced approximately ¼ gallon per
minute. Due to the extremely low flow rate of the DE sand based on the airlifting of
LC29M from a depth of approximately 171', Dawn Schippe (Lost Creek ISR's field
staff) contactedMs. Melissa Bautz at the WDEQ-LQD office in Lander to advise her Of
the situation. Ms. Bautz indicated that a yield Of ¼ gallon•.per minute is sometimes
sufficient.for watering cattle, therefore the DE sand is indeed an aquifer.Ms. Bautz reemphasized the need for LC ISR to install the three agreed-upon monitoring wells in
the DE.sand, which Ms. Schippe promised to do. Subsequently, LC29M had slotted
casing and a gravelpack installedfrom 140-164' (the target sand completion interval)
with the rat hole from 164-171 'filled in with drill cuttings as this depth was dominated
by a non-water-bearing lithology. Also, LC30M and LC31M, the two remaining DE
sand wells, were installedat other locations across the property.
.

Ms. Schippe also took photographs and a video of the airliftedyield of LC29M, wi'hich
she believes she emailed to Ms. Bautz. These photos and video are available to WDEQLQD. However, the water was comingftrom a depth of approximately 164 ft bgs, not 50
ft bgs, as casing was later cemented in placefrnom surface to 140ft bgs at this location
with no change in the Yield. Therefore, this water could not have come fromn 5Oft bgs.
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ResPonse not acceptable. The text has been revised to reflect the findings LC's exploratory and
monitoring well drilling efforts. However, the text indicating that no monitoring will be performed
at that level (the DE Sand) is unacceptable. Text in Section 3.6.3.3 indicates that the FG Sand is
being considered for mining in the future and that a revised mine plan will be submitted to
accommodate such. Thus, not only from an aquifer protection standpoint during the existing
proposed mining, but also from a point of establishing baseline for future mining it is imperative
that monitoring of the DE Sand be performed. Please 'revise the text accordingly. (BRW for MLB)
90)

Section OP3.3 Well Completion. The burst pressure and collapse pressure of the SDR 17 pipe to be
used is presented. Please also provide information on the pressures to be experienced with the well
depths in the ore zone, i.e. at what depth and/or pressures will the SDR 17 be unsuitable for use.
(AB)
LC 's Response: The HJ Production Zone is approximately.425 feet. below surface, while the static
water level for the same formation is approximately 175feet below surface. A typical casing will be
CertainTeed's spline-locking standard dimension ratio (SDR) 17 PVC well casing, which has a
nominal 4.5 inch diameter,, 0.291 inch minimum wall thickness, and is ratedfor 160 pounds per
square inch (psi)burstpressure,and 224 psi collapse pressure.

The maximum external ressurepossible is representedby the calculationbelow. A.rare example of
this would be if. the well were to pump dry with .no recharge,. esp.ecially given the hydrologic
propertiesof the HJ sand unit.
External Pressure - (Depth of Casing- Depth to Water) x Weight of Fluidx 0. 052
-(425•.- 17,5f!) x 8.-33 lbs7galx 0.052
108.3 psi.which is less than the 224,psi collapse pressure
-

The maximum internalpressure or injection pressure will be governed by the fracture pressure,
which is governed by the regionalfracture gradient,,or 0. 7.psi/ft.
Injection Pressure=Depth to Injection Zone x (FractureGradient- Water Gradient)
425ftx (0.Z7psi/fl- 0.433 psi/f!)
113.5 psi which is less than the 160 psi burstpressure
-

The pressure ratingsprovided by the manufacturerare at ambient conditions without the benefit of
cement supporting the •casing or the lower temperaturestypically seen subsurface at the Lost Creek
Project. Experience at other ISR. operations has shown that, using the proper weighting materials
during cementing, PVC casing can be used at depths in excess of 1, 000 feet below ground surface.
In addition, each we~llmust pass a mechanical integrity test prior to operation.
Response not acceptable. The burst pressure and collapse pressure values and calculation for the
SDRI17 pipe should be presented .in the permit, document. The. reviewer does not necessarily agree
with the calculations presented for external pressure. For example, WelILC24M is cased for 478
feet with a. static water level of'204 feet., The grout used was Portland Cement and assuming a
mixture of I sack per six gallons of water gives a unit weight of approximately 10.7 lb§/gal. So
(478 feet x 10.7 x 0:.0.52) - (274 .x 8.34 x 0.052) = 266 - 119 = 147 psi net collapse pressure. While
the estimated collaps'e pressure, is less than the CertaJnTeed specification of 224 psi, the Factor of
Safety (FOS).is estimated at approximately 1.5 which is less than the factory, recommended FOS of
2.01 Please address the above. (BRW for AB).
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91)

Section OP 3.3 Well Completion. The last paragraph states that well completion information will be
submitted to the WDEQ. In addition, a boring log indicating the stratigraphy of each hole should
also be included. (AB)
LC's Response: Pursuant'to discussions on June 22, 2009 at Casperbetween WDEQ and LCI ISR,
LLC LC1 will submit well completion information to WDEQ for all monitor wells, including
geophysical log, stratigraphy,and completion information. Data for all open holes and production
and 'injection wells 'willbe miiaintainedat the site and will be availablefor inspection.
Response accepiible. The well. completion and log detail for all monitor wells is pending
submission with the wellfield package. (AB)

92)

Section OP 3.4 Well Integrity Testing. Paragraph 2 states that the pressure in the sealed casing is
then increased to'a specified test pressure. Please indicate what that test pressure will be, e.g: 125%
of operating pressure (AB)
LC 's Response: The mechanical integritv test (MIT)jpressure is determined by*the well properties
and the type of well. As noted in Section OP 3.4, there are -threetjpes of wells 'thatwill be tested at
the Lost Creek Project: monitor well; production well, and injection well. The following discusses
the MIT testsfor each:
Monitor Well - The purpose of an MIT on a monitor well is to insure casing integrity and that the
samples received are only from 'the zone of 'n'te'est; not from fluid leaking 'into the wellbore from
other zones sealed off by the casing. Because a monitor well is only usedfor pumping fluid out of
the well, no pressure is *seenon the casing. Therefore, the MIT pressure cannot be based on the
maximum ýoperting pressure._TyticallYi d.repesentative MIT pressure'will be ýchosen 'that will
insure the: well has'mechanical int'eritjiNormally'this pressure:will be' at least, 50 pounds per
square inch (psi) as measuredat the wellhead.

Production Well -The puros of ah MIT'on a production well is to insure'casing integrity below
ihe' static andd pumping fluid level'r
r :pbteniialfutuird use as aan injection' well. -Because a
production well is usedfor pumpingfluid out of the well, no prtessure i's seen on the casing other
than that generated by'the productionfluid'in the willbore. Therrfore, the MIT pressure cannot be
based on the maximum operatingpressure. However, during the operational life of a wellfield,
injection and production wells may be swvitched to modify produc'tion flow paths and increase
oý'erall recovery. Because of this, the production we'llMITs are performed at the 'same pressure as
the injection wells within the same header house. That pressure is detailed'in this response under
"Injection Well".
Injection Well - The purpose of an MIT on an injection well is to insure casing integrity through
the entire cased well. The MIT will typically be performed at 125% of the maximum injection
pressure as dictated by the fracture gradientand the casing depth. An example is shown below:
MIT Pressure
= Casing Depth x (FractureGradient- Water G'radient) x 1.25
= 425fiax (0. 7 psi/fit- 0.433 psi/ft) x 1.25
= 142 psi
Response not acceptable. This information should be incorporated into Section OP 3.4 of the
Permit document. (AB)
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93)

Section OP 3.4, Well Integrity Testing: should describe protocols for investigating, evaluating and
tracking MIT failures and also determining the impacts of the casing failure and any resulting
leakage from the well. (MM)
LC's Response." As with any operational or engineering activity, any abnormal or unexplained
failures will be investigated. A variety of measures may be used during the investigation including
subsequent tests at varying depths and pressures. In addition, a downhole camera may be used to
support data obtained during the MIT(s). Also, typical to any investigation will be'the correlationof
materials, equipment, personnel and downhole conditions to the failure to determine if there is an
ongoing problem. Any documentation associated with investigations will typically be kept in the
well files and may be included as part of the QuarterlyMIT Report to the WDEQ-LQD.
In the event of a casingfailure on an operating well investigationswill typically include all of the
above as well as a determination of the extent of the leakage. Once the areal/verticalextent of the
release has been determined, a program of remediatibn will be reviewed with the WDEQ-LQD and
appropriatemeasures determinedfor containment and/or recapture. Once, approved, the remedial
action will be initiatedand reported in the QuarterlyMIT Report to the WDEQ-LQD
Rponse not acceptable. Please incorporate the comment response into the'permit, eliminating
words such as "may" and "ty)ically" to make the commitments more definitive. LQD is also
requesting that. a trka'king s 'stem be implemented' so that records of MIT failures are compiled and
can be reviewved over timeioc6 clefermine if there 'are ;common elements or factors that contribute to
the failures. (MM)

94)

Section OP 3.5, Mine Unit Piping and Instrurhentation: should clearly specify the .instrumrentation
that will be installed for each well (i.e.' each well, production and injection, will have a flow meter,
a control valve and a pressure alarm installed). (MM)
LC's Response: Each injection'well and production w~ell will have what is known as a "meter run"
inside its associatedheader house. The meter' run will include a control valve, a flowv'meter; and a
pressure gauge. Each group of injection wells and production wells within a house will be attached
to a 'header.
Fluid detection systems will be used in the header houses abnd at the wellheads to alarm the
Operators of potential upset conditions. 'These 'systems will typically use the leaking .fluid to
complete a circuit and initiate an alarm in the form of either an audible/visible alarm locally or by
transmittingan alarm to the operationscenter. The second component offluid detection systems is
a local shutdown of operationsat a header'house. This will typically occur in the case of a large
failure where a sump level reaches the shut down point andflow is stopped and the Operatorsare
nodtfied via alarm at the Plant. As with all leak detection systems, they are augmented by a strong
operationsandfieldpresence with routine checks on pipelines, header houses, wellheads and other
Productioncomponents.
There will be three layers ofprotection as'sociatedwi;ith the wellfield instrumentation:
1. Monitoringand Data Output
2. Alarm and Notification
3. Controland Shutdown
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Response not acceptable. LQD expects that systems will be installed to allow each individual
production and injection well to be remotely 'monitored for pressure and flow rates and controlled
remotely from the control room. Please revise the text so this point is clear. (MM)
95)

Section OP 3.5 Mine Unit Piping and Instrumentation. Please also describe how the pressure and
flow rate information will.be managed'at oiie control point. (A13)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#60.
Response not acceptable. Please see the response to Comment OP-60. (BRW for AB)

96)

Section OP 3.5 Mine Unit Piping and Instrumentation. It is stated that individual well lines and
trunk lines will be buried to prevent freezing. Figure OP-7c indicates he typical trench layout to be
6.0 feet deep. In Section OP 3.5 please discuss the burial depth relative to the known frost line in
the Red Dessert,as well as how the lines under. high traffic areas will, be.protected. (AB)
LC's Response. For discussion ofpipeline freezing, please see Response to Comment V5, OP#59.
Pipelines under traffic areas will typically be constructed of High Density PolyEthylene (HDPE).
They will be buried at approximately 6 feet below the lowest point.of the travel route (includingthe
borrow.ditch). Compaction during backfill will more ,than adequately support the pipelinefrom the
traffic load.
Due to the flexibility of HDPEpipe, it will deflect when it is buried. The PlasticPipe Institute's
Handbook of PE Pipe (Second Edition,), Chdpter,6, Section 3 details the requirements in which
HDPEpipe will supportdirect burial and traffic loads. As seen in Table 3-1from the handbook, the
minimum-cover requiredfor the buriedpipe is 3feet."
TABLE 3-1.
AWWA M-55 Design Window Maximum and Minimum Depth of
Cover Requiring No Calculations

DR

MIn. Depth of
Cover W!th H20
Load

Min. Depth of
Cover Without
H20 Load

Maximum
Depth of Cover

7.3

3 ft

2 ft

25 ft

9

3ft

2ft

25 ft

11

f1t

2"ft

25ft

13.5

31

" 2 ft-

25 ft

17

3ft

2ft

25ft

21

311

2ft

2,5 ft

Limiting depths where no calculations are required. Pipes are suitable for deeper depth provided
a sufficient E' (1,000 psi or more) is accomplished during installations. Calculations would be required
for depth greater than 25 ft.

Response acceptable. The permit application text has been revised to indicate that pipes will be
buried four to six feet bgs. Average frostline in the Red Desert area is approximately four feet.
(BRW for AB)
97)

Section OP 3.6.3.1, Water Balance: should contain an explanation for why the restoration flow rates
are so low in comparison to production flow rates (i.e. less than 10%). Would it not be feasible to
have higher restoration flow rates, perhaps equal to production flow rates? (MM)
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LC's Response. It would not be technically feasible to have restoration flow rates equal to
productionflow rates. The restorationprocesses produce a higher ratio of waste water to produced
water than production processes, creating a more pronounced drawdown of the aquifer's
piezometric surface. Therefore, to avoid 'pulling in' considerable quantities of unaffected
groundwater (i e. 'a higher bleed rate), dropping water levels below pumps; and other
consequences of pronounced drawdown, the flow r~ite during restoration is not the same as the
productionflow rate. Further,restoration is expected to be completed in a fraction (1/10"') of the
pore volumes it takes to complete production. If an operatorrestored.wellfields at a flow rate equal
to the productionflow rate, the restorationcircuit would be idle nearly 80% of the time and the
requiredwaste water disposal rate would be many times higher (when operated) than the disposal
rate included in the operatingplan. This scenario could not be justified because of- the extreme
rate and voume .o w. te water generated over short periods of time (estimated at 1,150 GPM),
extreme and unsustainabledrawdown and recharge during the periodic restorationactivities; and
economic considerations(capitalrequirementsfor a 6,000 GPM waterpurificationfacility).
It should however be feasible to 'maintain,a'rate of restoration progress equal to the rate of
productionprogress. The,result of a properdesign,would be that wellfelds are restored in an equal
amount of time as the :prioduc•ion life of a typical wellfield. This' is the design basis for LC ISR
LLC's proposed mine, plan (Figure OP-4a) and water balance (Figures OP-Sa through OP-Sj).
LC ISR, LLC planned forp a 60, pore volume (PV) production life at 6,000 GPM. The critical
restorationstage.,(RO),isý,projqcted to, requirelOo of the production PVs (i.e., 6 PVs) and to thus
operate at 10% Of the production flow rate'average over life-of-project is approximately 600
GPM). The'r~ate of completion of the groundwater sweep (GWS) phase of restoration would also
match the rate of depletion of the production areas when properly designed and planned. Since
GWS will involve less than.one pore volume (se,responseto Response to Comment OP5, RP#1 for
bomplete explanation), , the requiredflow rate for. G WS is designed to commonly be 30 GPM.
Operating GWS at pre-determined/controlledflow rate will minimize the likelihood of excessive
consumption of groundwater resource.s for this minimally effective restoration activity. The end
result ofproper design andplanning is that there is adequate and appropriaterestoration capacity
availablefor each, wellfield at the point in time that.it is expected to be, depleted and ready for
restoration.'When the restorationrate equals the production rate_ opera(ions would not be extended
in one operationalphase due to lack of capacityforthe' next sequentialphase.
As requiredin LQ!D NonCoal R&R Ch. 3 Sec' 2(k) and Ch. 11 Sec. 5(a)(i), restorationis planned to
occur,concurrently with mining, the,schedule demonstrates a coordinatedsequence of mining and
reclamation and there is a clearly demonstrated correlation between the capacity of the
water/was"te water, treatment systems and of the capacity 'requirements of the mining and
restorationoperations.
Response partially acceptable. The information included in the comment response should be
incorporated into section OP 3.6.3.1 of the permit. Also, please identify which formation the plant
water supply well, will be completed in. (MM)
98)

Section 3.6.3 Projected Water Balance and Water level Changes. This section states that the water
balance considers the "capacity of the Plant and Class III .UIC wells for production and for
restoration . Other critical factors will include the capacity of the Class I UIC well(s) and the
capacity of the evaporation ponds. These should be included in the discussion, and in' Figures OP -

5a throdgh 5f. (AB)
LC 'sReSponse: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#67.
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Response acceptable, LC has filed an application with WyDEQ/WQD for five Class I deep
disposal wells. Each well appears to have a capacity of 50 gpm, which, assuming all five are
constructed is approximately double the projected volumetric requirement -for disposal. Based on
this assessment, the capacity of the plant and Class- III UIC wells appear to be the limiting factor.
However, please also see the response to Comment OP-67. (BRW for AB)
99)

Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. (Table OP-6).'Are the, flow capacity's presented in this Section,
Table and in Figures OP-5a through 5f, for the first mine unit or for multiple mine units? Please
clarify by indicating how many mine units will be in production and restoration at' oe time, and
how the rates presented are a compi!ation of that information. A table detailing this information for
each mine unit,. at each stage of production and restoration,, for each'year in the life of the mine
would be useful. (AB)
LC's Response. Figure OP-4a illustrates the Lost Creek Project Development, Production and
Restoration Schedule. A review of the schedule reveals that normally two mine units are anticipated
to be 'in production and up to three mine units'are,anticipated to, be in various phases of
groundwaterrestoration (GWS, RO, Recirculation and Stability), not including the time required
for regulatory approvaland surface reclamation.'
Section OP 3.6.3.1 states; "The water balance discussion, figures and tables included in this
section consider the production and restorationphases to be operating at maximum flow capacity.
At maximnum flodi,, capacity,"the full potential contkribution of each unit 'operation to the water
balance can be analyzed." LC ISR, LLC as operator,will have the full discretion to determine the
actual operationalflow rates that meet the ýec6hiimic 'objectives 'of'the project. Since portions of
mine units are brought into and out of production and restoration as a function of the daily
operationalcontrol of the facility, a table detailingthe contribution of each mine unit to each stage
of production and restoritionisummaizedfor each year in the life of the mine, would not provide
any more' useful information-thhnFigure'OP-4adtlreadjprovides.
Response not acceptable. Text in the third full paragraph on page OP-34 states "The design basis
for the Lost Creek Project is derived to provide the nominal maximum production plant capacity
(6,000' gpm) from each typical mine unit. Therefore, each typical mine ufit ihncudes approximately
180 (32 x 180 = 5,760 gpm) production wells...". Figure OP-4A indicates that in year two there
will be production in MU-I and MU-2 with'no resioration indicated. Given the description in the
text above, it would seem that fie plant would 'essentially be operating. at capacity with one unit in
prodtction, let alone the additional production'froma second wellfield. Therefore, the text does not
appear to jiVe with the schedule. 'Additionally', though, not stated in the text, but only in the
response, that "LC ISR, LLC as operator, will have the full discretion to determine the actual
operational flow rates that meet the economic objectives of the project." is not completely
acceptable as the LQD has indicated to LC that restoration will not suffer at the hand of production.
Please address. (BRW for AB)

100) Section OP 3.6.3.1' Water Balance. Paragraph 2 mentions the supplemental use of WYPDES
discharge as part of the water balance for liquid waste. What is the source of this end of pipe
discharge? What treatment standards will apply? What flow rates are anticipated? If a WYPDES
discharge is going to be part of the water balance for the site, it should be included in Figures OP5a through 5f. (AB)
LC's Response: LC ISR, LLC does not intend to discharge water under a Wf"YPDES permit. The
reference to a W'YPDES permit was put into the application to show that it might have been an
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option in the.future (qfter a permit revision). However, the language is confiusing so the reference
to the WYPDES dischargehas been removed.
Response acceptable. LC has removed reference to a WYPDES, other than a stormwater,
discharge permit from the text. (BRW for AB)
101) Section 0P3.6.3.1 Water Balance. Paragraph 3 states that in the operational mode of production
operations, restoration sweep, and groundwater treatment, that the net consumptive removal will be
3% or 190 gpm, It is not clear how this correlates with Figure OP-5c, Project Water Balance
Production withGWS and RO. Please provide greater details regarding each stage of the mine life
and water balance. (AB)
LC's Response:'It is not necessary to determine net consumptive removal from Figures OP- 5a
through 5f since'the net consumptive removal is clearly presented in Table OP-6. However, Section
OP 3.6.3.i has been modified. A discussion of how Figures OP- 5a through 5f correspond with
Table OP-6 to determine the net consumptiveI removal has been added. Details regardinghow the
water balancefigures relate to each stage'of the mine life have also been added.
Response acceptable. LC has revised the text such that it corresponds to'Figures OP-5A through
OP-5E. (BRW for AB)
102) Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. Please provide details on the storage capacity of the permeate
storage pond(s) and the concentrated brine'st6rage'pbnd(s), and the estimated average evaporation
rate for th'ese facilities. This inform ation should als6 be included on Figures OP25c&through 5f.

(AB)
LC's Response."Pleasesee Response to Comment V5, OP#9 (3r paragraph).
Response acceptable. LC -has indicated that-the storage ponds are to provide surge capacity and are
not -intended'for evaporation. (BRW for AB)
103) Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. If efforts will be made to enhance the evaporation rate from the
ponds with sprayers, this should be discussed. (AB)
LC's Response." Please see Response to Comment. V5, OP#9 ( 3rd paragraph).
Response acceptable. LC has indicated that the 'storage ponds are to provide surge capacity and are
not intended for evaporation. (BRW for AB)
104) Section OP 3.6.3.1 Water Balance. The required injection / disposal rate for the UIC Class I well(s)
should also- be included in the. water balance. Once 'the aquifer characteristics are known, the
capability of the aquifer to handle the disposal rate will need to'be presented in detail. (AB)
LC's Response:-Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#67.
Response not acceptable. LC has provided general information supporting the use of 50 gpm in
their assumption for disposal well capacity within- the WyDEQ/WQD Class I application. However,
in-situ stress tests have not been conducted to date to determine the actual capacity. Please revise
the text in Section' 5.2.3.2 to provide a commitment concerning the incorporation of test data once
obtained. (BRW for AB)
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105) Section OP 3.6.3.3, Cumulative Drawdown: W.S. 35-11--428(a)(iii)(E) requires an assessment of
impacts to water resources on adjacent lands and the steps that will be taken to mitigate the impacts.
Section OP 316.3.3 should include drawdown projections for all aquifers that could potentially be
affected by the operation for the life of the mine, including drawdown maps to illustrate the
horizontal and vertical extent of projected drawdown. (MM)
LC's Response: 'The parameterrs necessary to provide an estimate of drawdown during life Qf the
mine. include transmissivity, storativiP,. net extraction rate, and duration of operation.
Transmissivity of the HJ Production Zone has been determinedfrom pumnping tests, conducted on
either side of the Lost Creek Fault. Because of the influence of the fault, the transmissivity
determinedfromn this pumping test is viewed as an 'effective" transmissivity.
A value of transmissivity that is not influenced by the.fault can be estimated using the principle of
superposition and image well theory (Stallman 1952). The principle of superpositionsimply states
that the total effect resultingfirompumping multipe wells simultaneously is equal to the sum of the
individual &ffectcaused by each of the wells acting separately. The principle of superposition is
commonly used to evaluate well interference problems by summing the drawdown determined
using the Theis equationfor a homogeneous, isotropic, infinite extent aquifer.Image well theory is
used to address hydraulic impacts of a bounded '(non infinite extent) aquiferfor either no flow or
recharge boundaries (Domenico 'andSchwartz 1990): 7In the applicationof image w~ell theory for a
no'flow barrier,an imaginary well is placed'directly across the no flow boundary at an equal
distancefrom the boundary as the pumping well. The image well is assigned a pumping rate equal
to .that of the r~ pumping well. Then the"di'awdown "'can be ýalculated at any point within the
aquifer (on the side with the real well) by summing the impactsfrom both the real and image well,
using a modification of the Theis equation.
Residual Drawdowh After End of ISR Operations
Distance
Time SinceEnd of Operations.. .
,,
I yr

2 yr

4yr

'

.

8 yr

2 miles. , 20.,5ft.
1:5.1 ft
10.3ft
5 miles
18.9ft
14.4_ft
10.O.ft
Averagepumping rate 'of89 gpnm (or] 7,134.ft3/d).
Distance measuredfrom centroid bfproduction.
.

6.5ft
6.4ft

Response 'partially acceptable. Impacts to the HJ aquifer have been projected to extend well
beyond five miles from the permit area. Other aquifers that may be affected must also be addressed.
Drawdown 'maps must be provided to show the extent of projected drawdown in each affected
aquifer. All known water resources (wells, lakes; wetlands, springs, etc.) within the projected 5 foot
drawdown area must be identified on the maps. Monitoring plans must be presented for monitoring
of impacts to these Water resources. Actions to'be taken to mitigate the impacts must be described.

(MM)
106) Section OP 3.5.4.2 Excursion Detection: In addition to the use of water levels to detect excursions,
will barometric pressure within the well be monitoredto detect excursions? (MLB)
LC's Response: In addition to water levels, water quality (indicatorparameters) will be used to
detect excursions. Monitoring of barometric pressure will not be used to detect excursions.
Barometric pressures can undetrgo largefluctuations due'to changing weather patterns. These
fluctuaiions would be unrelated to water level changes that would be caused in the event of an
excursion. Monitoring Qf water levels to observe trends in water level elevation, coupled with
changes in water quality will provide the best indication that an excursion may be occurring.
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Response acceptable. (NILB)
107)' Section OP 3.6.4.1 Mine Unit Baseline Water Quality and Upper Control Limits. The last sentence
of this section states that 'UCL's will be set at five standard deviations to the baseline average for
the indicator." It would be clearer to state that "the UCL will be set as the baseline mean plus five
standarddeviations". (AB)
LC's Response: The last sentence in Section OP 3.6.4.1 has been changed as requested.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW for AB)
108) Section OP 3:6.4.2 Excursion Detection. The second paragraph states that increased water levels
could be indicative of casing failure, and that isolation and shutdown of individual wells would-be
used to isolate the problem. In addition, please add to the text that MIT testing of suspect wells will
be conducted. (AB)
LC's Response." The second paragraph of Section OP 3.6.4.2 has been revised to include a
reference to MITs if water levels change unexpectedly in the overlying or underlyingaquifers.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW for AB)
109) Section OP 3.6.4.3 Excursion Verification and Corrective Action The second paragraph states that
if it is determined that a well is on excursion status, that the DEQ will be notified within 24 hours.
This should be changed t6 read vei-bally nofified Within 24 hours. (AB)
LC's Response: Section OP3.6. 4.3 has been revised to state that notification will be verbally.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW for AB)
110) Section OP'5.0 Effluent Controls. Within this SectiOn' there are many subsections which address' the
multiple solid and liquid Waste streams from the facility., Please also provide a table which lists
each of the facilities solid and liquid waste streams, the estimated monthly predicted volume to be
generated, the storage location, and the disposal ldcation. '(A]B)
LC"s Response: Table OP-JO has been inserted into the permit application to fiirther define the
types of solid waste that will be'g'neratedat the site. It is not practical to anticipate and list all
waste streams bit Table OP-10 attempts to quantify the major types of waste.
"
Response acceptable. LC has included a Table that identifies the major wastes that are anticipated
to be generated as requested. (BRW for AB)
111)

Section OP 5.1 Gaseou's Emissions and Airborne Particulates. 'No mention is made of the Air
Quality Division perniit(s) that will be required for the site. Please add this information to the
discussion within this section.' (AB)
LC's Response: The Air Quality Permit Wvds 'hoted in Section OP 2.2 (Additional Regulatory
Re4quirements), OP 2.10 (Air Monitoring), and Table ADJ-1. A cross-reference to Section OP 2.2
and Table ADJ-1 has beeh added to Section OP 5.1..

Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW for AB)
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112) Section OP 5.2.1.3 Waste Petroleum Products and Chemicals. It is not clear from this section
specifically where petroleum and chemical products, or hazardous and non-hazardous waste
streams will be stored. Preferably these containers will be stored in-doors where they are not
subjected to the elements and have adequate secondary containment. If they are to be stored
outdoors, please indicate whether there will be roofing, locked fencing, and secondary containment.

(AB)
LC's Response:, Storage of waste petroleum products,is planned within the maintenance shop at the
Lost Creek Facility. This shop will have a specific area adjacent to the maintenance,area that will
be bermed and adequately vented. The area will be indoors and will, therefore, be controlled and
nosubject to the elements.
Waste chemicals will typically be associated with the laboratory and its operations. All liquid
wastes will be captured in the drains and/or sumps within the laboratoty and will go straight to
plant waste-tanksfor,eventual deep well disposal.:
Response not acceptable. The text concerning the storage of waste petroleum products has not been
revised as indicated in the response. Additionally, the Table OP-10 is in conflict with the text.
Please make the appropriate revisions. (BRW for AB)
(113) Section OP 5.2.1.4, Domestic Liquid Waste: The permit for the domestic sewage/septic system
should be included in the mine permit application.! Additionally the disposal of domestic waste must
be addressed. (MM and BRW)
LC's Response. Apermit applicationfor the installationof two septic systems with leach fields was
submitted to Sweitwater CounIty on June 29, 2009. -The septic system to support the Maintenance
Shop will be located north of the shop, while the septic system for the office will be located
southwest of the Plant (Plate.OP-2.). Portable.hermical toilets ,to support drilling and field staff
will; be placed in app rorte,locations,relevant,to Ongoing work and will be maintained by a
licensed contractor.
Pursuantto discussions'heldon June 22, 2009 in Casper between WDEQ and LC ISR, LLC, Table
ADJ-1 of the application has been updated to include the status of the various permits/licenses
requiredto construct and operate the facility.
Response not acceptable. Thank you for updating. Table ADJ- 1 that indicates an application for
two separate septic system permits. It is assumed that the permit(s), once received will either be
incorporated into. Appendix E or as an attachment to the Operations Plan. The issue with the
currently submitted information is associated with the inconsistencies between the text and Table
OP- 10. Please revise. (BRW)
114) Section OP 5.2.1.4 Domestic Liquid Wastes. There is no previous discussion of a water supply well
for potable water. Please provide a discussion within the permit of the proposed aquifer and
location for the potable watersupply. (AB)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#74.
Response not acceptable. Please see the response to Conmment OP-74 and if Well LC229W is to be
used as the potable water supply well furnish a copy of the UW-6 associated with this well. .(BRW
for AB)
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115) Section OP 5.2.3.2, UIC Class 1 Wells: This section addresses deep disposal wells which are a key
component of this project, Permits for these wells should be included as part of the mine permit
application. (MM)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#67.
Response acceptable. (MM)
116) Section OP 5.3.2, Disposal of Liquid 1 I(e)(2) Byproduct Materials should specify the disposal site
for 1 (e)(2) byproduct waste. (MM)
LC's Response: As discussed on June 22, 2009 at.Casperbetween WDEQ.and LC ISR, LLC, an
1 (e)(2) byproduct disposal agreement has not been reached. However, the expected disposal cost,
based on discussions,with the, managers of.various disposal.sites, is between $150 and $325 per
cubic,,yard. Shipping costs, based on. quotes, from a. hazardous materials shipper. currenily
contracted to haul byproduct materialfrom the Smith Ranch/HighlandProject to the Shlirley Basin
Pathfinderfacility or the White Mesa Mill in Blanding Utah are $1,075 and $2,600 per shipment,
respecttv'ely.
Response acceptable. (MM)
117) Section OP 5.3.2 Solid 11(e)(2).Byproduct .Materials. Will there, be any employee Personal
Pr6tection' Equipment (PPE) thatwill be generated-on a- regular basis as I 1(e)(2) ,waste?. If a waste
stream, it should also be listed in paragraph one of this.section. (Al!)
L.C's Response: PleaseseeResponse toCommnt V5, OP#10.

.

Response acceptable. LC has provided Table OP-10 that estimates monthly waste volumes and
revised Section OP 5.3.2 to include PPE. (BRWfor ,AB)
118) The operations plan should include a section detailing procedures for exploration and delineation
drilling,, including: topsoil protection measures; drill hole abandonment procedures, including
provision for backfilling to the surface'with bentonite chips; and surface reclamation procedures.
(MM)
.
LC's Response: The following procedures are expected to be used during normal drilling
operations.:

.

Exploration Drilling:
typically 'ill
occurprior to' installation offences or roads to an area. This
type of drilling,will occur at various depths and may or may not conform to a grid. Density of
drilling is highly dependent upon the results of previous work. Drill locations should be modified,
'wherepossible, to reduce theneed for drilling in major drainageways. and/or major modifications
to terrain.If successfuid, exploration drilling will be followed by Delineationdrilling at, typically, a
higher density.
The steps in exploration drillingare normally,as follows":
i. Surveying - initial target locations are surveyed in with stakes placed. For exploration drilling,
.Yer.few locations are known initially.
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2. Access'Planning- the access routes for the initial holes areplanned and the backhoe operator
and drill contractorinformed of the routes. 'If necessary, access mqy be delineatedwith markers
0r posts.
3. DrillPits - will be installedby the backhoe'operator.
a. Install erosionprotection as necessaty;

b. Excavate dill'pit,segregatingtopsoil and subsoil;
c._ Clear/level drilipadas necessary.
Fence Drill Pit
Drill ExplorationHole
GeophysicalLog
Abandonment - use drill rigorLCI equipment to plug the hole
a. Initial - typically, grout or cement is pumped into the hole from the bottom up. Depending
on hole conditions, bentonite chips may be used to assist in the plugging process. A
temporary cover is placed over the hole afierplugging is complete.
Topoff - after the plugging material is allowed to settle, the hole will be revisited and the
b.
grout or cement will be topped off to approximately 17 feat below the ground surface.
Approxi'mately'10 feet of bentonite chips will be placed on top of the groua or cement
column.
.
c. Surface plug -. A plug capable,of sypporting approximatyly .5feet of cement or concrete
will be placed on'top,of the plug.' The remaining upper .twofeet of the hole will be
backfllled with native soil.
8. Backfill Pit - the drill pit will be backfilled wvth subsoil so as not to allow the displacemenrof
drilling.fluidfrom the pit. The temporary fence will be permanently removed once the pit is
backfilled. After the pit is backfilled and the fence removed, the .tbpsoil will be evenly applied
over theexcavated area .
..
9. Seeding - surface preparation and reseeding will occur at the next available time period
appropriatefor planting.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DelineationDrilling: may occur priorto installation offences or roads to an area or may occur
in areas with s.ignifican't'infrastructure.This type of drilling will occur at various depths and may
or may not conjbrm to a grid. Density ýof drilling is*reasonable dependent upon the results 6'o
previous work. Drill locations may be modified, where possible, to reduce the need for drilling in
major drainage ways 'and/ormajor niodifications't 'terrain. Once completed, delineation drilling
will be followed by monitor well andproduction well installation.

The steps in delineation drdilingare normally asfollows:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Surveying - initial target locations are surveyed in with stakes placed. Drilling may be
expanded depending on results.
Access Planning- the access routes.for the holes are planned and the backhoe operatorand
drill contractorinformed of the routes. If necessary, access may be delineated with markers or
posts. Existing access routes will be used wherever possible.
Drill Pits' will be installedby the backhoe operator.
a. Install erosionprotection as necessary;
b. Excavate drillpit, segregatingtopsoil and subsoil;
c. Clear/leveldrillpad as necessary.
Fence Drill Pit as necessary. If drilling is within existing wellfield fencing, then temnporamy
fencing will not be required.
DrillDelineation Hole
Geophysical Log
Abandonment - utilize drill rig or LCI equipment to plug the hole

ý,ý- 1.
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a. Initial - typically, grout or cement is pumped into the hole from the bottom up. Depending
on hole conditions, bentonite chips may be used to assist in the plugging process. A
temporary cover is placed over the hole afierplugging is complete.
b. Topoff - after the plugging material is allowed to settle, the hole will be revisited and the
grout or cement will be topped off to approximately 17 feet below the ground surface.
Approximately 10 feet of bentonite chips will be placed on top of the grout or cement
column.
c, Surface plug - A plug capable of supporting approximately 5 feet of cement or concrete
will be placed on top of the plug. The remaining upper 2.feet of the hole will be backfilled
with native soil.
8. Backfill Pit - the drillpit will be backfilled with subsoil so as not to allow the displacement of
drillingfluid from the pit. The temporaryfence will be permanently removed once the pit is
backfilled. After the pit is backfilled and the fence removed, the topsoil will be evenly applied
over the excavated area.
9. Seeding - surface preparation and reseeding will occur at the next available time period
appropriatefor planting.'
Response partially acceptable.; The discussion provided in LC's comment response should be
incorporated into Section OP 2.12 of the permit. '(M4)
.
119) The operations •plan should iDnclUde'a section' detailing- procedures -and a schedule fr' locating,
investigating and prop~rly abandoning all"historical drill holes on the permit area. (MM)
LC's Response: Please see Response to Comment V5, #84.
Response not acceptable. The issue of how 'to address old abanaotned drill holes is one that will
obviously require continuing evaluation and discussion. Questions relating to, who is responsible
for ýthe old holes are irrelevant at''this point. We are not blaming LC for thethe
existence
ise
LCthe
fact thator
condition of the holes. We w6uid not be as king L to. plug the holes, except for
proposing an ISL operation on a site that resembles, Swis's cheese. ISL operators are responsible for
controlling their production fluids' and for restoring the groundwater, affected by their operations.
We believe'that the old improperiy abandoneddrill holes will siously impair these efforts and
thus affect LC's ability to conduct a successful Operation. LQD cannot ignore this issue. We
acknowledge that locating old abandoned drill holes is problematic and that efforts involving
extensive surface disturbance are not desirable. LQD will continue to ee'aluate information (e.g.
pump tests) as it becomes available. It is hoped that we can jointly arrive at a reasonable approach
to address the problem. (MM)
'

Reclamation•Plan ý(RP)
1)

Section RP 2.3 must specify and describe in detail the methods and efforts that will be employed to
restore the ground water to background water quality levels (i.e. define BPT). This description
should specify the volumes of water (pore volumes, including the PV calculation) to be treated, reinjected and circulated and the specific treatments to be used. The application must provide detailed
justification to demonstrate that .the prescribed process has been proven to be successful in restoring
ground water to background water quality'levels and thus constitutes BPT. Once approved, LQD
will expect the operator to employ these prescribed restoration efforts. The reclamation bond will
be calculated based on the estimated cost of completing these prescribed efforts. BPT will thus be
defined and approved up-front for.each well field. Restoration will be considered to be complete
once the approyed BPT efforts have been conducted, assuming that the class of use has been
achieved. This process of defining and approving 'BPT will provide a measure of certainty to all
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parties. It is envisioned that the definition of BPT could change for future well fields, based on
changes in technology and/or results of on-site restoration efforts. (MM)
Response'acceptable. LC's restoration plan will employ 6.3 PV of groundwater sweep, 6.0 PV of
RO and 1.0 PV'of recirculation. The PV calculation includes 2 0% vertical flare arid 20% horizontal
flare. The facilities nzecessary for restoration will be installed prior to production start-up. The
restoration plan as outlined is accepted as" BPT forthe first mine uiit. Based on the results, the
restorition planimay require revision for futture mine-nits. (MM)
2)

'Section RP2.3 Groundwater Restoration Methods. Please provide greater detail including chemical
equations (similar to Figure OP-6) to explain the processes that the groundwater will undergo to
create thie reducing conditions. The chemistry that will take place in the ion exchange and RO
circuits should be presented. Further explanationoýSf the how possible reductants or bioremediation
additives will affect the chemistry of the groundwater should also be provided. (AB)
LC ' Response." Ion Exchange. The chemisty of tlMe ion exchange circuit used' in restoration is
identical to the chemistr, of the ion exchange circuit' used in production. Ion exchange resins
preferentially remove the uran'yl dicarbomiate and/or Iuranyl i'icarbonate compounds from the
solution. Bicarbonate compounds are displacedfrom the resin into the solution.
Reverse Osmosis. Reverse osmosis 'systems azre physical separdti'on units and do not rely on
chemical processes. Water bontainingchemical impurities is press'urized to force small molecules
through a semi-permeable membrane 'barrier.The membrane is designed to allow water molecules,
gases
and other small molecules to permeate (jass) through; the membrane. Largerions, molecules
and chemical
compoinds'arephysically unable to pass throughAthe membrane due to their size and
are thus separateddand collect as a concentrate (~brine) (See Table RP-2).
Reductants. No s'pecific chemical reductant aIditi{'es have been proposed in the application.LC1
aidvocates an approach where" WDEQ'-LQD' would 'review and "approbve any proposed chemic~al
r'ediictantadditive, and hboi, such additi es Will affijct the chemistry of the groundwater, prior to
c~mneencement of-addition at'ihe site. Teet to this effect has"been added in Section RP 2.3.
Bioremediation.No specific bioremediationprocess has been proposed in the application.The field
of bioremediation'israpidl&y advancing as is the technical understandingof thetechnique. It would
be hikhly speculative at this time to discuss' any or all potential additives. 'L advocates an
approach where WDEQ-LQD would review and approve any proposed bioremediation technique,
and how sufch additives will affect the chemist-vi of the groundwaiter, prior to commencement of
addition at the site. Text to this effect has been included in Section RP 2.3.
Response acceptable. The proposed reclamation method does not call for the use of reductants or
methods that will create a reducing environment. Rather, the reclamation, in simple terms, just calls
for the removal of materials that created an oxidized environment and ground water replacement.
Therefore, equations as requested in the comment were not supplied. LC proposes an "exchange" of
7.3 pore volumes of water, which they believe will allow them to meet the reclamation standard: If
this does not occur, LC will either continue to treat using the original processes proposed in the
applicati6n's reclamation section or may propose the use of reductants or bioremediation. If there is
a change in the reclamation technology used, a permit revision will be sought. (BRW for AB)

3)

Section RP2.3 Groundwater Restoration Methods. This section provides pore volume exchanges for
groundwater sweep (one pore volume) groundwater treatment (six pore volumes) and groundwater
recirculation (one pore volume). Please cite where this is documented to be BPT. Is it based on any
real life success of an existing well field? (AB)
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LC's Re.sponse: Please see the Response. to Comment V5, RP #1.
Response acceptable. Section RP 2.3 provides a comparison of the proposed restoration process to
that completed at Christensen Ranch in'the Powder River Basin. The LQD is willing to accept the
proposed restoration process for the first wellfield. However, it will be incumbent upon LC to attain
the Class of Use standard established for the wellfield. If this cannot be met, either additional
treatment using one or more of the methods cited will be required, alternately LC will need to
investigate alternate technologies, such as bioremediation. (BRW f6r AB)
4)

Figuie RP-l. The timeline gap for the Process Plant'should indicate plant decommissioning. (AB)
LC 's Response. Figure RP-1 has been updated and clarified (includingremoval of the 'gap).
Response acceptable. Figure RP-1 has been revised as requested. (BRW tor AB),

5)

Please provide a hydrologic impact assessment (surface and' ground water) of the final anticipated
conditions. This should include recovery times ground water, potential changes in water chemistry,
etc. (BRW)
LC's'Response: Surfa'ce Wate'r- As discuassed in AppendixD6, Sectioni D6.I.l1 all-of the surface
ývater'fe~'tures' at the' site are ephemeral dnd,'relatively small. 'The 6nly antiipated'temporary
inpacts to the .'urface' water sysitem during operations miay occur along roads, where it may be
necessary to route drainages through culverts under the roads (Section OP 2.6) or route runoff
aroundfacilities (Operations Plan Attachment OP-4). These features should not affect flow rates or
water qualitybecause. of the 'low reliefacross the site and the liminted surface waterflows, only the
drainagepattern in 'the immediate vicinity bf the'ioads and structures may need.to be altered (if at
all); the culverts will be appropriatelysized; ýbnd any disturbances associatedwith installation of
the structures will be reclaimed 'immediately after' installaiion (Section OP 2.7). The Stormwater.
Poliution 'Prevention Plan also has" provisions fdA "'e'valuatingconstruction imnpacts and
unanticipatedimpacts such as spills. Provisionsfor spill detection and response are also addressed
in Section OP 2.9.
Once reclamation of the site is completed, no permanent'impacts to th'e surface water system are
anticipated.As discussed in Sections RP 3.0 and 4.0 of the Reclamation'Plan, all of the surface
facilities are scheduledfor removal'and reclamation. The landowner (BOMW could request that a
road (and associated culverts) be left in place, which may mean a permanent change to the
drainagepatte;tn. However, by that tim,e'any potential problems with thefiinction of the culvert(s)
should have 'been deitcted and repaired. As 'noted above, any spfli-related impacts will be
add,"essed at the time of the spill.
Groundwater- Please see OP 3. land Respbnse to Comment V5, OP#105.
Response not iiceptable. While the reviewer :admits there Will generally be no. measureable
impacts to the surface water drainage system 'as described in the text above. However, the reviewer
could not find the summary' discussion provided as a resp6oise within the application text. The
permAnent postmine impoundment at the' Sweetwater Mill, whose source of supply is the Battle
Springs aquifer, 'is not that far away fr6rh the proposed operation. There is no' mention as to what
impacts, if any, the project drawdown may have on this facility.
.
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Regarditig ground water,'LC has provided some information in response to Comment OP #105. The
majority of the response provided information could not be found in the application text. As
requested, please provide maps that illustrate projected areal extent of five or more feet of
drawdown. Please provide an estimated recovery time and include the methodology used to make
the calculation. While the reviewer understands that wells within one-half mile of the projected
disturbance will be plugged and abandoned, there are several wells, some of which are assumed to
serve as stock water supply, that are outside one-half mile radius, but easily within two miles of the
permit area boundary. No assessment'has been provided regarding the potential impacts to these
wells, rior a commitment to replace if the well is impacted. Please make the appropriate revisions to
the application text and also see the response to Comment OP #105. (BRW)
6)

Section RP 2.3.1: The use of ground water sweep with direct'disposal of the produced water, is not
considered to be BPT due to excessive consumption of ground water and resultant impacts to
ground water resources.. This section should be revised to clarify that g'rouinddwater sweep will only
be employed when the produced water can be treated and re-injected. (MM)
LC's Response. Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#J 6.
Response acceptable. I(MM)

7)

Section RP 2.4: The ground water stability rnrnitoring phase should be 12 months with quarterly
sampling (i.e. a total of 5 sampling events). (MM)
LC's Response: WDEQ-LQD`Guidelin&e4Secton D(1)(d) recommends a stabilikationperiod of at
least six months. LC ISR, LLC has already exceed~d the minimum LQD recomnmendation by stating
thatistabilizationwill last nine months. Samples will be collected at the beginning of the'nine-month
period and once everj three months for nine mhonths. This' will resdilt in a total offour sampling
rounds.

,.

Response not acceptable. Four samples in a nine inonth period is not sufficient to evaluate stability.
Guideline No. 4 recommends a stability period of at least six months with monthly sampling (i.e. a
minimum of 6 sampling events) ýand analysis of the full suite of parameters. The reviewer is only
requesting 5 sampling events over a. 12.month period. (MM)
8)

Section RP' 2.4 should be revised to specify that* during' the stability monitoring period all
moiiitoring wells (iIside and 'outside o.f the pattern, including underlying, overlying arid perimeter
wells) will be individually sampled and analyzed for the complete'suite of parameters, including
water levels. (MM)
,
LC's Response: Section RP 2.4 has been revised to state that, during stability monitoring, all
overlying, underlying and perimeter monitor wells will be analyzed for all UCL parameters once
evety three' months. If groundwater restoration has not been successful and an excursion occurs
duringstabilization then the sampling will revert to weekly for qffected monitor wells.
Re.sponse not acceptable. LC is proposing to take composite samples from the wellfield instead of
sampling and analyzing each well and averaging the data. This is not acceptable. An average is an
arithmietic mean (defined in Webster's as: The value computed by dividing the sum of a set of
terms by the number of terms.) Baseline/background water quality is characterized based on
analysis of samples from individual wells. Restoration will be evaluated in the same manner.
LC is also proposing to drop the analysis of any parameter found to be below the detection limits.
This is not acceptable. Every sample must be analyzed for the complete suite of parameters. The
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9)

that the water quality is stable based on an
purpose of stability monitoring is to demonstrate
evaluation of all parameters. Just because a parameter is non-detectable during one sample round
does not insure that it will remain non-detectable throughout the stability period. (MM)
Section RP 3.1. Well Abandonment: Item number I in the list beginning at the bottom of page RP10 must specify that grouting will occur from the bottom of the well to the top. (MLB)
LC's Response. Item 5 indicates that grouting will occurfrom the bottom of the well.
Response acceptable. Item 5 indicates that grout will be 'injected from the bottom of the well
through the use of drill pipe or a tremie tube. (BRW for MLB)

10)

Section RP 3.1, Well Abandonment: Item number 7 in the list on Page RP- I1 must be changed to
acknowledge 'the 'new policy of LQD to require that all drill holes and abandoned wells are
backfilled *towithin three feet of the surface. It is no longer considered BPT .to allow open holes to
be left ifi the ground. This means if grout settles to 40 feet bgs (or any othei level greater than two
or three feet bgs) and no water is on top of the grout plug, bentonite chips or a reasonable substitute
must be poured into the hole to bring it to the proper level. If there is still water on top of the grout
plug, the operator is expected to re-enter the hole and trernmie to the bottom so the hole may, again,
be backfilled from the bottom to the toP. (MLB)
LCQ's Rsponse:"Please see the Resj dse to Commbnt V5, OP #118.
Response not acceptable. While the text is generally acceptable, WDEQ/LQD NonCoal Rules and
Regulations, Chapter 8 is 'not applicable to, Whi~h this secti6n addresses, well Abahd6oinment. The
citation should be WDEQ/LQD Non.roal IRules and Regulation, ClOpteI- I, Sittion 8. Within this
section, the requirement is for the entire casing is to be filled. The text of this section only indicates
that 'if settlement is*'greater than 40 feet,ý addiionaVgrout will be added. A statement should be
added that makes a commitment to have. the sealent material remain within three feet bgs for a
period: of 24.hours' before cutting the casing and installing the concrete cap. Please make the
appropriate revisions to theftext. (BRW foi MLB)'

11)

Section''RP3.1, Wel l Abandonment: Item number 12 in the list on Page RP-1 1 must include the
words "and LQD" at the end of the sentence ending with "WSEO". (MLB)
LC's Response: Item 12 has been revised to include LQD.
Response acceptable. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW for MLB)

12)

Section RP 3.2 Facili'ty and Road Reclamationl Paragraph 3 ýtates that culverts and road surfacing
materials will be removed. Please indicate their final disposal location(s). (AB)
LC's Reshonse: The: bondl calculation prdvided in Table R15-4 accounts for the replacement of
topsoil and revegeiationfor the roads in'Worksheet 7. However, LC ISR, LLC'neglected to include
the cost of'culvei-t and road surface removal in the 'bo~nd: estimate. Table RP-4 hias been revised to
include those items.
The bond estimate will assume that the culverts will be disposed of at the nearest municipal landfill
(Rawlins, WY). The e•stimate will also accountfor the cost to gather and load the gravel surfacing
from' the roads. However, because there is significant value in the road material, no cost .for
trucking or disposal is planned. If these assumhptions becoune invalid, LCI will*modify the bond
estimate in the Annual Report.
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Response acceptable. LC's response indicates that culverts will be disposed of in a permitted
landfill facility. Review of the bond calculations suggests thaf the proposed figure of $3.48 per
linear foot is probably low, especially if the assumption is to truck the material to Rawlins. Cost and
assumptions for reclamation will be reviewed as part of the bond. (BRW for AB)
13)

Section RP 4.0, Reclamation and Decommissioning of Processing and Support Facilities: Ponds,
laydown yards, parking areas, and topsoil and subsoil stockpile location, should be included in the
bullet list at the beginning of this section. (MLB & AB)
LC's Response: The list at the begi'nning Of Section RP 4.0 has been updatedas requested.
Response aceeptable. The text has been revised to include the requested items. (BRW for MLB
and AB)

14)

Section RP 4.1 discusses oni-site waste disposal,. Any on-site waste disposal must be permitted as
part of the mine permit application. Detailed plans and specifications must be provided along with
landowner's consent. (MM)
LC's Re&sponse. LC ISR, LLC has decided to notpursue an on-site landfill at this time and as such
has deleted the portions of the 2 "dparagraph of Section RP 4.1 describing a landfill. The bond
calculation includes the cost of shipping, and disposal 'of all material at appropriate offsite
locations.
Response not acceptable. LC's response states, that they will not pursue an on-site landfill, yet the
text' in section RP 4.1 still describes on-site disposal, of waste materials. Please revise the text in the
permit to clarify that there will be no on-site disposal of waste materials. (MM)

15)

Section RP 4.5.2, SurfacePreparation: On Page RP- I there must include a commitment to rip to a
minimum depth of 12 inches as part, of seedb&d preparation. (MLB)
LC's Response.' The text has been revised t6 specify a minimum dekth for the seedbedpreparation.
Response acceptable. The text has been,revised as requested. (BRW for MLB)

16)

RP4.5.2. Surface Preparation: It is stated that "Seed bed preparation will be performed under
appropriate soil and climatic conditions". Please define appropriate soil and climatic conditions.
(CS)
f

LC's Response: The purposes of performing seed bed preparation under appropriateconditions
have been noted in the second paragraphof Section RP 4.5.2, along with examples Qf conditions
under which seed bed preparationwould be inappropriate.
Response acceptable. (CS)
17)

RP4.5.3, Soil Placement: Stating that "soils will be replaced where excavated, whenever possible"
seems inappropriate. If soils are stripped and stockpiled it should be possible to replace them. (CS)
LC's Response: The intent ofLC ISR, LLC "Section RP 4.5.3 is to say that the soil will be replaced
at the same location from which it was excavated, whenever possible. The text at the beginning of
Section 4.5.3 has been clarified.
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Response acceptable. (CS)
18)

Section RP 4.5.3 Soil Replacement. This section states that Section OP 2.5 describes that separate
handling of topsoil and subsoil is not required. No discussion of this topic was found in Section OP
2.5. Topsoil is always more valuable a planting bed than a topsoil / subsoil mixture. Especially
given the dessert conditions, all efforts should be made to be protective of the topsoil layer,
especially by handling it separately from the subsoil. (AB)
LC's Response. The reference to subsoil has been removed, and the discussion about topsoil and
subsoil in Section OP 2.5 has been clarified.
Response not acceptable. Specific to salvage and replacement, Section OP - 2.5 indicates that a
qualified professional will be on hand and that the soil will be replaced at a uniform depth. Baseline
soil surveys should define the salvage depth at various locations and if this has not been done, the
survey is incomplete. The text should commit to* salvaging topsoil to depths as specified in the
Appendix D-5• surveys and replaced at a uniform depth according to salvage. Please revise the text
accordingly. (BRW'for AB)

19)

Section RP 4.5.4 Seed Mix, Reseeding Methods and Fencing. Paragraph 4 states that re-seeded
areas outside fenced, mine units will be restricted untilvegetation is successfully re-established. The
ohly way to ensure access restriction from wildlife is with fencing. Please state that these areas will
have fencing installed to prevent access. (AB)
LC's Response: Those portions of the Permit Area that will. require reseeding, outside the Plant
and the mine units, are generally long, narrow.areas,such as roads and pipeline corridors. The
intent was to indicate that vehicular access will be restricted, exclusion of wildlife from such
corridorsis impractical and the use offencing that could exclude wildlife would probably not be
approved by the WGFD. In addition,most of the cattle in the general areado not.congregate on the
Permit Area because of the lack of water. The. text has. been.revised to indicate that vehicular
access will be restiicted and that particular attention will be given to these areas 4n terms of
evaluating revegetation practices and success to' determine 'f additional weed control, use of a
cover crop, or other supplementalpractices will be necessary because of the exposure to forage.
ilesponse acceptable. The text has been 'revised'to indicate that 'vehicular traffic will be restricted.
If reclamation performs poorly for various reasons, LC will submit a plan to the LQD to address.
(BRW for AB)

20)

RP4.5.4, Seed Mix,' Reseeding Methods, and Fencing: The last paragraph states that "When
reseeding areas outside fenced mine units or the Plant, grazing and access to reseeded areas will be
restricted until vegetation is successfully re-established". Please clarify how access is going to be
restricted. For example "with BLM. and DEQ approved fencing". (CS)
LC's Response: Please see response to previous comment.

Response acceptable. (CS)
21)

RP4.5.5, Revegetation Success Criteria: The second point in the list states that "ihe total vegetation
cover of perennial species (excluding noxious weed .species) and any species in the approved seed
mix is at least equal to the total vegetation cover of perennial species (excluding noxious weed
species) before operations". Consider rewording to "the total vegetation cover of perennial species
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(excluding noxious weed species) and any species in the approved seed mix is at least equal to the
total vegetation cover of perennial species (excluding noxious weed species) of the undisturbed
areas of the mine permit". This would add consistency with your proposed vegetation study
parameters and, helps account for climatic variability between when mining began and when
reclamation evaluation occurs. (CS)
LC's Response: The text has been revised to indicate that undisturbed areas will be used for the
evaluation of revegetation success.
Response acceptable. (CS).
22)

Reclamation Plan, Page RP-15. The sequencing of the sections goes' from RP4.4 Roads on page
RP- 14 to Section RP 1.1 Soil Replacement and Revegetation on page RP- 15. According to the table
of Contents, this should be RP 4.5 Soil Replacement and Revegetation. (AB)
LC's Response: The typo has been corrected.
Response acceptable. The typo was corrected. (BRW for AB)

23)

Section RP 5.0 and Table RP-4: The reclamation cost-estimate should be revised to include the
following:
a.
b.

A detailed critical-path time schedule including all phases of the reclamation.
A detailed description of labor requirements and assumptions for, all phases of the
reclamation. It is-this reviewer'.s position that the'reclamation, cost estimate should include a
workforce/pa~roll comparable 'with the production workforce/payroll or justify why this
would not be the case. (MM)

LC's Response.' A detailed'critical-path;schedule is. included as Figure RP-4 for the. operation,
restoration and- reclamation of the.Plant and .the first mine unit. This schedule supports the
associated bond presented in Table RP-4. The schedule also details the projected manpower
requirements through the restoration/reclamationcycle. Restoration occurs concurrently with
production during most of the project'life; therefore, the "production worlforce/payroll" already
includes the workforce requiredfor restoration during much of.the mine life.: .Restoration and
reclamation do not require a workforce/payroll comparable with the production workforce. The
need .for several segments of the workforce are eliminated and or substantially reduced when
drilling, construction. and production activities cease. When production ends and restoration
continues,'the workforce requiredfor production is cut while the workforce requiredfor restoration
is retained.
The operationalflow rate requiredfor restoration is a small fraction of the operationalflow rate
.for restoration. The requirementfor groundwater sweep and the rate of consumptive removal of
groundwaterduring that stage limit the ability for an operatorto increase the restoration.flowrate.
Lower requiredflow rates translate to lower workforce/payroll levels.
Table RP-4 and Figure RP-4 have been revised to include the actual monitor well counts and
proposed injection and production counts. Figure RP-4 details the labor requirements during all
phases of the initialbonded work. The following is a discussion of the major labor components.
Drilling and Construction:. For the purposes of Figure RP-4, construction occurs froln the
beginning of Year 1 through the second month of Year 2. Construction includes installation and
testing of wells, pipelines, powerlines and .field production facilities. Because the surety bond
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calculationassumes shutdown o/fproduction after Mine Unit 1 (MU-I), all construction associated

personnel and contractors will cease work at the project after completion of their assignments
except for those that will be employed in the restorationand/or reclamationof thefacility.
Production Operations. For the purposes of Figure RP-4, production will occur from the
beginning of Year I through the second month of Year 3. Productionincludes injection of lixivient,
production of uranium solutions, monitoring of solutions and wells, maintenance of wells and
operation/maintenanceof the plantfacility. Because the surety bond calculationassumes shutdown
ofproduction after'Mine Unit I (MU-1), allproduction associatedpersonnel will cease work at the
project after completion of their assignments except for those that will be employed in the
restorationand/or reclamation of the facility.
Restoration. For the purposes of Figure RP-4, restoration will occur in two phases: Active and
Passive. Phase 1, Active Restoration, will include groundwater sweep, reverse osmosis and
recirculation.This will occurfiom the third month of Year 3 throughfifth month of Year 4. Phase 2,
Sampling, will include stability sampling and regulatory approval.. This will occur from the sixth
month of Year 4 through the eighth month of Year 5. Personnel in theses phases will be responsible
for plant operationand maintenonce, field operation and maintenance and sampling. All associated
personnel will cease work at the project after completion of their assignments except.for those that
will be employed in the reclamation of the facility.
Reclamation. For the purposes 'ofFigure RP-4;, reclamation will occur from. the ninth month of
Year 5 through the eighth month of Year 6. Reclamation includes plugging of wells, demolition and
removal of a!l production systems and removal of roads.

Response partially acceptable.'The informationpresented in the response to comments
needs.to be incorporated into the permit in section RP 5.0. The projected restoration
workforce appears to be very lean. Please, address.the following considerations:
a.

Restoration will be conducted on a 24 hour, 7 days per week basis.

b.

Uranium will be produced during restoration.

c.

Maintenance operations must continue in all areas through the restoration and
stability period, including the plant'and the wellfield. RO units have high

maintenance requirements.

24)

d.

MIT's must be conducted on wells at least through the active restoration period.

le.

All monitoring, sampling, analysis and reporting requirements continue through
restoration and stabilization.

f.

The, facility must be manned on a 24/7 basis.

g.

The restoration/reclamation will take approximately 4 years, yet the labor
worksheet (page 12 of 37) only covers 2 years.

g.

Labor costs must include benefits and should be no less than $35/hr. (MM)

RP5ý0, Financial Assurance; Category 2: The pariagraph addressing, worksheet seven indicates a
"conservative" estimate of 5 out of 40 acres will need topsoil handling. Please clarify what a
"conservative" estimate is and the justification for stating only 5 out of 40.acres will need-topsoil
I I
handling. (CS) -
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LC's Response: Figure OP-7c details the vegetation and soil impacts on a "per header house"
basis. The short termn disturbance associated with piping and mud pits are estimated at 10%. The
long term disturbance is estimated at 3%. Additional long term disturbance would be in the form of
roads and laydown areas outside the pattern boundaries, as shown in Figure OP-7b. The
disturbancedetailed above~is "'conservativevy"estimatedat less than 12.5% or 5 of 40 acres.
Response acceptable. (CS)
25)

Section RP 5.0 Financial Assurance. Paragraph one. Please add the cost of groundwater monitoring
and analysis to the list of costs. (AB)
LC's Response. The costs- associated with groundwater monitoring and anjalysis are dispersed
within the existing bond. estimate and are not just incoiporatedas the 0.5% allotted for on-site
monitoring under.the Miscellaneous Costs Associated with 'Third Party Contractors in the Bond
Summaty (Page 1 in Table RP-4). For example; in Worksheet 1, (GroundwaterRestoration), there
are entries in Item IV (StabilityMonitoring)specifically for the,samples collected during that phase
and in Item V (Labor), there arecostsfor a Sampler andfor a Chemist. The surety will be reviewed
annually and adjusted to reflect changes in cost and in the Project.
Response not acceptable. Aside from the monitoring during the'stability period mentioned in the
comment response, there does nct, appear to beany sampling and analysis cost included during the
active restoration phaseof the operation. (MM)-.t ýi

26)

Table RP-4 .Reclamation / Restoration Bond Estimate. Groundwater sampling and analysis could be
conducted for many years, and: should not be handled as a overhead cost, of 0.5%, but as a separate
line item in the bond estimate. Please indicate the initial number.of monitoring, wells that will be in
place at the initial start-up ,ofthe mine and calculate their. cost for sampling and -analysis based real
costs. (AB)

..

..

.

..

.

LC's Response: Please see response to previous comment.
Response not acceptable. See-comment no..25 above. (MM)

27)

-

Table RP-3. Seed Mix: It is requested that the seed mix be revised, contingent on BLM
concurrence, to eliminate Prairie sandreed and Rubber rabbitbrush. This would reduce the overall
seeding. rate to 15 lbs/ac which is a more reasonable drill seeding rate. This, lower seeding rate
would be more conducive to sagebrush establishment, which is a primary focus of the revegetation
efforts. Prairie sandreed is not native to the area and is not adapted to the arid conditions of the Red
Desert. Rubber rabbitbrush is native, however it is not particularly desirable. Species that could be
listed as possible alternates would include winterfat, needle-and-thread and squirreltail. (MM)
LC's Response: LC ISR, LLC has sent a letter to BLM requesting concurrence on WDEQLQD's requested changes to the seed mix, including elimination of Prairiesandreed and
Rubber rabbitbrush,which results in an overall seeding rate of 16 lbs/acre, and identifying
needle-and-thread and bottlebrush squirreltail as alternatives (for all but sagebrush). If
BLM concurs, LC ISR, LLC will update Table RP-3.
Comment remains outstanding pending a response from the BLM. (BRW for MM)

28)

Please provide a sediment control plan for the reclamation phase of the operation. (BRW)

'I

-.
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LC's Response: The Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (Operations.Plan Attachment
OP-4) addresses sediment control for the life of the mine (cross-referenced in the second
paragraphin Section RP 4.5).
Response not acceptable. Thank you for providing the cross reference to SMPP. The comment
remains unacceptable until resolution is reached to Comment OP #19. (BRW)
29)

As required by LQD, Chapter 11, Section 5 (a) (v), the Reclamation Plan must include a contour
map showing the approximate post-reclamation surface contours for affected land and the
immediate surrounding areas if the operation will substantially alter the premining contours. The
absence of this map must be explained in the permit text in the context of the above rule. (MLB)
LC's Response. Text has been added to Section.RP 4.5.2 to, indicate that a post-reclamation
contourimap is not'necessary.,
Response acceptable. Given that there will be no excavation within the various proposed
wellfields and that excavations in the Facilities Area will be relatively minor, the disturbance will
be retufined to a*pproximate original contour, thus, no map is required. (BRW for MLB)

30)

A. new section should be added to the. Reclamation Plan entitled "Determination of Successful
Groundwater and Site Restoration". The purpose of this section is to clearly state unequivocally the
criteria that will be used by the WDEQ/LQD to determine whether the site has been adequately
restored. It is envisioned that this section of the Reclamation Plan may become more pertinent. as
staff in Lost Creek ISR 'and WDEQ/LQD change ove; the upcoming :10 to 20 years. Fulfillment of
the criteria in this section will, be. required. before :the operator may request/achieve final bond
releaL;e. This section should, include-the following!six bQnd release criteria:
a.

Ground water treatment/restoration, using approved BPT as described in Section RP 2.3
(Groundwater Restoration Methods) of the-Permit;,
•
b.''". Achievement of baseline ground water conditions. If baseline is unachievable, proceed to c.;
c.
If baseline ground water conditions are unattainable, achievement of approved Class of Use is

Srequired;
d.'

e.
f.

Ground water stability monitoring of a 12 month-duration with quarterly, sampling (i.e. a total
of 5 sampling'events). If water quality trends during stability monitoring.indicate classof use
standards are (or will be) exceeded, the operator must return to step "a" above). Alternately if
class of use standards, at a minimum, are met for the 12 month period then the well field. will
be cohsidered eligible for bond release;--.
.
Reclamation of surface disturbance as described in the Reclamation Plan of the Permit which.
shall include all requirements of LQD Chapter 11, Section 5;
Documentation of LQD and landowner (primarily BLM) concurrence that the project is
'adequately reclaimed to the standards outlined in the approved WDEQ\LQD permit.

The above bond release criteria can be considered on a well field by well field basis. Once criteria a
- d have been met, the operator may request partial bond release for an individual well field. Final
bond release cannot be considered until all of six of the above criteria have been met by the
operator. (MLB and BRW)
LC's Response: Pursuant to discussions on June 22, 2009 in Casper between WDEQ and LC
ISR, LLC, please see the Response to.Comment V5, RP #1.
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Response not acceptable. The reviewer's concede that LC has expanded the discussion on the
various methods to be used during ground water restoration. However, there is still disagreement
concerning what constitutes a reasonable stability period and the number
of samples required, see
Comment RP #7. Additionally,- the reviewer's believe it is in the best interest of LC as well as the
LQD to clearly define the success criteria to which bond release will be judged instead of having
pieces in various sections. Please see the original comment and revise the text as requested. (BRW
for/and MLB)
NEW COMMENTS BASED on REVISED MATERIAL RECEIVED 10/19/2009
Volume 5 - (Operations Plan and Reclamation Plan):
OperationsPlan (OP)
NC. Section OP 2.8, Page OP-i5: the citation, "(WGFD,.2008)" is not listed in the "References" (i.e.,
pages Att. OP-6, pages 25 & 26). Also, some text -references have a c6n ma before the date and
others do not-and all should be consistent. (SP)
NC2. Section OP :2.8, Attachment OP-6, Wildlif6 Protection and .Wildlife Monitoring' (WP&WM), Table
*of'Contents (TOC): in' the TOG on page ii, thel•lst:heading (i.e., "ADDENDUM") with the next
two lines .of text (i.e., ending.with References) are inserted in the document after the text sections
and should be moved to a'position juist ahead Of"FIGURES". (SP)
NC3. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, TOC: tabbed and labeled dividers for "References",
and "Tables" should be included as was done with Appendix D-9. (SP)
"Addenda,' ",'Figures",'
NC4. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM TOC: figure OP-A6-2 is the same as Figure D9-6.
Past LQD experience has fouhd it Is diffi:4ilt to remember to chafnge th'e information and more than
on location, resulting inconflicting information berag retained within the mine permit whei future
plan revisions are made. Please cite-lthe same figure ,number in both (or 'more) places but o'nly
inclu.e the figre iin its most iogical location. (SP)

.

NC5. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6. WP&WM, TOc:G' figure OP-A6-3e wias added to the document;
however, it was not added to the TOC. Please correct. (SP)
NC6. Sectioni OP 2.8,-Attachment OP-6, WPwM, TOC: the titles on all but the first 2 Figures and
several Tables are not the same as on the TOC. Please correct. (SP)
NC7. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM. iOc: tables OP-A6-3 and -4 are the same as Tables
OP-3 and -5. Past LQD experience has found it is difficult to remnember to change the information
and more than on location, resulting in conflicting information being retained within the mine
permit when future plan revisions are made. Please cite the same figure number in both (or more)
places but only include the tables in its most logical location. (SP)
NC8. Section OP 2.8,Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 1.0: the citation, "(WGFD 2008)" appears
twice on page 2 and is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages 25 & 26). Also,
some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should be consistent.
Please correct. (SP)
NC9. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, 'Section 1.1: the "WDEQ" is referenced twice and in
both instances it appears that the Land Quality Division (LQD) is being referenced rather than the
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entire WDEQ and all its divisions. The "ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS" list on page OPv identifies the "LQD" as the proper acronym to be consistent. Please correct the above 2 references
here and the mine permit text accordingly. Please correct. (SP)
NClO.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 1.3.1 in the second to last paragraph "If the
annual raptor nest survey locates a new... nest within 0.5 miles of projected activities...". The
underlined words that follow should be added after the word "...activities..." (e.g., "...of projected
mining activities and those activities proposed for the coming yea
Please correct. (SP)
NCI /.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section i.3.3.1: the section cites "Section RP-4.5.5"
regarding fence removal and mentions that "The fences, will be removed after....and vegetation has
become established.in accordance with permit requirements"; however, this statement is not written
in the referenced section. It should also be written in the RP text. Please correct. (SP)
NCI2. Section OP 2.8. Attachmen't!OP-6. vP& MS.ection 1.3.3.3: the storage ponds are planned to be
surrounded first by a 6 foot 'high chain link fence and then by a barbed wire fence. The text
mentions that the amount of freeboard (3h: Iv) should make it difficult for land birds to drink from
the ponds. Northern sage grouse (NSG) are highly attracted to water and could easily fly over the
fences to land' inside it. NSG also find their way into "old tire" 'and verticailsided metal tanks at
liyestock waters,. often drowning. Escape ramps are being installed across the state. In this situation;
however, exiting the pond area'ight be diffictilt, especially for waterfowl. LC ISL, LLC, should
consider nettingto,cover.fthe ponds
m ind'c-eatihg one or more water sources.(i.e., off-site mitigation;
generally to the north.6 the mineunits and plant) to draw'NSG ahd' other wildlife to an alternate
water sourcean'd otentially, ncrease NSG sui-ival. Please c6rrect. (SP)
NC13. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 1.3.3.3: the section cites "Section 2.9.4" and
it be"Section OP 2.9.4". Please correct. (SP)
"
':"
NC14.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 1.4.3: in the noise discussion and at the top
'of page 12, "OP-A6-5a" is cited. It sh6uld be "Tibie OP-A6-5aý'" Please correct. (SP)
NC/5. Sectioni OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6. WP&W'M, Secti6n .'14:3:in the fast, paragraph of the noise
discussion 'and on page 12, "Figure OP-A6-4" is'cited. It should be "Figu r er OP-A6-5". Please
correct. (SP)
NCI 6.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section i75..3 'the WDEQ i's composed of several
divisions [i.e., air (AQD), land (LQD), 'water'(WQD), etc.]. The use of "WDEQ"'is listed in this
section; however, if referencing a specific division (e.g., "LQD"; see "ABBREVIATIONS AND
AkCRONYMS" list on page OP-v) and not the department as a whole [(WDEQ)(i.e., all divisions)],
.specific divisions should be cited. Please correct throughout the permit document. (SP)
NCI 7. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 1.5.3.1: "birds of prey" or "raptors" should
be included in the liist of predators. Please correct. (SP)"
NC18.Section OP 18, Attachment OP-6, W'P&WM, Section 1.5.4: the WDEQ is composed of several
divisions [i.e., air (AQD), land (LQD), water (WQD), et&c]. The use of "WDEQ" is listed in this
section;. however, if referencing a specific divisidn (e.g., "LQD"; see "ABBREVIATIONS AND
ACRONYMS" list on page OP-v) and not the department as :a whole [(WDEQ)(i.e., all divisions)],
specific divisions should be cited. Please correct throughout the permit document. (SP)
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NC19.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 2.0: the citation, "(WGFD 2007)" appears
in the text on page 17 and is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages 25 & 26).
Also, some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should be
6onsistent. Please correct.'(SP)
NC20.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 2.3.1 the first 3 paragraphs of this section
(i.e., all on page 21) do not adequately mirror the Appendix B requirements forraptor "Nest Status
and Production Success". Please replace ,these3 paragraphs with the following andmore specific
Appendix B language. "From on or before mid-February through March, surveys for golden eagle
and great homed owl nests shall be initiated with 1/2 mile of existing mining activities and those
activities proposed for, the coming year. In areas of potential conflict situations LC ISL will
document' early courtship behavior because once eggs are laid, rmitigation options' become
restricted. [End of Paragraph] In addition,. three 'surveys covering the entire permit area and a one
mile perimeter will be conducted within the following time frames. The first shall be, conducted in
March, to check .known and to locate any new golden eagle and great homed owl nests [i.e.,
territory: (a) not occupied (inactive), (b) occupied by one occupant (active), or (c) occupied by a
pair (active)]. A second surv'ey shall be conducted'in April'to check known nests most other raptor
species [i.e., territory: (a) not occupied (i.e., inactive), (b) occupied by onebccupant (active), or (c)
occupied by a pair (active)]. A third survey shall be conductea'fr6m'nmiid-May-through mid-June to
locate new raptor nests and to check the status of all known nests. [End of Paragraph] Follow-up
visits to previously identified nests, as many as necessary, shall be timed to facilitate documentation
of occupied territories (see above), nest building (if yes, record observation), incubation [i.e., the
subject pair: (a). did not lay eggs [no reprodiictive attempit]l,ý (b) did lay eggs (made a reproductive
attempt)], and fledging success'[(a) eggs did'noiihatch or young did not fledge (the nesting attempt
(b) the number of young that reached that age of fledging (the nesting attempt
was.not.
successful),according
was,. successful)]
o
-biology
`he
''f he --species present and variations in breeding
chronology." [End of Paragra'h].(sP)
Se'ibn 2.3. 1: theprev'ious comment causes Table
NC21. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WAP&W.
OP-A6-6 to' need revision regarding raptor'' ionitoring which often continues into mid-July in order
to make "age of fledging chunts". 'Please update the figure accordingly, in addition on page 17 (i.e.,
end of Section 2.0).the table is cited as a "Figure" but is in-fact a table in the OP. This is probably
because in D-9 it was labeled and listed as a "Figure" .e., not necessary to change it D-9). (SP)
NC22.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6,- WP&WM. Section 2.4: the WDEQ is composed of several
divisions [i.e., air (AQD),. land (LQD), water (WQD), etc.]. The use of "WDEQ" is listed in this
section; however, if referencing a specific division (e.g., "LQD"; see "ABBREVIATIONS AND
ACRONYMS" list on page OP-v) and not the department as a whole [(WDEQ)(i.e., all divisions)],
specific divisions should be cited. Please correct throughout the permit document. (SP)
NC23.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 2.4: the citation, "(WDEQ 1994)" appears
in the text on page 23 and is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages 25 & 26).
Also, some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should be
consistent. Please correct. (SP)
NC24. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 2.4: the citation, "(WDEQ 1994)" appears
in the text regarding MBHFI non-game bird surveys. This type of survey is related to the USFWS
and the methodology may not match the citation. Please correct as needed once a consultation
response letter is received from the USFWS. (SP)
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NC25.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Section 2.7: the section indicates that non-game bird
surveys (i.e., except for raptors and MBHFI) will be conducted as incidental observations to other
work. Section 2.4 commits to "breeding bird surveys" for MBHFI and this type of survey requires
recording all species encountered, including non-game birds. Section 2.7 should mention that nongame birds will only be recorded incidental to other work but will be formally surveyed only when
in association with breeding bird surveys described in Section 2.4 (MBHFI).-(SP)
NC26.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: on page 26 "(DOE 2004)" has not been
cited in the text. Please correct. (SP)
NC27.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: on page 26 "(WYDEQ 2007a)" has not
been cited in..the text. Please correct. (SP)
NC28. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: on page 26 "(WYDEQ 2007b)" has not
been cited in the text. Please correct. (SP)
NC29. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6. WP&WM, References:' the "ABBREVIATIONS AND
ACRONYMS" list on page OP-v does not identify WYDEQ; however, it does identify "WDEQ" to
be consistent. Please correct the above 2 references here 'and the' mine permit text accordingly. :.(SP)
NC30.Section OP 2.8,. Attachment oP-6, WP&WM, Referen6es: 'the'citation, "(Olendorf et al. 1996)"
appears in the text. o page.5. and is not listed in'the "Referen'es" (i.., pýages Att.'OP-6; pages 25 &
26). Also, 'some text references have a Comtfia beforte the date 'rid'others do not. and all should'.be
consistent.. The spelling of "Olendorff" is incorrect on page 5 and in Section OP-5 References on
page OP-55; however, a word ýearch (by either spelling) does not locate the reference as cited in
the OP except in Attachment OP-6. Please correct. (SP)
NC31.,Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6 WP&WM, Riefefehdes: the cif-atiofi, "(Holloran 2005)" appears
in Table OP-A6-1; howeverit is not listed i the "Refei-enc's" (i.e.; pages Att. OP-6,, pages 25 &
26). Also, some text references fiave a comnm'a before the date "and others do'not and all should be
consistent. Please correct. (SP)

"

'

'

'

,'

NC32.Section'OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM,,Refeirenhc'i' the citation, ."(Carr 1967)" appears in
Tabie OP7 A6-1; however, it is not listed in the "References" (i.e.,'pages Att. OP'6, pages 25 & 26).
Also, some text references have fa comma bIe'fore the' date and others !do not and all should be
consistent. Please correct. (SP)"
NC33. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, wP&WM,' References: the citation, "(Wallestad & Schadweiler
1974)" appears in Table OP-A6- 1; however, it is not"listed in' the "References". (i.e., 'pages Att. OP6,'pages 25 &' 26). Also, some text references have a comma' before the date and others do not and
all should be consistent. Please'correct. (SP) "
NVC34,Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, wP&WM. References: the citation,"'(Rothenmaier .1979)"
,appears in Table.OP-A6-1; howevier, it is not listed, in the "References" (i.e.,'pages' Att. OP-6, pages
25 & 26). Also, some text references have a 'cbmm'a before the-date and others do not and. all should
be consistent. Please correct. (SP)
"
NC35.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: the citation, "(Schoenber 1982)"
a :ippears in Tab~le OP-A6-1;.however, it is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages
25 & 26). Also, some text refeirences have a comma before the date and others do not and all should
be consistent. Please correct. (SP)

'

'

'
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NC36. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: the citation, "(Lyon & Anderson 2003)"
appears in Table OP-A6-1; however, it is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages
25 & 26). Also, some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should
be consistent. Please correct. (SP)
NC37.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: the citation, "(Inglefinger 2001)"
appears in Table OP-A6-1; however, it is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages
25 & 26). Also, some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should
be consistent. Please correct. (SP)
NC38. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, References: the citation, "(Nicholoff 2003)" appears
in Table OP-A6-1; however, it, is not listed in the "References" (i.e., pages Att. OP-6, pages 25 &
26). Also, some text references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should be
consistent. Please correct. (SP)
NC39.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Table OP-A6-1 (page 1 of 3): in the table Figure
OP-A5-2" is, cited. It should be "Figure OP-A6-2". Please correct. (SP)
NC40. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM, Table OP-A6-1 (page 2 of 3): in the table, "Table
OP-A5-3" is cited. It should be "Table OP-A6-3". Please correct. (SP)
NC41. Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP -6, wP&WM, Table OP-A6:I (page 2 of 3): in item (5) and part
(a), the text reads "...is to reduce raptor.and corvid roosting...". Consider that power poles are

used as hunting perches, for resting, and, roosting.. Availability of an elevated hunting perch
increases the distance that predatory birds can effectively hunt' therefore, prevention of "use" not
only protects the.predatory birds from being el'ecjrocuied, ,but also;-.should reduce predation on
northern sage grouse. Please change the word "roosting" to ."use".'(SP)
NC42.Section OP 2.8, Attachment OP-6, WP&WM. Table OP-A6-1 (page 3 of 3): in item (6) and part
(a), the text reads "...is analogous to topsoil stripping at coil mines...". It should read "...at coal
mines...". Please coriect. (SP)
NC43. Section OP, References: the citations, "(BLM, 1996)" and "(BLM, 2003)" appear in the text and
"References" (i.e., page OP-55); however, in the "References" they are listed as "Bureau of Land
Management (US)..!." and should be "Bureau of Land Management. (BLM)... ". Also, some text

references have a comma before the date and others do not and all should be consistent. Please
correct. (SP)
Summary:
There are still a number of outstanding issues, several of which can be rectified by merely incorporating
the response into the application text. Several new comments were generated on the revised material
received on October 19, 2009. Many of these comments are associated With incorrect references. Once the
application is found to be technically complete and approval / concurrence of technical adequacy from the
Bureau of Land Management is obtained, second public notice will be authorized (in writing from WDEQ
Land Quality Division). Should you have any questions concerning this memorandum, please contact the
individual reviewer(s) at the WDEQ-LQD District 2 Office in Lander (307-332-3047).
Enclosures
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Copy of 40 CFR Section 264, Subpart K

-A

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-02 Edition)

§ 264.200
been decontaminated and tha t previously held an incompatible wi Lste or
material, unless §264.17(b) is co0replied
with.

and sufficient strength and thickness
to prevent failure due to pressure gradients (including static head and external hydroge6logic forces), physical contact with the waste or leachate to
§ 264.200 Air emission standards,
which they are exposed, climatic condiThe owner or operator shall rr ianage
tions, the stress of installation, and
all hazardous waste placed in a t. ank in
the stress -ofdaily operation:
(2) Placed upon a foundation or base
accordance with the applicable rc equirements of subparts AA. RB, and CC of' capable of providing support to the
liner and resistance to pressure gra-.
this part.
dients above and below the liner to pre[61 FR 59950, Nov. 25, 1996]
Vent failure of the liner due to settlement, compression, or uplift; and
Subpart K-Surface
(3) Installed to cover all surrounding
Impoundments
earth likely to be in contact with the
'waste or leachate.
SOURCE: 47 FR' 32357, July 26, 1982,
unless,
(b) The owner or 'operator.will be exotherwise noted.
empted from the requirements of paragraph (a) of this section if the Regional
§ 264.220 Applicability.
-Adminiistrator- finds, 'based on a demThe regulations in this subpart apply
onstration' by the owner or operator,
to owners and operators of fac ilities
that alternate design, and operating
that use surface impoundmen .ts to
practices, together with location chartreat, store, or dispose of haz, ardous
acteristics, will prevent the migration'
waste except as §264.1 provides other-, of any, hazardous constituents (see
§264.93) into the ground' water or surwise.
faceWater at any fu'ture time. In decid§264.221 Design and operatin g reing whether to grant an exemption, the
quirements.
Regional Administrator will consider:
(a) Any surface impoundment t ;hat is.
(1) The riature and quantity of the
not covered by paragraph (c) c if this:. wastes: .'
.
section or §265.221 of this chapter must
(2) The proposed alternate design and
have a liner for all portions of t] he imoperation;
poundment (except for existing por(3) The hydrogeologic setting of the
tions of such impoundments). Th(, liner -. facility, including-the attenuative camust be designed, constructed, a nd in-' pacity and thickness of the liners and
stalled to prevent any migrati on of
soils present between the impoundment
wastes out of the impoundment to the
and ground water or surface water: and
adjacent subsurface soil or g'round
(4) All other factors which, would inwater or surface water at'any tim.e dur- - fluence the quality and mobility of the
leachate pro'duced and the pbtential for'
ing the active life, (including th e closure period) of the impoundmenl L. The
it to migrate to ground water or surliner may be constructed of mat terials' face water.
that may allow wastes to migrat e into
. (c) The owner or operator of each new
the liner (but not into the ad.jacent
surface impoundment unit on which
subsurface soil or ground water c Ir surconstruction commences after January
face water) during the active life of the
29, 1992, each lateral expansion of a surfacility, provided that. the imr pound- *face impoundment unit on Which conment is closed in accordance with
struction commences afteriJuly 29, 1992
§264.228(a)(1). For impound)mentE that
and 'each' replacement of an existing
will be closed in accordance with
surface impoundment unit that is to
§264.228(a)(2), the liner must be concommence reuse after July 29. 1992
structed of materials that can pi ,event
must install two or more liners and a
leachate collection and removal syswastes from migrating into the liner
during the active life of the faicility.
tem between such liners. "ConstrucThe liner must be:
tion commences":. is as defined in
(1) Constructed of materials that
§260.10 of this chapter under' "existing
have appropriate chemical prop erties
facility".
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(1)(i) The liner system must include:
(A) A top liner designed and constructed
of
materials
(e.g.,
a
geomembrane) to prevent the migration of hazardous constituents into
such liner during the active life and
post-closure care period: and
(B) A composite bottom liner, consisting of at least two components. The
upper component must be designed and
constructed
of materials
(e.g.,
a
geomembrane) to prevent the migration of hazardous constituents into
this component during the active life
and post-closure care period. The lower
component must be designed and constructed of materials to minimize the
migration of hazardous constituents if
a breach in the upper component were
to occur. The lower component must be
constructed of at least 3 feet (91 cm) of
compacted soil material with a hydraulic conductivity of no more than 1xlO1/
-7/ cm/sec.
(ii) The liners must comply with
paragraphs (a) (1), (2): and (3) of this
section.
(2) The leachate collection and removal
system between the liners, and immediately above the bottom composite
liner in the case of multiple leachate
collection and removal systems, is also
a leak detection system. This leak detection system must be capable of detecting, collecting, and removing leaks of
hazardous constituents at the earliest
practicable time through all areas of
the top liner likely to be exposed to
waste or leachate during the active life
and post-closure care period. The requirements for a leak detection system
in this paragraph are satisfied by installation of a system that is, at a minimum:
(iM Constructed with a bottom slope
of one percent or more:
(ii) Constructed of granular drainage
materials with a hydraulic conductivity of lxlO/-'/ cm/sec or more and a
thickness of 12 inches (30.5 cm) or
more: or constructed of synthetic or
geonet drainage materials with a
transmissivity of 3×l0/-4/ m 2sec or
more:
(iii) Constructed of materials that
are chemically resistant to the waste
managed in the surface impoundment
and the leachate expected to be generated, and of sufficient strength and

thickness to prevent collapse under the
pressures exerted by overlying wastes
and any waste cover materials or
equipment used at the surface impoundment:
(iv) Designed and operated to minimize clogging during the active life
and post-closure care period: and
(v) Constructed with sumps and liquid removal methods (e.g., pumps) of
sufficient size to collect and remove
liquids from the sump and prevent liquids from backing up into the drainage
layer. Each unit must have its own
sump(s). The design of each sump and
removal system must provide a method
for measuring and recording the volume of liquids present in the sump and
of liquids removed.
(3) The owner or operator shall collect and remove pumpable liquids in
the sumps to minimize the head on the
bottom liner.
(4) The owner or operator of a leak
detection system that is not located
completely above the seasonal high
water table must demonstrate that the
operation of the leak detection system
will not be adversely affected by the
presence of ground water.
(d) The Regional Administrator may
approve alternative design or operating
practices to those specified in paragraph (c) of this section if the owner or
operator demonstrates to the Regional
Administrator that such design and operating practices, together with location characteristics:
(1) Will prevent the migration of any
hazardous constituent into the ground
water or surface water at least as effectively as the liners and leachate collection and removal system specified in
paragraph (c) of this section: and
(2) Will allow detection of leaks of
hazardous constituents through the top
liner at least as effectively.
(e) The double liner requirement set
forth in paragraph (c) of this section
may be waived by the Regional Administrator for any monofill. if:
(1) The monofill contains only hazardous wastes from foundry furnace
emission controls or metal casting
molding sand, and such wastes do not
contain
constituents
which
would
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render the wastes hazardous for reasons other than the EP toxicity characteristics in §261.24 of this chapter;
and
(2)(i)(A) The monofill has at least one
liner for which there is no evidence
that such liner is leaking. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term
"liner" means a liner designed, constructed, installed, and operated to
prevent hazardous waste from passing
into the liner at any time during the
active life of the facility, or a liner designed, constructed, installed, and operated to prevent hazardous waste from
migrating beyond the liner to adjacent
subsurface soil, ground water, or surface water at any time during the active life of the facility. In the case of
any surface impoundment which has
been exempted from the requirements
of paragraph (c) of this section on the
basis of a liner designed, constructed,
installed, and operated to prevent hazardous waste from passing beyond the
liner, at the closure of such impoundment, the owner or operator must remove or decontaminate all waste residues, all contaminated liner material,
and contaminated soil to the extent
practicable. If all contaminated soil is
not removed or decontaminated, the
owner or operator of such impoundment will comply with appropriate
post-closure requirements, including
but not limited to ground-water monitoring and corrective action;
(B) The monofill is located more than
one-quarter mile from an underground
source of drinking water (as that term
is defined in § 144.3 of this chapter); and
(C) The monofill is in compliance
with generally applicable ground-water
monitoring requrements for facilities
with permits under RCRA section
3005(c): or
(ii) The owner or operator demonstrates that the monofill is located,
designed and operated so as to assure
that there will be no migration of any
hazardous constituent into ground
water or surface water at any future
time.
(f) The owner or operator of any replacement surface impoundment unit
is exempt from paragraph (c) of this
section if:
(1) The existing unit was constructed
in compliance with the design stand-

ards of sections 3004 (o)(1)(A)(i) and
(o)(5) of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act; and
(2) There is no reason to believe that
the liner is not functioning as designed.
(g) A surface impoundment must be
designed, constructed, maintained, and
operated to prevent overtopping resulting from normal or abnormal operations; overfilling: wind and wave action: rainfall; run-on; malfunctions of
level controllers, alarms, and other
equipment; and human error.
(h) A surface impoundment must
have dikes that are designed, constructed, and maintained with sufficient structural integrity to prevent
massive failure of the dikes. In ensuring structural integrity, it must not be
presumed that the liner system will
function without leakage during the
active life of the unit.
(i) The Regional Administrator will
specify in the permit all design and operating practices that are necessary to
ensure that the requirements of this
section are satisfied.
[47 FR 32357, July 26, 1982, as amended at 50
FR 4514, Jan. 31, 1985; 50 FR 28747, July 15,
1985; 57 FR 3487, Jan. 29, 19921
§ 264.222 Action leakage rate.
.(a) The Regional Administrator shall
approve an action leakage rate for surface impoundment units subject to
§264.221 (c) or (d). The action leakage
rate is the maximum design flow rate
that the leak detection system (LDS)
can remove without the fluid head on
the bottom liner exceeding 1 foot. The
action leakage rate must include an
adequate safety margin to allow for uncertainties in the design (e.g., slope,
hydraulic conductivity, thickness of
drainage material), construction, operation, and location of the LDS, waste
and leachate characteristics, likelihood and amounts of other sources of
liquids in the LDS. and proposed response actions (e.g., the action leakage
rate must consider decreases in the
flow capacity of the system over time
resulting from siltation and clogging.
rib layover and creep of synthetic components of the system, overburden
pressures, etc.).
(b) To determine if the action leakage rate has been exceeded, the owner
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